
ORDER IN COUNCIL DAT bD 29 OCTOBER, 1964, P.C . I964-1672



TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY ,

As the Commissioner appointed
by Order in Council dated 29th October, 1964,
P .C . 1964-1672, to inquire into and report upon
the export marketing problems of the salt fish
industry in the Atlantic provinces and, in partic-
ular, and without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, to consider and report upon :

1 . the advisability of establishing a
Sales Agency or Board to control
exports of cured fish from the Atlantic
provinces, having regard to :

(a) the market demand for, and compe-
tition among different forms of
utilization for landings of cod
and other species ,

(b) the competition that exists
between salted cod and other salt
fish products in world markets,
and

(c) ways and means of improving the
efficiency of the salt fish industry
and of increasing returns to primary
producers in the context of the
overall economic development of the
area ;

2. relevant matters which may in the course
of the inquiry arise or develop and which,
in the opinion of the Commissioner, should
be included within the scope of the
inquiry and report .

I BEG TO SUBMIT FOR YOUR EXCELLENCY' S

CONSIDERATION THIS REPORT .

COhlMISSIONER .
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The terms of reference of this Commission are

to report on :-

1. the advisability of establishing a Sales Agency

or Board to control exports of cured fish from

the Atlantic provinces, having regard to :

(a) the market demand for, and competitieq

adang different forms of utilization for

landings of cod and other species,

(b) the competition that exists between

salted cod and other salt fish products

in world markets, and

(c) ways and means of improving the efficiency

of the salt fish industry and of increasing

returns to primary producers in the canteat

of the overall econcmic development of the

area;

2. relevant matters which may in the course of the

inquiry arise or develop and which, in the opinion

of the Cassissioner, should be iacluded within the

scope of the inquiry and report .

The Commission is therefore asked whether it would be advisable

to establish a Marketing Board to cantrol the export of salt fish in the

light of existing demands for the same raw material for other uses, for

eJr,ample in the fresh and frozen trade, and to describe the competitica in

world markets between salted cod and other salt fish such as herring and

bloaters. The Commission is also asked how to make the salt fish industry



more efficient and how to increase the returns to the primai7 producer

in awa,y which would augment the overall economic development of the

industry, and finallj to report upon any relevant matters, for esample

the effect of social measures such as unemployment insurance .

The present sitnaticn of the salt fish industr7 reflects both

an ecmomic and a social problem . There is an urgent need for improre-

meat in the utilisation of available resources, which in turn requires

an extensive social adjustment . Greater econamic efficiency would be

comparatively simple to realise by employing recent advances in technology

and food engineering, under which, disregarding the social costs, the salt

fish iaduatry could be placed nearer to a self-supporting basis . Such a

regime would drastically reduce labour costs by employing automation;

would ruthlessly discard old and obsolescent plants and methods ; and

would reduce the number of fishermeel and merchants now dependent on it .

However, the Commission realises that the social adjustment would lag

behind the rationalisation an the economic front resulting in considerable•

stress and strain.

The Commission took the view that while it must be concerned

with tec2mical and ecanomic efficiency it must also give attention to

social feaaibility,that the problem involved men just as much as it did

fish and that sudden changes, deairable though they might be, would be

politically difficult to implement . It might be held that the salt fish

industry should not receive encouragement to subsist and that greater

contributions to national wealth might be gained by diverting all the

raw material and energy to an alternative use . But such a point of view

overlooks the fact that production of salted fish is deeply rooted in the

life of the region, that the people concerned are marked by conservatism,



and that at present there is preventable econamic waste in that much more of

the product could be made to command a higher export value than it does now .

Most fishermen in the Atlantic provinces, unlike those in Newfound-

land, have moved over to supplying the fresh and frozen trade . They produce

relatively amall amounts of boneless salt fish and salted tacale' fish (hake,

cusk, haddock and pollock). These products present no outstanding problem of

production or marketing . Quebec is a special case with its quasi-moaopoly in

the co-operative production of Gaspe cure . Here also, there seem to be no

difficulties in production or marketing. On the north shore of the Gulf of

St. Lawrence the fishermen salt their own fish and their problems are similar

to those of Newfoundland . This involves about one-tenth of one percent of

the working population of Quebec. Thus the problem of salt fish production

lies almost entirely with Newfoundland, Labrador and :th,e North Shore of the

While the world about it has experienced a dramatic transformation,

the salt fish industry, beset by chronic social and economic difficulties,

has changed little during the last hundred years . At one time salting was

the only known method of preserving protein foods . Gradually other methods

and products appeared and were, and are, being vigorously pursued. These

products ccmpeted and will continue to campete with salted fish, and no effort

on the part of the industry was made to improve salted fish to meet this

situation. There can be no doubt that in the short-run any change towards

greater ecanomic efficiency will be painful whatever modification is eventually

adopted.

Governments must also be prepared to revise acros of the forms of

assistance calculated to improve the situation . A distinction must be made

by them between types of assistance . One type may have the effect of making



the status quo bearable and maintaining it. Another type may encourage

change towards a well thought out long term plan for a better regime .

Another inescapable fact is that the productivity per unit of

effort in too low to support people who are dependent on the inshore

fishery. This is even more so for those who must produce salt fish .

This cannot be considered a peripheral problea,paricularly in Newfound-

land, because of its impact on the total econoay .

Careful consideration has been given to the many reports an d

studies that have been made on the salt fish industry. The Commission

was especially interested in the Newfoundland Salt Fish Marketing Report

of 1963 which proposed the establishment of a National Salt Fish Marketin g

Board. A careful examination has been made of the effect of such a n

establishment upon the ills besetting the industry and also upon the

feasibility of institutional reforo.

After notice had been given in the newspapers of the Atlanti c

Provinces some weeks in advance, public hearings were held in St. John's,

llexfoumdland, February 1 to 5 ; Halifax, Nova Scotia, Februar7 8 to 10;

Fredericton, New Brunswick, Februar7 11 to 12 ; and Quebec, Province of

Quebec, February 14th. Each Provincial Government and, the main associations

representing industr7 and fisherman made presentations in written and oral

form, based upon the terms of reference of this Commission .

The tasks placed upon the Caamission by its terms of referenc e

were rery complex . Therefore it was felt necessarF to trace the history of

the present crisis, if such it can be called in the face of its perpetuity ,

in the hope that, with a full understanding of how it evolved, it would be

easier to nake workable recommendatiais . Consequently, the report deal s

with an abbreviated account of the industr7 in Canada and the forces which



brought it to its present state; the trend of world demand for salt fish

and its relatioa with demands for other kinda of fish ; the position of

Canadian exports and production in this; the number of people employed in

fishing and their rewards for labour ; the current structure of the processing

Industry; the advantage between salting and freezing as alternative forms of

utilizatien ; and co®ments on deterrents to the development of the salt fish

industry.

Throughout this report weights are given as they appear in the

original source . No attempt has been made to convert from the Canadian to

the metric system. This is done in the interest of easier verification and

as a concession to established habits of thinking. Therefore, in this

respect, the report lacks uniformity . A table of weights used has been

included in the Appendix.

The Cca®issioner wishes to thank his research assistants,

Mr. N.L. Posthnsus and Mr . C.R. Molsca, who were made available by the

Department of Trade and Commerce and the Department of Fisheries

respectively, for their unflagging interest in the problem and the tasks

before them . The Commission was also ably assisted by its Secretary,

Mr. Roger Bedard, whose presence added to the ease of performance. Thanks

are due also to Miss Lan Mantgomerp whose willingness and patience wer e

The work owes much to the Assistant Deputy Minister of Trade and

Comaerce, Mr. Harvey, who made available the facilities of his Department

to the Commission . Thanks are also due to Dr. I.W.H. Needler, Deputy

Minister of Fisheries, who placed the services of his Department at the

Cosmissioner's disposal. And special thanks are due to the Area Director

of Fisheries, Newfoundland, Mr . H.H. Bradley, to Mr. Loran Baker, Area



Director of Fisheries for the Maritime Provinces, as well as to Kr . Leo

Morin of Quebec and their staffs who did much to help the work in the

field and at the Public Hearings .

Valuable consultations were held with Mr. Ian HcArthur, Chairman

of the Fisheries Prices Support Board, with Mr . W. C. Mackenzie, Director,

Ecanomics Service, Fisheries Department, and with Mr . Ray Kinsella,

Assistant Director (Fisheries), Agriculture and Fisheries Branch,

Department of Trade and Commerce. Hr. Leo Lafrance of the Office of the

Privy Council guided the Commission through the intricacies of procedure .

To all these gentleman the Coffloission offers its thanks .

SUM4fARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECQ OMiDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions and recomaendatiotss of the Commissica have been

reached after careful consideration of the opinions placed before it

especially during the public hearings, and after detailed examination of

marn/ reports treating different aspects of the problem and the Commissica's

own research program. They are summarized as follows :

The basic problem in the Atlantic Coast fisheries is low productivity

per unit of effort, especially in the inshore fishery .

There are too many people dependant on fishing and therefore they are

only marginally supported .

Government efforts to correct this situation while laudable, are ofte n

the proportion frozen and a downward trend in the proportion cured.

The utilization of the Atlantic Coast catch shows an upward trend in

The long term trend in world trade in fresh and frozen fish is upwards .

The long term trend in world trade in salt fish is downwards .

contradictory.
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The production of salt fish is primarily a Newfoundland activity.

Salt fish production is dependant on the inshore fishermen .

The portion of the stocks of cod available to the inshore fishery is

limited .

The production of salt fish by fishermen is unsatisfactory .

In present Canadian production of salt fish there are preventable

economic wastes, such as low instead of high qualities .

These preventable economic wastes are not primarily a marketing problem ;

they are a production problem .

This prevention cannot be achieved by the establishment of a National

Salt Fish Marketing Board .

There is not sufficient agreement amongst Provinces or fishermen to make

a National Salt Fish Marketing Board feasible .

Some of the advantages to be obtained from the establishment of a

National Salt Fish Marketing Board may be achieved by other means .

In preventing economic wastes, that is by improving quality and kinds

the unit value of Canadian exports of salt fish can be improved .

If this can be accomplished many marketing problems will tend to disappear .

In achieving these advantages nothing should be done to prejudice the

expansion of the freezing industry and the encouragement of its expansion

should be continued.

There are too many small inefficient salt fish finishing and packing plants .

Exporting and marketing of salt fish by the exdsting industry is generally

desirable at this time although this has certain xeaknesses .

The competition between salted cod and other salted fish such as herring

and mackerel is negligible and in likely to remain so .



RFCCPXM ATIONS

That at this time a National Salt Fish Marketing Board be not established

because a solution to the production problem in a prerequisite and because

there is not sufficient agreement amongst the Atlantic Provinces for auch

a board .

That the manufacturing or making of salt fish be taken ont of the hands of

the fishermen.

That a manufacturing agency be established for the primary purpose of salting

fish, this being the most feasible way of improving quality ; the agency also

being empowered to produce cosp.letely finished cures.

That these products be offered for sale by auction or by tender to Canadian

exporters, the agency having the right, if necessary, to export salt fis h

That the efforts of Governments to reduce the number of inshore fisherndm,

including such measures that will assist them to migrate to economically

viable centres, receive every encouragement and support, an should the

already established training centres for young fishermen .

That more care be taken by Go ►ernments in choosing the types of assistance

given to primary producers, distinguishing between those that tend to

perpetuate the status quo and those that will make for a more viable regime .

That adjustment should be made to unemployment insurance to mitigate its

breaks upon productivity in the fishing industry .

That nothing be done in accomplishing these ends that will prejudice the

expansion of the freezing industry .
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THE PROBLIIN AND MEASURES TOWARDS ITS SOLUTION

l. This chapter is a compendium . Evidence is brought together from

succeeding chapters of the report, the transcripts of the public hearings and

from the many documents that have been issued hitherto. Conclusions are dram

and suggestions are made about steps towards solutions of parts of the problem ;

how in fact habits and patterns that suited one particular age, but are no longer

suitable, can be prevented from dominating our own.

The Inshore Fishery

2. The pattern of utilization of the Atlantic Coast catch indicates that,

as for the world fishery, a declining proportion is cured and an increasing

proportion is frozen . The economic pull of the fresh and frozen trade for off-

shore or bank fish has meant that most of the salt fish produced on the Atlantic

Coast is now salted by inshore fishermen in Newfoundland . Even in this inshore

fishery, however, an increasing proportion of the catch is finding its way to

freezing and filleting plants . At present salt fish production in Newfoundland

in entirely a product of some 15,000 inshore fishermen and of almost as many

small-scale enterprises .

3. The problem of greatest overall significance in the inshore fishery,

~~•.~ generally on the Atlantic Coast, and especially in Newfoundland, is low landings

ZI per fisherman . The offshore fishery, where landings per fisherman are much

larger, does not present the same problem.

4. During the past decade this situation has not improved and has actually

deteriorated in the inshore fishery in Newfoundland . The catch of the inshore

cod fishery in Newfoundland has declined slowly, despite a substantial increase

in the number of inshore fishermen, and an expansion of their fishing power . As

a result, landings per fisherman have diminished . The inshore fisherman who

{
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salts his catch has less fishing time and consequently reduces his average

landings. Productivity in the inshore fishery, already low, is even lowar

when the fisherman processes his own catch .

5 . Studies(1) reveal that the inshore resource is limited and is

influenced by the increasing intensity of fishing effort an the stocks in

offshore waters. Already, this had led to a diminution in the size of fish,

if not a decrease in their numbers. Without an abatement in offshore fishing

effort there will be no sustained increase in the total landings of the inshore

fishery .

6 . The crisis in the inshore fishery is a limited resource and an excessive

number of people dependent on it . In other words, the problem of low landings

per inshore fisherman cannot be solved unless the number of fishermen is greatly

reduced. While the inshore fisherman who salts fish may realize a marginal gain

in yearly landings by selling fresh through the inerease in his fishing time p

the problem of low productivity will remain . The only opportunity for a

substantial improvement in average landings per fisherman lies in the offshore

fishery. Canada has an opportunity to greatly expand its share of the offshore

catch to which it could deploy a part of though not by any means the entire

surplus of manpower present in the inshore fishery .

7. The income obtained from fishing by the inshore fisherman in low

commensurate with his low productivity. Average income from fishing in lower

in Newfoundland than in the other Atlantic Coast provinces, because the inshore

fisherman in that province not only catches less but also receives less for it .

Average income per inshore fisherman in Newfoundland obtained from fishing ha s

(1) Molson, C.R., An Assessment of the Resource Inventory in Newfoundland Waters,

St. John's, Newfoundland, December, 1963, pages 86-89 .
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remained constant during recent years, because the rise in fish prices has

tended to compensate for the decline in average landings. Income from fishing

accounts for only a small portion of the inshore fisherman's total gross income

from all sources . Sample studio s(2) have revealed that in this province per

fisherman's family only $9 87# cames from fishing, compared with total income

of $2,309, including transfer payments and income in kind from commodities

produced by themselves.

8. Provincial governments and the Federal Government are all sensitive

to the low income derived from fishing by the inshore fisherman . Both levels

of government have made available assistance by expanding opportunities for

education and training, by providing grants for improving boats and gear and

by extending credit facilities . In addition, the inshore fishery is subsidiaed

in the form of the salt rebate, the bait service, unemployment insurance, relief

payments, cammudty stages and harbour developments . And yet, the problem of

low productivity in the inshore fishery remains unsolved .

Salt Fish Production and World Trade

9. Canadian production of cured fish has declined since 1938 from

103,000*e metric tons, product weight, to 65,000 metric tons in 1963 . The out-

put of salted cod and similar species amounted to 75,000 metric tons in 1938,

and has fluctuated between 40,000 and 50,000 metric tons in the last four or

five years. It is readily apparent from the relatively stable landings of code,

hakes, haddocks etc . in Canada, that an increasing proportion of the catch of

these species has been frozen .

The Cozmission recognizes that this figure is somewhat higher than the
average for all inshore fishermen . A study by the Commission has shown
that the average inshore fisherman realizes only S762 from fishi n

~
8 •

++F All weights in this section refer to product weights .

(2) Wise, T.F., Budgets, Credits and Skills Survey of Rural Fishermen, ARDA
Project No. 1022 (Rev) . St . Jo.hn's, Newfoundland, 1963 .
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10. Canadian output of other cured fish products, such as pickled herring,

has also shown a downward trend . Production equalled 17,000 metric tons in 1963

compared with 28,000 in 1938 . Canada produces and exports a much smalle r

proportion of the world total of these cured products than for salted cod and

similar species. Concerning competition between these two groupa of salted fish

products, information received by the Commission from the principal foreign

markets lndicates that in normal circumstances pickled fish does not significantly

eomDete with dried and salted fish.

11. An analysis of the evidence produced in this report concerning world

trade in fishery products reveals two things. First, world salt fish exports

have been declining and, second, world fresh and frozen fish exports, competing

for the same raw material, have been expanding .

12. Canada's position as a producer and as a trader of fishery product s

i

has declined substantially during the past 25 years . World production and world

trade have risen rapidly while Canadian output and exports of fishery products

remained relatively constant . Canada's position has deteriorated most noticeably

in its landings of cod, hakes, haddock, etc. and in the production and export s

of dried, salted or smoked fish .

13. Though world production of salted cod and similar species is increasing

slightl,y, (see Appendix Table 11), world export trade in these casffiodities, i f

not downward, has at the beat remained static . This means that consuming countries,

often as a result of Government policies, have become more self-sufficient* .

There is evidence (Portugal, Greece, Spain) that this tendency is continuing .

This deve2opment coupled with the trend towards the consumption of alternative

protein foods (frozen fish and poultry), indicates that total world export trad e

• Imports into Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal fell from 179 thousand metric
tons in 1938 to 85,000 in 1963 . Their combined population increased by about
9 million and their consumption of salt fish increased by 27,000 metric tons
during the same period . n.

~
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in salt fish will further decrease both in a relative and absolute way. There

are signs that new markets might be established in continents like Africa but

` it is thought that these new demands will not be large enough to materially

Q affect total salt fish exports, especially if the growing tendency towards frozen

fish consumption in llfrica is taken into account .

14 . At present the salt fish market may be described as a"seller ' s" market .

This has come about because world landings of fish for human consumption have

failed to match population growth, and because an increasing proportion of the

U11 world catch was diverted to the fresh and frozen trades at the expense of the

proportion salted. Consequently prices of frozen as well as salted fish have

risen strongly during the past three or four years . It is however, a"seller l s"

market for"quality" and "kind" rather than quantity. This is shown by the fact

~j•yj that competitor countries, e.g., Norway, have imported crude saltbulk from

~ Canada, have reprocessed it and marketed it in other consuming countries; countries

which Canada used to supply .

~ 15. While the long term trend of world e xporta of salt fish is downwards

R--w~ it is unlikely to proceed to a point where it entirely disappears, even though

consuming countries increase greatly their self-sufficiency and much more use

is made of alternative foods . There does and always will exist a demand in

sophisticated markets for certain kinds of high quality salt cod fish, as for

~ example, the 'Gaspe l ," Italian l and 'Spanish ' cures which are commanding premium

prices at the present time .

16. Canada has not taken maximum advantage of these small volume, high

quality, markets, because of declining domestic production . The fishermen, who

before produced light salted cures have turned to producing heavy salted saltbulk .

Plant production of these light salted cures has not taken place to any extent .

Canada, in the past almost the sole source of supply of genuine light salted

f --~1 fish, no longer holds this position primarily because its supply has declined .

5

L ~
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17. In the meantime there are countries in the Caribbean and South America

where in spite of a gradual rise in the standard of living there is still a de mand

for non-premium fish . This demand will continue for some time, though it may be

expected to decrease unless measures are taken to adapt the product to now mbethods

of merchandizing . The 'supermarket' approach is finding wider acceptance even in

countries of low standard of living, and the requirement for this is a product

which is attractively packaged and displayed. It is also possible that new markets

for high quality products may emerge . The demand in the United States and certain

European marketa for premium salt fish might be expanded if the product were

available and properly advertised . The industry has exdsted with remarkabl T

little publicity for the consumer - mainIy because of the uncertainties surrounding

the quality of the product and the habit of the exporters to satisfy markets

requiring cheap fish .

18. This, then, is the general setting against which Canada must face its

salt fish problems. World export trade in salt fish has been declining . Canadian

production and exports have been declining even faster, and are likely to continue

to do so, due to the expansion in the fresh and frozen fish industry. There will

always be a demand for salt fish although it will increasingly be restricted to

small markets for high grade quality products. Under these circumstances,

Canada's only opportunity is to increase the unit export earnings of its remaining

salt fish production by improving quality and upgrading the product .

Salt Fish Production and Quality

19. The Commission realizes that in recent years the quality of salted

fish products in Canada has not been good . The kind of salt fish has also

deteriorated. More heavy salted rather than light salted fish has been produced

and, of the heavy salted, an increasing proportion has been exported as salt bulk .

The Commission recognizes this developaent as a preventable loss to the Canadian

economy. An improvement in quality would stop this econamic waste .
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20. Bulk prices, F.A.S., of various grades of salted fish have varied

xide]y on the market : in 1964 from approximately $36 .00 per quintal for 'Large

choice' to $10.00 for tBims . Statistics are not available to show how much of

each grade of salt fish actually has been produced . But if there were, judging

from the export volume of high quality salted fish, it would be readily apparent

that the value of Canadian exports would have been greater if the qualities had

been better. The declining size of fish also has had a detrimental affect an

the value of Canadian exports . The Commission has no doubt that if in the future

the quality and kind of salted fish produced in Canada improves export prices on

average will be higher .

21. The question then arises why the trade have not availed themselves of

~ this opportunity by buying fish in the raw state and producing better salt fish .

The answer seems to be that the exporter has preferred handling salt fish produced

by fishermen, because this was more profitable than producing it himself . While

~.j•~ 10 per cent of salt fish output in Newfoundland was manufactured in shore plants

in 1960, this had dropped to less than 2 per cent by 1963 .

22. Another reason is that unemployment insurance promotes the production

of salted fish by the fisherman (Chap. 5) especially by marginal producers whose

1:1 objective is to qualify for benefits as quickly as possible . This has been

accomplished partly at the expense of the freezing industry. Although performing

a useful social function, it also contributes to lowering the quality of salt

fish . Usually less care is taken by marginal fishermen since they are often

those who reverted to fishing when laid off from another job. There is no doubt

that the scheme has also been an import ant factor in attracting men back into

the fishery . Furthermore, by contributing to a diminished fishing effort in th e

~ autumn it has reduced the numbers of large fish which might otherwise have been

u
taken . The question must be asked why the utilization of a resource must be

subsidized by the rest of the workers of Canada when the cost of another means
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of income support can be passed on to the foreigct consumer by an alternative

method of utilization .

23 .
Since the inshore fisherman does his orym salting, the exporter has

little control over the quality of the fish which he merchandizes
. The culling

operation carried out by the exporter is merely a sorting operation, and does

nothing to improve quality
. This has been determined before the fish reaches

this level
. Poor quality is a production problem not a marketing problem

.

24
. This poses the question as to how this trend to produce

low quality

can be reversed
. In order to examine this question it is necessary to ask what

constitutes quality in salt fish .

25 .
Healthy fish swimming in the sea are unspoiled and fresh

. They may

be of different size, at different stages in the reproductive cycle, and they

may differ according to what they are eating
. These things merely make them

less or more desirable for manufacturing
. But by and large the fishermen are

aware of this and adjust their catching to these variables
. It is desirable

that the fish should be alive when taken from the water
. But this depends upon

how they are caught
; for instance, fish caught in gill nets are often dead,

enhancing bacterial invasion and spoilage
. But the major damage is done after

this
. The rough handling, being stepped on and bruised, unloading by the use d

the fork, being flung onto the dock all enhance bacterial spoilage and damage

texture
. Even though these things were eliminated there are a whole series o

f

washing, the quantity and kind of salt, drying
variables, such as eplitting ,

weather, and storage temperature, which will, during manufacture, affect quality
.

Young(3) has described them and concluded "with so many variables facing the

producer of salt fish . . . .
. it is beyond reasonable hopefullness to expect

(3) Young, O. C
., Controlled Temperature Processing and Holding 'Fac~ 'i~tiue~s~aoard'

Perishable Products in Nerrfoundland St
. John's ,

January, 196l+ .
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tmiformity, even if each individual processor applied all his skills and

ingenuity in processing" . Found(4) describes things as they are and says

"Processing in the hands of fishermen . . . . . . has created a situation where

quality control and standardization of processing are almost impossible .

26. It must be emphasized that the imposition of culling and inspection

cannot change the deterioration in quality which has taken place . Culling is

merely a sorting operation on a product that is for the most part already

spoiled. Spoiled in the sense that all of it would have been of better quality

if more care, more labour and more skill had been put into it . But more fisher-

men's labour in manufacture means less time in fishing . The time has gone when

be can depend upon his wife and children to $make' the fish . So the fishermsn

has chosen to produce less light salted fish and more heavy salted fish .

Unfortunately the fisherman's attempt to increase volume has resulted in a

decline in the quality of both cures. As a consequence he has reduced Canadian

export earnings .

27 . It was said during the public hearings that if it were made possibl e

for a fisherman to get more for high quality fish more of it would be produced .

But under the conditions as described by Found and Young (para . 25) this would

seem unlikely. As has been pointed out, inspection and culling would have

little effect in changing quality . It must be remembered that inspection or

culling does not place an obligation upon a fisherman to produce high quality,

but simply puts his fish into certain categories . When one considers the great

dispersion of fishermen throughout the area a system of carrying out inspection,

culling, and policing would be very costly. With present methods of production

(4) Found, H.R., Production and Processing of Cod in Rural Comnunities in

Newfoundlend, St . John's, Newfoundland, October, 1 963.



it is doubtful whether the increased value of the product would equal such

costs .

28 . If substantial improvement is to be made reform must be institute d

i
i

in methods and procedures from the moment that the fish is caught and proceeded

with up until the finished product is exported. The Commission notes that the

quality problem is most pronounced in Nexfoundland, Labrador and the North

Shore of the Gulf where about 70 per cent of Canada's salt fish was made in

1963 . The remaining 30 per cent was produced in the Maritime Provinces and

the Gaspe coast of Quebec . In the Newfoundland, Labrador region 93 per cent

was salted in fishermen's own primitive stages where the attainment of uniform

good quality is impossible . In the Maritimes and Gaspe 89 per cent is salted

in plants where, by virtue of their concentration on boneless and Gaspe cur e

.fish, uniform quality standards are much easier to achieve .

29 . There are approximately 320 salt fish premises on the Atlantic

coast . The 105 which are in the Newfoundland, Labrador and Gulf North Shore

region are neither physically capable of nor properly equipped to manufacture

more than a very small portion of the output presently produced in the area by

fishermen. On the other hand the 215 plants in the Maritimes and Gaspe already

manufacture nearly all of the salted fish produced in these areas .

30. The Commission considers that in both Newfoundland and Nova Scotia

existing mechanical salt fish dryers are being used well below their capacity .

In Quebec there is also some excess capacity while in the remaining areas the

situation Is in fairly close balance .

31 . During the public hearings, reference was made to the bad effects

which resulted from 'cutthroat competition' amongst Canadian exporters . This

occurs at two levels . First, there is competition between exporters to buy

the fishermen's catch and second Canadian exporters compete against each other
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in export markets .

32. In the former case the existence of a buyers' market will force the

price to fishermen downwards and the supply being relatively inelastic some

fishermen's stocks may not be sold . On the other hand, a sellers' market will

have the opposite effect . Prices to fishermen begin to climb, and in fact this

is what has happened in the past few years . Increasing competition among

exporters to maintain their share of a dwindling volume of production had

several years ago already pushed the price up higher than it should have gone .

The pressure continued to increase however, particularly when Norway entered

the market. Prices being already too high for the Caribbean market there was

only one course open to exporters and that was to gamble by paying the same

high price for all qualities, hoping to get a favourable outturn cull . This

so called talqual buying was a result of the increased .çompetition between

exporters at the fishermen's level .

33. Competition between exoorters for the available supply is healthy and

should continue since it has benefited the fisherman producer by way of a higher

prica. Moreover, to the extent that no restrictions are imposed, it tends to

make the whole industry more efficient by forcing out the weaker elements . On

the other hand, a way must be found of preventing quality deterioration, since

price differentials for quality fish are only an inducement and cannot alone

overcome the problems inherent in a multitude of individual producers .

U. The extent of competition between Canadian exporters in foreign markets

is not as widespread as indicated in the public hearings . In Newfoundland there

are only two organizations carrying on large scale export operations . In Nova

Scotia where individual firms do their own marketing there are many althoug h

the number is declining . In addition large firms have tended to purchase

potentially competitive fish from small firms . This together with the increased
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importance of the United States market for bonelss fish has effectively removed

■ary of the producer-exporters throughout the Maritimes from the Caribbean salt

fish markets. Quebec does not compete in this cor.nection since such of her

heavy salted production is exported from Newfoundland and the Gaspe cure is a

specialty product .

35 . Cutthroat competition, occurring at times through sheer neanness, is

umually caused by internal weaknesses giving rise to distress selling. Firms

with inadequate resources to finance stocks of fish must borrow to pay operating

expenses . The pressure becomes too great and they are forced into the market

at sacrifice prices to the detriment of other exporters .

36 . In export markets competition between exporters has at times of a

buyerslmarket created serious problems . At present, however, conditions are

those of a sellers'market and therefore cutthroat competition should not present

any proble®. To the extent that it does occur it is an indication of over-

production of poor quality fish . By solving the quality problem cutthroat

competition will largely disappear .

37. - Central desk selling would be a further step to eliminate cutthroat

competition . It would, however, also protect marginal producers and prevent

the sound interplay of the forces which enable efficient firms to survive and

inefficient ones to go out of business. IIimination of cutthroat competition

is desirable, but the Commission feels not at the price of protectin g

inefficient manufacturers .

36. The preceding paragraphs outline the most significant production

problems in the Canadian salt fish industry and show how they are related to

the existing conditions in the industry itself . In addition to the problem of

low productivity per unit of effort - perhaps the principal problem - the

salient point is that cod presently salted by fishermen does not realize its

_ ---------__---
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potential in that the product i s not uniform and the auality is inferior. It

is suggested that a correction of this is fundamental to any improvement in the

returns from Canadian salt fish exports .

A National Salt Fish Marketing Boar d

39. In an attempt to bring about reform in the salt fish industry studies

were made that resulted in a report entitled the "Nexfoundland Salt Fish

Marketing Report 19 63"(5). After reviewing conditions in the Newfoundland

salt fish industry, with which description the Commission concurs, the report

concludes that the solution to the problem lies in the institution of a Salt

Fish Marketing Board, which wuld bring about a system of orderly marketing .

This was to be achieved by, among other things, controlling exports of salt

fish from the Atlantic provinces by central desk selling, guaranteeing minimum

prices to fishermen according to the kind and quality of fish delivered ,

allowing margins to dealers and assemblers to purchase, to process and to store

salt fish for the Board, and by establishing a method of sharing profits wit h

fishermen .

40. The above-mentioned report lists the functions of the National Salt

Fish Marketing Board .

The first of these functions is :-

"to provide a measure of orice suDport* throu,¢h a

systen of initial Da:sents to Dro ducers, ba sed on

standardized grades" .

This poses two considerations . First, what prices will furnish the

basis of initial payments and second the standardization of grades.

(5) Newfoundland Salt Fi4h arretinQ Report . 1963- By Eiedlin-Menzies, Report

prepared for AFtUA, December 1 9b3 .

* The Comrsission infers that the term "price support" as used in the above

quotation refers to price stability rather than price support in the sense

that a subsidy is implied .
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41 . The first requires a prejudgment of the prices which will ultimately

be received when the fish is finally exported . All the fish produced in the

current year may not be exported until the following calendar year. Under these

circumstances, without some control of the market, prejudging market prices is

extremely difficult . The multiplicity of grades and sizes in salted fieh presents

a further technical difficulty . Second and more important, such a system of

iait,ial payments is held to be an instrument for directing production to satisfy

market needs, and an incentive for better grades of fish . However, as pointed

out previously, the quality of salted fish has been determined prior to this ;

in other words a system of initial payments to fishermen for salt fish produced

by them will not solve the problem of quality production (para . 26) .

42 . The second function is :-

"to provide for pooling arrangements which would -

'return to aroducers, on a pro rata basis, the
realized returns from the sales from the particular

pools to which they made delivery" .

It is not immsdiately apparent how pooling arrangements can be made

in the purchase of salt fish from the fisherman . The fisherman may sell his

fish in various stages of manufacture . It may be heavy salted saltbulk which

is a mixture of various qualities and sizes of fish to be subsequently finished

and sorted into several of a dozen different grades . He may sell his fish as a

finished product, hard dried, semi dried, light salted and so on . The idea

behind pooling - which is borrowed from the Wheat Board concept - is that the

producer shall, after expenses have been deducted when the product is finally

sold, receive a share of the benefit from the sale of definite grades and

qualities . This is comparatively easy in the case of grain because it is an

unmanufactured, relatively unspoilable product and can readily be identified

with its producer. To do this for a fisherman who is selling anything from a
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semi-finished product to a completely finished product means the board will

require a separate set of books for each fisherman and what will be mantifactured

from his fish will have to be recorded - an obviously impractical if not

impossible task .

43 . The third function is :-

"to provide stabilized . competitive exaort Rriçing,

by neans of indLstry-wide central desk sellinR ,

with any surplus over and above the initial price

pavt .̂er.t and handling , storaoe and adninistrative

costs revert inA to the producer . "

Canada does not command a sufficient quantity of the various kinds

and qualities of salt fish, under the present regime, to dominate world export

markets, and therefore has no control over the return for its salt fish products.

Consequently, pricing involves an adjustment of Canada's price to it hose cffered

by competing countries which may vary from time to time depending on the move-

ment of trade and variation in demand. It is therefore difficult to see how

central desk selling can achieve "stability" in price, though it can achieve

'uniformity' of pricing in one period.

44 . The major difficulty lies in the distribution of any surplus value

to the producer . The same difficulties are present in this as are present in

'pooling' . The Board does not know the eventual fate of the saltbulk fish

they purchase from the fisherman nor will they be able to identify easily the

producer . The alternative to this is to pay an arbitrarily fixed amount to

each producer on a pro rata basis . This will, however, destroy the Board's

price quality incentive .

4 5 . The fourth and fifth functions are :-

( 4) "to nevotiate
annually with the trade a fair and

aporopraa e Pvel o an lr~, stora,7e an processing

arces o cover the varloe:s grades and ar-ieths an ,

in co-c-.eration with the Salt Fish Insnection Board,

to build in appropriate auality incentives ."

ü



(s) "to becoWe sole owner of all salt fish on delivery to

buyer or processor ; to arrange .:.oveWent to various

areas that could provide a central shipoina point to

market ; to control ex-rort aove3ents and sales ; to

assure adeg :ate yrivate or, if necessary . public

terminal storage facilities and , in ,2eneral, to control

the product from fisherman to export market . "

Taking (4 ) and (5) together it was found that most of the oppositio n

to the Marketing Board idea centered on these provisions . These provisions

take the private exporters out of the export business, all risks normally borne

by the entrepreneurs are transferred to the public purse . Moreover, there will

be an entire loss of the 'good will' asset which over the years has become

attached to Brand Nameet Besides quality will remain as it is now .

46 . The sixth function is :-

"to exnand and develop markets in all possible and

appropriate ways . "

Since, as already pointed out, the volume of production and exports

are more liable to decrease than increase, market expansion is not likely .

The only hope of increasing the benefit from marketing is by making the product

more valuable. None of the functions of the Marketing Board outlined, however,

are specifically directed towards the improvement of quality - nor can they,

since a marketing board is concerned principally with a system of marketing .

It is true that such a system requires a uniformity of product . This and the

improvement in quality are production and not marketing problems .

47 . These are the recommendations of the Newfoundland Salt Fish Marketing

Report and are the basis upon which a National Salt Fish Marketing Board was

to be founded . But these, to be effective, require a prior solution to the

problems connected with 'standardization', 'uniformity of quality and kind' an d

• This might be prevented if an arrangement could be made to allow the

former exporter to choose his semi-finished salt fish to finish it and

dispatch it to a chosen market under the brand name .
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'improvement in operation' . These things do not now exist .

48.

31 aa,yss-

This is recognized in the first part of the report which on pag e

"In its present state of disorganization, the
Newfoundland industry is in no position to service
its customers. It has lost entire markets to foreign

corpetitors and witnessed the serious shrinkage of
others because these competitors were able and
prepared to deliver a product, that, in all
particulars, met the customers specifications .
Newfoundland exporters would gladly meet this
competition if they could but they will be unabl e

to do so until the industry is reorganized ; this

reorganization must travel from the point of export,
back through the processor to the men who produce

the fish." ;

on page 46,

"Whether Newfoundland can secure the full advantage

of a near monopoly in the prodLction of the light

salted product depends upon the production of a
premium product (such as the Italian and Spanish
cures) producing the extra returns to cover the

extra costs involved. This cannot be achieved by

returning the women and children to the flakes or
other traditional techniques . It can only be

achieved by new technological breakthroughs
resulting in much higher levels of productivity

in catching, as processing the fish ." ;

and again on page 70 ,

The functions that nust be performed to resolve the
problems of grading and quality control are not in

dispute . That these functions are not now being

performed is equally clear . Trhile the decision on

the most appropriate mechanism for the performance
of these functions remains a matter for Federal-

Provincial agreement, the fact that nothing less
than the structural reorganization of the salt fish

industry is involved suggests there is a strong case
for these functions to be assumed by a specialized

agency which will be unencumbered by other duties ." .

49
. In other words the authors believe that the 'reorganization of the

industry' and the necessary 'technological breakthrough' will not be affected

by the Nar ::eting Board itself
. They suggest that a separate body be established
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called the Salt Fish Inspection Board undsr the control of the Federal

Department of Fisheries . Fiowever, the Federal Government had drawn up as

early as 1962, that is prior to the preparation of the Newfoundland Salt

Fish Marketing Report, draft Fishery Inspection Regulations to establish

rigid standards of production . These proved to be unacceptable to the

Provincial Government at the Federal-Provincial Atlantic Fisheries Committee

Conference in 1962 . One fishermen's representative is quoted as commenting

that "regulations of this nature would put the fisherman out of business" .

50. There is no doubt that a Marketing Board will furnish certain

advantages in the sense that central desk selling will enable Canada to

present a common front vis-a-vis competitive countries . It will also enable

economies to be realized in the collection, storage and shipment of fish ; it

will avoid distress selling and 'playing the market' and it may make it

possible to work out a system of guaranteed prices to t he salt fish fisherman .

51. It is not so evident that such an establishment will succeed in

raisins significantly the quantity and the quality of Canadian salt fish

production . This,, as has been pointed out, is not primarily a marketing

problem, but is one of production and in the opinion of the Commission i s

a prerequisite to any action in the field of marketing . More than financial

incentives are involved in this . Were it not so the commnity stages which

were donated by the Government would be properly used, and greater advantage

would be taken of the various grants and loans that are already available to

fishermen to improve their facilities (see para . 18 to 26) . Even if such an

improvement took place it is very doubtful whether sufficient uniformity of

grade and quality can be produced (para . 26) considering that the fish is

manufactured by thousands of individual fishermen and by the exercise of

thousands of individual judgments .
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52. A Salt Fish Marketing Board is by its very nature not an

appropriate instrument for improving quality . An instrument for export

marketing is not the most likely tool for solving a production problem,

whether it is conceived under provincial or federal jurisdiction . More-

over, the Commission found no consensus in the Atlantic Provinces in support

of a National Salt Fish Marketing Board .

53. The public hearings held by the Commission indicated this lack of

consensus . The Government of Newfoundland strongly supported the establishment

of a National Marketing Board as effectively "guaranteeing the rapid and

progressive rationalization of the industry in all its phases" . The

representatives of the fishermen and a majority of the industry supported

thea in this view. The Government of Nova Scotia took no position as a

government but was willing to let the industry speak for themselves . The

industry, while they saw a necessity for some means of preventing 'cutthroat

competition' between Canadian exporters was definitely opposed to t he

establishment of a National Salt Fish Marketing Board . The Government of the

Province of New Brunswick, supported by the industry, felt that there was no

need for a National Salt Fish Marketing Board at this time . The Government

of the Province of Quebec also, was not prepared, for the time being, to

support the creation of a National Salt Fish Marketing Board . They were

supported in this by the industry and bythe fishermen, as represented by

their association. The feeling was that such a Board was unnecessary s o

far as Quebec was concerned .

54. Unless there is an assurance that Provincial Governments
are seized

with the necessity of creating a legal device under which a National Salt Fish

Marketing Board could be eetablished, and unless the majority of the industry

and the majority of fishermen concerned will voluntarily co-operate, an attempt
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to form it is not feasible . This is emphasized in the Newfcundland Sal t

Fish Marketing Report :-

"A Marketing Board, to be successful, must enlist
the willing co-operation of the trade. The private

fish companies must form, as agents of the Board, a
vital part of the marketing system . The danger lies

in the unintended imoairment of incentives and in

U. damaging of the initiative of private companies,
thereby failing to achieve their full co-operation .

The whole system depends upon all segments of the

industry - fishermen, private companies, the authority
for grading and standards and the Marketing Board -

working together as a single system . "

55. In conclusion since a National ZSarketing Board cannot as claimed

by the Government of Newfoundland 'guarantee the rapid and progressive

rationalization of the industry in all its phases'(6), and since there is

no agreement among the provinces for its establishment, therefore, the

Commission recommends that such a board be not established at this time .

A Salt Fish N.anufacturi en c

56. An answer to the problem of quality in salt fish production is to

remove the manufacturing from the hands of the fisherman and transfer it to

centralized plants . All fish to be salted would be purchased from the

fisherman, gutted head-on .

57. The Commission realizes, however, that the removal of manufacturing

from the fisherman raises a much broader consideration, namely whether the

potential of the inshore fish resources will be more fully realized by salting

than by freezing . The Commission has studied
some aspects of this question,

but feels that a more intensive investigation is required, before a definite

position can be arrived at as to which method of utilization is more advantageous .

Some tentative conclusions have, however, been reached .

(6) Transcript of Public Hearings, Page 21 .

qit,

I!
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56. Frozen cod, a higher-priced product, in terms of fish input,

benefits the Canadian econorrV more than salted cod . A pound of cod which

is filleted and frozen realizes on average a greater return in export markets,

than a pound of fish which is salted (Chap . VII) . In fact all medium-sized and

small cod return more when filleted and frozen, regardless of the cure . l+,ore-

over large cod returns more salted only when produced into high-priced high

quality cures such as boneless, genuine Spanish or choice Italian .

59 . The Commission recognizes that in certain areas of Newfoundland

specifically the northern areas the profitability of freezing disappears .

Greater seasonality of fishing, increased distances from markets, and icing

conditions on the coast raise production costs of a freezing plant to a level

which the market is unlikely to absorb under present circumstances . Salt fish

production will therefore, be increasingly limited to the more distant areas .

(Chap. VIII )

60 . Having removed salting from the fisherman's hands as a prerequisite

to improving ouality of salt fish production in Newfoundland, the question

must be answered whether private industry is capable of performing the salting

function and of arriving at a uniformity of product through approved methods

of manufacture. It is the opinion of the Commission that while some advanc e

in this direction can be made by the existing processing industry, this progress

is strictly limited by lack of salting capacity and other essential facilities

in relation to current landings, and by the virtual impossibility of co-

ordinating production among a large number of firms working independently .

61 . Therefore the Commission recommends that an Agency* possibly a

crown corporation, be established for the purpose of salting fish in centralized

plants . The Agency would inspect raw materials for freshness and quality . It

• The Agency could licence vessels to take part in the Labrador Floater Fishery .
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would use skilful methods of manufacture of its various products and thereby

secure production of uniformly high qualities in accordance with the regulations

prescribed by tho federal government. The initial capital for this Agency

could be supplied on the basis of agreement between governaents .

62. Such an Agency need not handle all salted fish prodacts . Gaspe cure,

boneless and other cures, in which there seem to be no outstanding problems

either of production or marketing, can be exempted . But this would not preclude

the Agency from undertaking manufacture of these products if it were deemed

advisable .

63 . The Agency, assuming it will operate on a sound business-like basis,

would pay the fisherman a price consistent with its costs and anticipated

market returns . The fisherman would then know in advance the mininum price

at which the Agency was prepared to buy his fish . The Agency should at alltimea

strive towards paying the fisherman a return for his raw fish equivalent to

the return from filleting . If at this price all supplies offered cannot be

salted profitably then the excess may be made available for filleting . This

arrangement would also permit the exploitation of species which cannot be

salted.

64. The Agency would sell its various salt fish products to Canadian

exporters by tender or auction . If thought advisable, the Agency can also

sell direct to foreign buyers . Any receipts above costs incurred, including

initial payment to the fisherman, would be distributed at the end of the season

in the form of a final payment to participating fishermen .

65 . Location of the Agency's plants should be determined after a further

survey. However, these plants need not in all cases be new . It is possible

that certain existing plants be acquired by lease or by other means for use,

with appropriate improvements, by the Agency. Some of the new plants can be
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constructed so that with minimal expense they can be converted to freezing

operations. Others can be constructed to perform both salting and freezing .

Engineering studies will be necessary to properly cost these structures and

to ascertain cost of manufacture. Costing studies have been made(7) but the

Commission had no opportunity of verifying them . The cost of a new plant

capable of handling annually 40,000 cwt . of hard dried fish was estimated at

f 280,000 . As a matter of interest the cost of an average community stage

handling about 10,000 drafts of saltbulk fish is about $45,000 . The total

construction costs of plants capable of salting current salt fish production

in Newfoundland and Labrador is estimated by the Commission to be about $6

million . But the Commission emphasizes that it had no opportunity to verify

these costs .

66 . The powers of the Agency should be industry-wide in application

and enforcement, if maximum benefits are to be realized. However, the plan

is contingent upon the fisherman having, in terms of distance, ready access

to an Agency plant for selling his raw product . The perishable raw fish will

require several deliveries a week, compared with two or three per season for

salted fish. In msrLy areas fishing outposts are widely scattered . While road

ca.cunications are improving they are still poor in maryy* places . It is obvious,

from the fishing point of view, that certain of the Agency's plants would have

to be located in these areas to furnish the fisherman with the opportunity of

selling his raw material . In certain instances it may be found that, in order

for the plant to serve a wider area the operation of a collecting service would

be desirable .

67. If after a careful survey of conditions it fs found that, for the

time being, the plan cannot be operated on a province-wide basis, certain

(7) Pike, A .P ., E^nloymPnt and EarninQ Orportunities . A Preliminary Report .

ÂRDA Study No . 1020, St . Jchn's, Newfoundland, January 1964 .
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sections only might be taken . The extension of the plan into other areas would

have to await improvement in communications . In other words gradual implementa-

tion may be necessary .

68. The Agency would be assisted by an Advisory Commsdttee, representing

fishermen, exporters and both levels of government . The Agency with the help

of this Committee would judge prospective demands in various markets for the

following season, using this information to govern its kind of production .

69. The Federal Government should also extend its Commercial Intelligence

Service in order to obtain for the Agency and the Advisory Committee all

relevant information concerning the trade in salt fish in all the principal

export markets . This would include information about every delivery of salt

fish from any source, the level of the stocks held and the wholesale and

retail prices . This information should be made available promptly .

T0 . The application of these principles would have the following

effects :-

(a) It would ensure a uniform quality of manufactured

salt fish products .

(b) It ►+ould release the fisherman from the onerous tasks
of manufacture and thus allow more time for fishing,
thereby increasing his catch .

(c) It would furnish a means of matching production o f

(d)

(6 )

(f)

salt fish to a prejudged demand.

It would remove the problem faced by fishermen when

they do not know what prices they will receive for

their salted fish .

It would offer the fishermen a maximum share in the

rewards from the sale of the salt fish produced .

It would leave the exporters free to use their skills

in the actual marketing, and place upon them all the

risks of such operations .

(g) It would not prejudice the expanding frozen fish

industry .
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(h) It would result in equality of treatment of fishermen
with respect to unemployment insurance .

(i)

71 .

It would leave the disposition of fish between freezing
and salting open to the free interplay of market forces .

The Commission wishes to emphasize that neither the establishment o f

an Agency nor the establishment of a MarketiTg Board will have any appreciable

effect upon the most significant problem facing the Newfoundland, and indeed

the whole of the Atlantic inshore fisheries; that is, a limited resource and

an excessive number of fishermen dependent on it .

72 . )breover, even if the number of fishermen were sharply reduced,

present capacity to catch will still remain limited by the current methods

of inahore fishing. Only a radical change in the methods of fishing employed

by the inshore fisherman, designed to increase productivity per unit of effort,

will enable him to better significantly the reward for his labour .
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CH ;.Pir:.R II

HISTGRICI.L L SJ :LpF ~.:.i "T CF THE ATLi+hl'IC COl.ST FISHERY

Introduction

1. The Commission feels that in making its recomnendations due

notice must first be taken of the economic and social evolution of the

Atlantic coast fisheries in order that the objectives may be properly

oriented and their capacity for solving some of the industry's problem s

may not be over-estimated . Accordingly, although it has been written before,

a brief analysis of the important developments leading up to the situation

in which the industry finds itself today, will outline the framework into

which the Comdssion feels its proposals would fit .

Early Development

2. France and Portugal, with cheap supplies of solar salt and low

agricultural production, were the first to exploit the North American cod

fishery resource. During the 16th Century both nations sent annual expeditions

to conduct a shore fishery producing wet ealted fish in Newfoundland . The

Portuges• concentrated on the Avalon Peninsula gradually forcing the Frenc h

to the north and rrest . The English fishery developed rapidly after Portugal

was absorbed by Spain (1581) and the defeat of the Armada (1588) .

3 . Brigland's scarcity of salt forced her to produce light salted

dried fish in the area between Cape Race and Bonavista . The French, on the

other hand, had a good supply of salt and, drying the fish at home for the

local market, had little interest in occupying the land . They developed

instead the bank fishery and moved westward into the Gulf and Cape Breton.

4. The English expeditions at first brought the fish home for the

local market, but they soon began exporting it. Later, ships from London



bought it in ?Jewfoundland for direct export to the Mediterranean . This began

the long struggle between settlers, fishermen from western England and trading

ship interests . The latter promoted settlement since it was from independent

fiaheh►en that they bought their fish . The merchants sending fishing expeditions

from England opposed it because the traders were competitors in the carrying

trade . By 165G the former were dominant .

5. Development of the New England fisheries followed the growth o f

the English fisher7 and the opening of the Spanish market after 1588. Slavery

in Virginia and the West Indies associated with tobacco and sugar (1620-1650)

provided a market for pcor grades of fish . Growth of agriculture, lumbering

and winter fishing favoured the rapid settlement of New England, while poor

agriculture, seasonality of the fishery and continued control by English

fishing merchants restricted settlement in l7ewfoundland .

6 . French - English hostility retaràed settlement in Nova Scotia

in the first half of the 17th Century. The French, driven to the north

and west, despite a shortage of good harbours and drying space, developed

the fishery at Cape Breton, Caraquet, the }iagdalen Islands, Faspebiac and

Gaspe . This led to contact with the Indians and the beginning of the fur

trade .

7 .
New England began to sell agricultural products in Newfoundland

to finance importe from Eu -,ope . This encouraged settlement, competed with

and weakened the English fishing interests and drew labour from Sewfoundland

to New England. The series of Navigation Acts (1640`s - 166C's) attempted

to counteract this but the decline of the English fishing ships continued

and war with France (1689-96) encouraged the growth of the independent

byeboatkeepers .

g . The favourable geographical background of New England which
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afforded year-round fishing and navigation, large timber resources, exi d

good agricultural land, was exploited by aggressive independent entrepreneurs .

Growth in this area was rapid . New England began competing with Newfoundland

in Eltropean markets and, adopting smaller vessels for the bank fishery, she

developed Nova Scotia as a base for drying fish .

9. In Newfoundland, migration of akilled labour to New England

increased, leaving behind the less skilled, a factor which tended to raise

costs and lower quality . This, together with market competition from the

French, caused severe difficulties .

10. The early fishery, based on annual expeditions from England and

France practiced a specialization of labour . Each vessel's crew was divided

into groups assigned to specific duties, such as operating the vessel,

catching the fish in small boats, and curing the catch . The proceeds o f

the voyage was divided on a share system upon return to England . (The European

factory trawlers of the 196C's could be regarded as a modern version of this

system.) The growth of settlement, conflict for space in the good harbours,

weakening of the fishing ship interests in England and other factors, caused

this type of enterprise to take up the bank fishery, and move to more

northern areas . Gradually competition for labour with the byeboatmen and

New England compelled them to depend on unskilled labour hired for wage s

in Newfoundland and Ireland . As a result quality of bank and northern fish

declined . (.uality fell and prices followed . Only the byeboatmen with their

efficient economic unit of about three partners and several servants, were

able to thrive in these conditions and they increased from 286 in 1716 to

554 in 1751 .

11. This fundamental change in the system took many years to evolve .

It ti+aa hastened by the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 which, by forcing France to
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give up NeYfoundland, enabled the English fishery to expand northwaid . As

the fishing ships moved to more remote areas and settlement expanded a

msrchant class handling supplies in exchange for salted fish grew up and in

the distant outports the fishing ships became trading ships .

12. The Treaty of Utrecht, reducing French pressure, released the

dynamic eeonos4r of New England into expansion . New England fishermen quickly

occupied the Nova Scotia fishing grounds in their small schooners . Louisburg

was captured in 1745 and Halifax was founded four years later .

13 . The Treaty of Paris in 1763 reaffirmed French rights to the shore

fishery in Newfoundland and gave her St . Pierre and Miquelon, but she was

excluded from the shore fishery in the Gulf and Cape Breton . This meant in

Newfoundland, a shift of the English fishery from the northeast coast to

Labrador; and in the Gulf, interests from the Channel Islands, Halifax, Gcuebec

and New England competing to take over the French fishery . Channel Island

interests with their bilingual character and European connection were, however,

better suited to take over than New England . The latter lacked European

market connections and shipped well over half of its exports to the Caribbean .

14. The developoent of Nova Scotia proceeded rapidly during and after

the American Revolution . Military expenditures, restrictions on New Englan d

in the fisheries and in the West Indian trade, and the conversion of Nova Scotia

from an outport of Now England to an outpost of Old England created much

prosperity. Her fishery expanded, and she took over part of the 'West Indian

trade from which the Americans had been excluded .

15. In Newfoundland, the American Iievolution, by cutting off trade

in fish and supplies, created hardship . However, the Treaty of Versailles

(1783) excluded France from the northeast coast of Newfoundland and the

indigenous fishery expanded northward.
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16 . The ncoveT9 of the American fishery was slow but by the early

1800ss Americans were actively exercising their fishing rights in the Gulf

and on Labrador . The Treaty of (hent, ending the Napoleonic Wars, and

subsequent agreements excluded the Americans from the Gulf shore fishery

but gave thea fishing rights on the west coast of Newfoundland, the Magdalen

Islands and Labrador . However, increasing competition in Bu:vpean markets

from the recovering French fishery and from Norway and the growing importance

of the home market led on the one hand to concentration by the New England

fishery on Caribbean markets and on the other to growth in the catch of species

such as mackerel, herring and halibut . The former created conflict with

!`op Scotia in the fisheries
and carrying trade in which Nova Scotia steadily

lost ground, driving her into Confederation . The growth of the American fresh

fish market constituted the beginning of the modern era in proceâsing .

17. In the Gaspe, northeaste rn New Brunswick and Cape Breton the many

small firms which took over in the 1780's and 1790's benefitted by high

prices during the Napoleonic Wars . However, competition from the Americans

after 1818 weakened them,
particularly in Cape Breton which joined Nova Scotia

in 182G . Karp firoe in the Gulf amalgamated . In the Gaspe, where fisheries

remained
subordinate to agriculture in administrative policy, the monopol y

of the Jersey merchants was strongly maintained .

18 .
Marketing difficulties in the 1780's, and later the Napoleoni

c

Wars
aud subsequent growth of the French fishery, caused Newfoundland to

become more
dependent upon West Indian markets bringing her into conflict with

New England and Nova Scotia
. Her bank fishery declined, the vessels moved

north to Labrador and more labour emigrated to Nova Scotia
. The residents ,

to save
the cost of hired labour, began fishing as family enterprises

. St . John's

merchants consolidated their hold over the fishery by selling supplies at high
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prices and pricing cod so that debts would just be cleared . In the more distant

outports the byeboatmen and fishing ships became the local merchants . It was

out of this system that the strong conservative characteristic of the

Newfoundland industry quite naturally grew .

19 . The American fishery expanded rapidly in the early 19th Century .

9essels fished on the bar.ks with hand lines and also in the Gulf and on

Labrador. Better boats, cheaper local supplies and the share system improved

effieiency faster than in for instance the Nova Scotian fishery . Nova Scotia

fishersen could earn more money on American vessels, and left . Their places

vers taken by men from Newfoundland in a pattern which has characterized

development in the region's fisheries ever since .

20. In the 1850's the Americans, following the French example, began

using tnxl lines in the bank fishery. The consequent rise of the herring

fishery and develepment of the bait problem in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland

had important political consequences during the second half of the century,

particularly in Nexfoundland . Meanuhile, the American domestic fresh fish

market had been growing. The cpening of the west after the Civil War gave

it further impetus . By 187G Ame ricEns had ceased fishing in distant regions

like Labrador and their bank fishery supplied the expanding fresh fish market .

This cievelopment contributed to the abrogation of reciprocity (1883), an d

the eventual withdrawal of the 'Jnited States from the Caribbean salt fish

trade . Its place was taken in this market by Nova Scotia
.

21
. In Newfoundland at the primary level and in the markets, the struggle

against the subsidized French fishery continued . Competition from Norwegian

fish and the growing Portuguese fishery intensified the problem . Use of lârge-

ee&le methods such as seines and (later) cod traps reduced the quality of the

cure and kept prices down
. With no alternative activities to supplement the

eeoncap, such as agriculture or a fresh fish market, Neufoundland was almost
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entirel,y dependent on trade in salted cod . Even the resource itself was cause

for concern . The journal of the House of Assembly in 1364 recorded that during

the period 184C-1862 production i ncreased very little while there had been a

great inereass in popu lation . During this period commercial interests i n

St. John's exFanded and consolidated their position, and the stage was set for

the evolution of the current problem.

NIew England

22 . The expansion of the United States economSr and growth of the

dot►estie market enabled the New England fishing industry to develop P.heed

of that in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland . With the construction of railways

and the growth of the Atlantic Coast population demand pressed upon supply .

Fish prices and ea rnings increased, labour and fresh fish moved from Nova

Scotia to New England and in turn labour moved from Newfoundland to Nova Scotia .

The Boston Fish Market was established in 1910 and by that year landings of

salted fish in New England had fallen to 1% of the total . The introduction

of the first trawler in 1905 and of the first diesel engine in about 1912,

heralded the decline of wooden sailing vessels and the hook and line trawl

fishery on the banks . Filleting was introduced in 1921 followed shortly

by quick freezing. These innovations reduced the volume and weight to be

transported and further extended the United States domestic market for fish

and frozen fish .

23 . These changes which involved a shift in the capital-labour ratio

of the groundfish industry caused financial difficulties. From this emerged

large-scale integrated companies with the capital resources to finance large

boats and costl,y processing plants . With this development the industry became

centralized in a few large ports such as Eoston and Gloucester .

24. Growing industrialization and later, depletion of the nearer fishing

grounds, were acco=,anied by a rising cost structure. Against this, American



fishing interests succeeded in maintaining a tariff to keep out imports of

cheaper fish, delaying development in Nova Scotia, 4uebec and Newfoundland .

The Maritime Province s

25. By 1910 most schooners from ports in southwestern Nova Scotia,

such as Digby and Yarmouth, were landing fresh fish from adjacent banks .

Fresh halibut and salted fish from the Gulf and more distant areas were also

brought in . The Lunenburg fleet continued to land only salted fish for the

West Indian market until about 1925 at which time a number of firms entered

the frozen fish business . A few years later that port had the largest fleet

landing fresh fish in the Maritimes . However, the inshore fishery i n remote

regions and some of the bankers remained in the salt fish industry for many

years .

26 . Supported by preferential duties in Jamaica and direct steamer

service from Halifax, Nova Scotia continued to dominate the West Indian salt

fish market until the 1930's when Newfoundland competition became severe .

During the same period the Canadian industry shifted utilization over to fresh

and frozen fish which, in spite of the tariff, was exported to New England

and shipped to growing domestic centres like Montreal . In 1920, 80 per cent

of groundfish landings were salted . By 1939 this had fallen to 54 per cent .

During the same period the utilization of groundfish landings in the fresh

and frozen form rose from 9 per cent to 34 per cent .

27 . Capital investment in boats and cold storage plants i
ncreased .

American banking vessels were bought by Nova Scotian fishermen who, by not

changing the registry, could land fish directly in United States ports, thus

getting higher prices and paying no duty . Trawlers were first used in 1908

but, as in Norway, hostility from inshore fishermen succeeded in having

regulations passed limiting their nunbers and restricting their operations
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to beyond a certain distance from the coast . The frozen fish industry

developed from a nucleus of fishers:en'a bait depots built with government

assistance after 19C4 . Some of these were taken over by private companies

to produce for the local market . From 1909 to 1918 Canada paid a subsidy

for transporting fish by rail to the inland domestic market . During and

after World War I, backed by Paerican and Canadian capital large integrated

processing plants were constructed in centres like Halifax and Canso in the

saoe way as in Now Snglcnd .

28 . Although increasing numbers of inshore fishermen were disposing

of their catch in the fresh state, it was not until World War II that any

2Lrther a.igriificant expansion in frozen fish production took place . Under

the impetus of wartime controls and the Coverritent's efforts to increase

food supplies the fleet of large trawlers W as greatly expanded . In addition,

direct subsidies as well as loans to fishermen promoted the growth of a

fleet of vessels of the long liner and dragger type of 45' to 6C' in length.

Many inshore fisher=en obtained employment on these vessels taking different

species of fresh fish and their dependance on salted cod was correspondingly

reduced .

29. In the post war period the proportion of grcur.dfish salted in the

Maritime Provinces has eontinued to decline . In New Brunswick salted cod

accounted for 74 per cent of landings in 1950, compared with only 14 per cent

in 1962. In ?'ova Scotia wtiere about half the fish put to salt is destined

for the high priced boneleas trade, 22 per cent of groundfish landings is

salted. The proportion of coà and scalefish landings put to salt in Nova Scotia

is now relatively Stébilized at about 4C per cent .

uebec

3C . Throughout the 19th Century the Jersey merchants dominated the

C4uebec fisheries in a manner not unlike the English nerchar.ts did in



l;ewfoundltnd . Gaspe and Paspebiac bec=e the main trading centres during

that cen;.►:c- retich was on the rrt :ole prosperous . Sapplies were sold to

fishe:sen at high prices and fish was taken in return at relatively low

prices. Zvrn though under this system most fishermen had to remain in deb
t

to one merrhant for lengthly periods, towards the and of the century increasir.g

numbers became owners of their cwn boats . Growing competition from outside

firms such as Gorton Pew f orced the price of fish up and increased the us e

of cash . Ir. the abortive Revclt of Riviere au Renard in 19C9 the fishermen

showed their resentnent towards the treatment they received under the old

system .

31, During World War I prices were high, but the closing of the Italian

market which took most of the Gaspe cure caused great difficulties in 1921 .

Nova Scotia was also tffected rut urlike ~.uebec, she was developing her fresh

fish market and was not entirely dependant on salted fish . In 1922 as a

result of these rroblems the Quebec Government took over administration o f

its fisheries, and attempts were made to build up fishera+en's co-operatives .

Direct exports to Italy were resumtd and ecnditions irproved until the

depression, when the Italian market was again closed .

32. -%uebec's failure to develop the domestic market for fresh and

frosen
fish is generally held responsible for the severity of conditions in

the fisheries during the 1930's•
Levelopment of the frozen industry wa s

retardel by competition from t
;ova Scotia, lack of capital and Foor transport-

ttion facilities
. After 193G, however, a program to strengthen the co-

operatives and increase the production of frozen fish was underttaken
. In

1932 assisted by a subsidy amounting to 75 per cent of the construction cost,

the first frozen fish plants were built and in 1936 one million pounds were

marketed .

33 .
In 1939 various co-operatives were grouped into the Wuebec United
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Fishermen xhich, after a difficult beginning, is now a federation of twenty-

five co-operatives with a zenbership of 2,000 fishermen
. It handles about

35 million pounds of fresh fish nearly 75 per cent of which is cod, and it

owns and operates three frozen fish plants and five salt fish plants
an

except one on the Gaspe coast .

34
. In the post war period the Quebec Gooernment

greatly extended
its role in fisheries development

. It has supported the construction of

freezing and salt fish plants and by means of loans, grants and other media

it has built up a sizeable f1eeL of draggere and traxlers
. As a result,

the portion of the landings taken by
3=11 inshore boats hes declined and

the species mix has increased
; fishermen's dependence on salt fish has been

reduced, their incomes have gone up and their numbers have gone down
.

Finally salted fish production has declined significantly, while that of

hosen fish has gone up (see Table VIII, Chapter VI) .

Newfoundland

35. In l:ewfoundland, the problems of an econoay based on a single

export staple continued long after they had retreated from the other regions,

except the fishing areas of 4uebec
. The last twenty years of the 19th Cer.tu.rt

were marked by efforts to exclude the French, Americans and Canadians from

the Newfoundland fishery and to increase the catch
. The latter resulted in

a decline in quality and lower prices
. Heavy railway debts precipitated the

bank crash in 1894 and serioua depression followed . The situation was worsened

by overstocking of the markets through increased consignment sales, and an

increase in production of soft cured fish following the introduction of cod

traps
. A trend toward decentralization was evident as retail trade spread

more to the outForts and wholesale trade became centred in St . John's .

However, the individual fishermen remained financially dependant on, and

neually in debt to their local merchant .
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36. In 1911 the first attempts were made to form marketing groups .

This becaae unnecessary when prosperity returned with increased deaanti, and

with higher prices during World War I. After the War, control boards were

set up in the importing countries. As a counter measure, in 1919, Newfoundland

att®pted to regulate exports by setting up the Cod Fish Exportation Board .

Kir.imus prices were established for certain markets, export permits were

required and Trade Commissioners were sent out . However, the plan fell through

sine* it was an innovation and because the Italian market collapsed in 1920 .

Coapetition from other producing countries, particularly Iceland and Norway,

added to Newfoundland's difficulties in the European markets . The price of

fish dropped by 50 per cent and many businesses failed . The attempt to

control exports had little effect even at a time when Newfoundland produced

25 per cent of the total world output and controlled 30 per cent of the

quantity entering international trade .

37. While Newfoundlend continued to buy obsolete banking schooners

from Canada, the French were beginning to fish on the banks with trawlers .

Ice:and, which had 47 trawlers by 1925, and Norway were also mechanizing

their fisheries. In both countries processing had been centralized in plants

xhere quality could be controlled and utilization of tongues and roes could

reduce overhead costs . In Newfoundland, where each fisherman caught and cured

his own fish, quality control and the use of by products other than oil were

impossible, and the conservative attitude and lack of capital in the industry

tended to perpetuate the status quo .

3g. Market difficulties in Europe after 192C and particularly during

the depression, caused Newfoundland to enter the West Indian market . There

she ccmpeted successfully with an eventually displaced Canadian fish in

the same manner that Canada had taken over this market from New England

1

Î
,
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about 4C years before . The period between the two ware was one of difficult

and painful adjustment in Newfoundland and also in Nova Scotia .

39. To alleviate the situation the Commission Government in Newfoundland

took various steps mostly intended to regulate exports, control quality and

assis t. the primr+ry industry . These had some effect but the basic problem

remained . Salted fish is a commodity which is marketed in relatively poor

countries dependent on agricultural exports to finance salt fish imports,

while supplies of food, clothing and fishing equipsent a re imported from the

high cost economy of North America . Furthermore, salted fish has to cospete

with other focd products being produced by increasingly mechanized low cost

methods . The der-and for salted fish is therefore relatively elastic while

the supply is not . With the growth of industrialization in food production,

neti- methods of fish catching, processing, distributing and marketing were

developed, inte rnational trade became more sophiaticated and large national

coar.par3es became larger, international concerns .

40. The shore fisherman and most of the salt fish processing industry,

so long the victim of their conservative short-sighted outlook, and lacking

capital failed to adjust to the changing conditions and persisted in their

effo rts to combat market difficulties by producing more salted fish . The

individualistic spirit was too strong to permit the developaent of co-

operatives or even a co-operative spirit among the fishermen . The initial

results of the Coa.munity Stage Program bear ample
testimony to this . Among

the exporters also individualism has prevented amalgamation or co-operation

in the fish business unless it was forced upon them by regulations. As a

result much government assistance has been required in marketing and more

recently in supLlying capital resources for development, as well as in the

admini stration of income support programs .
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I.1 . The gro++th of the fresh and frozen fish industry in Newfoundland

came eonsiderably later than in New England and Nova Scotia but more or

less paralleled that in Quebec . As in Nova Scotia, bait freezers were the

first cold storages to be erected . One was installed at Fogo and in 1918

Harvey and Company built another at Rose Blanche . In the same year a

freezing plant went into operation at St . John's. The prosperous times in

which these plants were built did not last, and very little came of them .

♦lthough the Commission Government built a plant in La Poile Bay and started

the Bait Service in the middle 1930's, it was not until the outbreak of

World War II, and the resulting increase in demand for food, that the frozen

fish industry began to expand . From 1939 to 1945 production rose from

1.6 million pounds to 35 .8 million pounds and in the latter year 18 freezing

plants were in operation. Marty of these were operated by companies in the

salt fish export business located in the southern part of the island . Both

the n-amber of plants and total production declined immediately following the

War but began rising again after 1950 . During the 195C's expansion wa s

greater on the northeast coast, while in the 1960's it has been in the soLthern

part of the island associated with offshore fishing. In 1964, over 30 plants

produced 83 .1 million pounds of frozen fish, more than 90 per cent of which

was exported, an indication of how the lack of a domestic market held back

growth of this industry .

42
. In the catching sphere also development came later in Newfoundland

than elsewhere
. While engines had been installed in inshore boats as well

as in bank and Labrador schooners at about the same time as in Nova Scotia,

the first trawler was introduced by the Commission Government only in 1935 .

This vessel fished for cod which was mostly salted and it was not until
l1
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the expansion of the freezing industry that trawlers and draggere came into

more general use . In 1948 ton were operating ; by 1958 there were 27 and

in 1963 this had increased to 42 . The resulting increase in productivity

was great. In 1953, 4 per cent of Newfoundland fishermen operated in vessels

of over 25 gZVss tons and took 14 per cent of the total catch, while in 1962

offshore fishermen were only 3 per cent of the total but took 24 per cent of

the Prcvince's landings . Paralleling this development there has been a steady

decrease in salt fish production .

Summary

43. It should now be obvious as to what have been the main factors

which have influenced economic growth in the East Coast fishing industry .

Ulhile the fisheries of Newfoundland were the first to be exploited they are

the last to have become developed . Vary Newfoundland inshore fishermen are

fishing today in the same way and with the same equipment, except for the

engine in their boats, as they did over 100 years ago . Developments leading

to the modern era began in Now England, spread to Nova Scotia and finally

reached Newfoundland . The New England development would never have taken

place without the growth of other sectors of her economy and the consequent

increase in her demestic fresh fish markets . The growth of the fresh fish

market meant higher prices, increased turnover, greater capital accumulation

and consequently enhanced ability to adopt new, more costly and more efficient

techniques . Fresh fish was followed by frozen fish, further extension of -

the markets, growth of large integrated companies and the rapid adoption of

new technology in catching as well as processing . As prices rose in the

United States labour and fish were drawn from the adjacent lower wage and

lower cost econory in Nova Scotia . In the decade before World War I many

schooners fishing out of southwestern ports were bringing in iced fish whils
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those itirther east at Lunenburg were still salting their catch .

From Nova Scotia development proceeded into Newfoundland but not

until much later, when wartime conditions increased the demand for food

supplies . Newfoundland's geographical isolation, the eidstence of Nova Scotia

between her and the United States, lack of diversity in her economy and other

factors beyond her control prevented any development of the fresh fis h

trade . The same factors as well as the lack of capital also precluded

development of the frozen fish industry until much later than in the other

regions .

45. In retrospect as the fresh and frozen fish industry advanced

northeastwards, the salt fish industry has retreated . Newfoundland can be

regarded as the last stronghold of salt fish production and even here this

has now receded largely to the more remote areas on the northern coasts and

Lbrador, areas which for economic reasons modern technology has not yet

reached and where socio-economic problems increase with the increasing out-

port population . Changes in marketing followed a siidlar pattern. New England,

turning to her domestic demand for fresh fish and later frozen fish retired

from the Caribbean salt fish market. Her place was taken by Nova Scotia

and finally Nova Scotia was displaced by Newfoundland . This was made possible

by a change in the utilisation of the catch following a shift in demand, which

in turn enabled an increase in productivity in catching and processing . The

increased productivity meant greater specialization of labour and eventually

the substitution of capital for labour . The Commission feels that the only

course to be taken is that which will hasten this natural process, particularly

in those regions which have been least affected .

.~---- ~
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CNAPTEB II I

THE WGRLD FISHF RT

1. Canada ' s output of salted fish is sold moatl,y in foreign markets .

The current situation of the export-oriented salt fish industry, as far as

marketing and markets are concerned, is, therefore, mainly a reflection of

events in the world market for fish products. A study of this world

environment,
that is of global developments in fish output, fish utilisation

patterns, and trade, is therefore
a prerequisite for determining the direction

of future market development by the Canadian industry .

Norld Catch

2. The world fishery,in
terms of total catch, has expanded rapidly

during the past 25 years
. The total catch of fish has more than doubled

from
20 million metric tons, live weight, in 1938 to 46 million metric tons

in 1963.

3. Al]
. continents participated in the expansion of the world fishery .

South America and Africa, however, were the only continents to increase their

share of the total world catch . North America
and Europe have become relatively

lese important in the world fishery, evidence of the gradual relative decline

of the fishery in the North Atlantic
. Although its total catch increased

during this period from 3.2 million metric tons to 4
.3 million metric tons,

Worth American production declined from 15 per cent of the world total i
n

1938 to 9 per cent in 1963 .

4
. In terms of species landed the most significant increase occurred

in the global landings of herring, sardines and anchovies
. The landings of

these species increased from 4
.7 million metric tons in 1938 to 14.8 million

metric tone in 1963
. The si~Jor contributing factor was the growth of the



anchoq fishery in Peru, which in turn was the main factor responsible for

the growth in the relative share of South America in the world fishery .

5 . Of particular significance to the work of this Commission is the

relative decline in the world landings of cods, hakes, haddocks and related

species. These are the main species which are salted in Canada today . Landings

of these species of fish increased from 2 .8 million metric tons in 1938 to 4 .9

million metric tons in 1963 . In relation to the total world catch, however,

cod, hakes, haddocks, etc . have declined from 13 per cent to 10 per cent .

6. IsLrope, with total landings of 2 .2 million metric tons in 1963,

continues to account for the largest proportion of the total catch of cods,

hakes, haddocks, etc . Its relative position, however, declined from 58 per

cent in 1938 to 45 per cent in 1963 . The decline in the landings of these

fish was particularly sharp in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the

United ICingdom. On the other hand, Spain, Portugal, and Denmark were mos
t

successful in increasing their share of this fishery .

7. North American landings of cods and related
species have also

declined relative to the world total . In 1938 this continent landed 19 per

centi by 1963 this had declined to 11 per cent . Even in absolute terms,

North American landings expanded very little during the last 25 years,

asoanting to about .6 million metric tons annually .

S. The decline in the proportion of the world catch of cods, hakes,

haddocks, etc ., landed in Europe and in North America was offset by the

expansion of this fishery in Japan and in the Soviet Union . These two

countries together accounted for one-third of the world output of these

species in 1963.

Utilization

9 . Significant changes have occurred in the pattern of utilization o f

the world catch . These changes, starting to emerge prior to World War II,
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took place mostly after 1950 . While increasing amounts are for human

consumption, it is noteworthy that the trend in the proportion of the world

catch utilized for this purpose has been downward . An increasing percentage

of total landings is reduced to fish meal and other fish solubles which are

used as high-protein feed additives. In 1963, 27 per cent of the world catch

was reduced to fish meal compared with 15 per cent in 1952• The expanding use

of fish for reduction purposes was primarily due to the rapid growth of the

anchoveta fishery in Peru of which almost the entire landings are used to

produce fish meal .

10
. The consumption of fish in the fresh state has declined in relation

to total world landings
. Freshness is inversely proportionate to distance,

and consequently fresh consumption depends upon proximity to fishing areas
.

Since fishing is becoming more concentrated, fewer people have ready access

to fresh fish and more people consume fish in the processed state
. The

percentage consumed fresh dropped from 41 per cent in 1952 to 35 per cent in

1963
. Despite this decline marketing for fresh consumption remains the most

important form of utilization .

U .
The proportion of the world catch which was frozen has risen rapidly

.

This growth was facilitated greatly by the establishment of the "cold chain"
.

Ton per cent of the world catch was frozen in 1963, compared to 4 per cen
t

in 1952 .

12
. As an increasing proportion of the world catch was frozen, relatively

lees was cured
. The volume of fish cured in 1963 represented 18 per cent of

the total world catch of fish, a sharp decline from the 26 per cent cured in

1952.



Production

13. Human consumption# of fishery products has expanded by some 65 per

cent since 1952. In 1963, 33 million metric tons of fish, landed weight, were

utilized for human consumption, conpared with 20 million metric tons in 1952.

The rate of increase was well in excess of the population growth, indicating

that per capita consumption of all fish products has increased during the

past decade or so . The trends in utilization make it clear that world out-

put of fresh and frozen fish products has grown very rapidly during the past

decade .

During this time very little growth has occurred in the output o f

cured fish products . While the world output of dried, salted or smoked fish

more than doubled since 1938 from 1 .2 million metric tons, product weight, to

3.0 million metric tons in 1963, most of this increase in production took

place, however, between 193 8 and the early 1954's . Per .capita consumption

of cured fish products, which rose until the early fifties ; has since that

time declined.

15 . Following the late thirties, the main increase in production occurred

in miscellaneous dried or salted fish products . World output of this category

of cured fish products increased from 382,000 metric tons in 1938 to an

estisated 1,335, 000 metric tons in 1963 . There was during the same period

also a significant increase in production of cured herring products from

488,000 metric tons to 1,177,000 metric tons . The group of cured fish products

which showed the least growth in production was dried, salted or unsalted cod

and similar species . The output of these products increased from 375, 000

metric tons in 1938 to an estimated 473,000 metric tons in 1963 . It would

appear that while per capita production and consumption of all dried, salte d

~ Lacking data on the volume of fresh fish which was marketed, world
production of all fishery products, product weight, for human consumption

is not available .
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or salted fish products started to decline only after the early 1950 's the down-

ward trend in per capita consumption of salted or unsalted cod, hakes and had-

docks was of such longer duration .

International Trad e

16. During the past 25 years there has been a steady increase in the

proportion of the total world catch which enters international trade . In 1949,

19 per cent of the catch of 140 countries was exported . In 1963 the aame

oountries exported 37 per cent of their catch . The main reason for this

expansion in international trade relative to output was the growth in the

production of fish meal and other fish solubles . With production of these

fish products increasingly concentrated,a growing proportion has entered

international trade . Other categories of fish products such as fresh, chilled

and frozen fish have also become more prominent in international trade . Dried,

salted or smoked fish was the only category of which a declining proportion of

output was exported .

17. Total world exports of fishery products amounted to 2 .1 million metric

tons in 1938. By 1963 this had risen to 5 .3 million metric tons. Fish meals

and solubles which accounted for less than 10 per cent of world trade in 1938

increased to one-third of world trade in 1963 . Exports of frozen, chilled or

fresh fish increased from 20 per cent of world trade in 1938 to almost 30 per

cent in 1963. In contrast, exports of dried, salted or smoked fish declined

during the same period from one-third of total world trade in fish product s

to but little more than 10 per cent .

18. Exports of fresh, chilled or frozen fish rose from 415,000 metric

tons in 1938 to 1,40 ,OOC metric tons in 1963 . World trade patterns in these

products have changed substantially during the past 25 years . North America

has experienced tremendous growth as a net importer and Asia as a net exporter .
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North American imports exceeded exports in 1963 by 172,000 metric tons compared

with 8,000 metric tons in 1938 . When one considers that Canada is a net

exporter of some 135, 000 metric tons of chilled or frozen fish products then

it is readily apparent that other North American countries, largely the United

States of America, are net importers of some 300,000 metric tons of fresh and

frozen fish. Asia, chiefly Japan, has become the largest net exporter . In 1963,

this continent had net exports of 174,000 metric tons compared with a balanced

trade position in 1938 . The large and growing import needs of the United States

for fresh and frozen fish products are primarily supplied by Canada and Japan .

Burope's position as a trader of fresh and frozen fish shows no definite

trend. A net importer prior to the Second World War, Europe became a substantial

net exporter during the late 1950's, and has since reverted again to a net

import position .

19 . As mentioned previously world trade in salted, dried or smoked fish

has declined in relation to world output of these conaaodities . This is

primarily because importers are becoming more self-sufficient, particularly

countries such as Spain and Portugal . Exports of cured fish declined from

678,000 metric tons in 1938 to 541,000 metric tons in 1963 .

20
. The sharpest decline occurred in world exports of dried and salted

herring
. Exports of this group of commodities amounted to 311,000 metric tons

or 64 per cent of world output in 1938 . By 1963, exports had diminished to

93.000 metric tons or 11 per cent of world output . Almost equally extensive

was the decline in world trade of salted or dried cod, hakes, haddocks, etc .

In 1963, the volume exported totalled 195,000 metric tons, accounting for 45

per cent of world output
. This comoared with an export volume of 233, 000

metric tons or 69 per cent of world output in 193 8 .



21. World trade patterns for cured fish products in 1938 were

substantially different from those existing in 1963
. North America and

Europe were , 25 years ago, the only net exporters of these fish products .

During the succeeding 25 years North America became a net importer and the

Soviet Union, the largest net importer prior to 195?, became a net exporter .

Another noteworthy development was the substantial growth of Africa as a net

importer, mainly Nigeria. South America has alao ahown a moderate upward

trend as a net importer .

22. The preceding sections indicate the general direction of a number

of developments in the world fishery . Briefly these developmente are :-

(1) an upward trend in the total landings of all species
of fish;

(2) a downward trend in the proportion utilized for human
consumption, inasmuch as reduction of fish to meal
and other solubles has relatively expanded, primarily
because of the development of the Peruvian anchoveta
fishery ;

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

an upward trend in the proportion of world landings
which are being frozen ;

a downward trend in the proportion of the world catch
which is cured ;

an upward trend in the per capita consumption of fresh
and frozen fish products ;

a decline in the per capita consumption of salt fish
products since the early 19501s; this downward trend
being of longer duration for salted and dried cod,
bakes, haddocks, etc. ;

an upward trend in the proportion of the world output
of frozen fish and a downward trend in the proportion
of the world output of cured fish which enter inter-
national trade .

The Current Situation

23. During the last three or four years there have occurred a number
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of significant deviations from the trends outlined above . While world landings

of fish continued to rise during 1961, 1962 and 1963, at possibly an accelerated

rate, the diversion to non-human consumption accounted for almost 80 per cent

of the increase . Consequently the supply available for human consumption has

increased lese during the past few years. Per capita production for human

consumption probably declined, which, in view of a rise in potential per capita

demand, improved greatly the producer ' s position In the vorld market .

24. This relative tightness in supply appeared initially in the market

for fresh and frozen fish products . The growing acceptance of frozen fish in

Europe, following the establishment of the "cold chain" stimulated the demand

for chilled and frozen fish products . European freezings rose rapidly, even

though European landings increased little . This shift in utilization appears

not to have been adequate to meet demand . Europe, a net e xporter of 57,000

metric tons of fresh, chilled and frozen fish in 1959, had average annual net

imports of 7, 000 metric tons during the following four years .

25. In other areas of the world a similar phenomenon occurred. Africa,

prior to 1961 a net exporter, has since become a substantial net importer of

fresh and frozen fish . Oceania increased its net imports as well . And North

America, a net importer of 145,000 metric tons in 1960, increased its net

imports by 27,000 metric tons, to 172,000 metric tons in 1963. This situation

has placed exporters of fresh, chilled and frozen fish (Japan, Denmark, Canada,

Sweden and the Netherlands) in a stronger bargaining position. Consequently,

prices of these fish products have risen substantially in recent years .

26. The increase in freezings resulted in considerable pressure on the

eupply of fish available for salting . This was particularly evident in Europe,

other than Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece . (Italy, Spain, Portugal and

Greece increased their output of salted fish substantially during 1961, 1962

14
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and 1963. These countries did not, however, relieve a growing tightness in

the international supply of salted fish by cutting their net imports but

rather aggravated the situation by increasing consumption) . Production of

dried, salted or smoked fish in Europe, excluding those four countries,

declined from 586,000 metric tons in 1959 to 520,000 metric tons in 1962, a

drop of 66,000 metric tons . Canadian production of cured fish declined from

100,000 to 85,000 metric tons, the entire decline being in the output of

salted graridfish .

27 . The lower output of cured fish by these main producing regions

resulted in a substantial decline in net exports . This decline, occurring

such more rapidly than during the past twenty-five years, generated an upward

pressure on the price of salted fish . This in turn caused net exports of

salted fish from Europe to rise in 1962 and 1963, at the expense of domestic

consumption . Canadian output and exporta of salted fish also turned up . The

interplay of these various supply and demand factors led to a new equilibrivn

between frozen fish products and salted fish products at a higher price level .

28. The price of fish products, particularly of cured fish products,can-

not, relative to other food prices, increase much beyond the present level,

otherwise increaaed substitution by the consumer will precipitate lower levels

of conaumption, relieving any relative deficiencies in available supply . On

the other hand, only a substantial increase in the world catch of fish for

human consumption will again reduce fish prices to the level prevailing prior

to 1959. While an expansion of the world catch is conceivable, it will depend

primarily on new rules and agreements pertaining to the development and

realization of the potential of the world's fishing grounds .



CANADA ' S POSITION IN THE WORLD FISHERY INDUSTRY

1. Canada's position* as a producer and as a trader of fishery

products has declined substantially during the past 25 years . World

production and world trade have risen rapidly while Canadian output and

exports of fishery products remained relatively constant . Canada's position

has deteriorated most noticeably in its landings of cod, hakes, haddock, etc .,

and in the production and exports of dried, salted or smoked fish .

Landings

2. Canadian landings of all species rose from .B million metric tons

in 1938 to 1.2 million tons in 1963. The world catch increased from 20

million metric tons to 46 million metric tons during the same period
. Canada's

share of the world catch declined consequently from 4 .1 per cent to 2 .6 per

3. The East Coast fishery has accounted for between 60 and 70 per cent

of total Canadian landings . In 1963 this amounted to 650,000 metric tons
.

The fishery on Canada's Atlantic Coast has also declined in relation to the

world fishery.

4
. While the overall position of Canada as a fishing nation has

diminished, it has became more prominent as a producer of flounder, halibut

and sole . This improvement can be attributed primarily to the East Coast

fishery, which now lands 60 per cent of the Canadian total of these species .

* References to any year prior to 1949 include Newfoundland .
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Previousl,v, this was mainly a West Coast activity . Total Canadian landings

of flounder and similar flat fish, which accounted for three per cent of the

world total of these species in 1938, represented almost 9 per cent of the

total world catch in 1963 . Landings an the Atlantic Coast constituted almost

7 per cent of the world total . The remarkable expansion of this fishery in

Canada, particularlJ on the Atlantic Coast, is a reflection of the development

of offshore fishing .

5. The Canadiaa performance in the world salmon industry has changed

little, Canada accounting for between 10 and 19 per cent of the world output .

Almost the entire Canadian catch of salmon occurs an the West Coast . More-

over, a very small proportion only is cured. Consequently the salmon fishery

is not a significant factor in any deliberations concerning the salt fish

industry on Canada's East Coast .

6. The herring and sardine fishery is presently the largest Canadian

fishery in terms of volume of landings . Compared with the world herring

fishery, however, the Canadian volume in relatively small and has, moreover,

declined. Canadian landings of these fish amounted to 374,000 metric tons

in 1963, a substantial increase from the 200,000 metric tons landed in 1938.

lievertheless, because of the phenomenal expansion of this fishery elsewhere,

particularlj in Peru, the Canadian share dropped from 4 .2 per cent in 1938

to 2.5 per cent in 1963. In 1938 almost half of the total Canadian landings

of herring were caught on the Atlantic Coast. By 1963, this had dropped to

31 per cent . It can be seen that the relative decline of the herring fishery

was more pronounced for the Atlantic Coast than for the West Coast .

7. Canada suffered its major decline in its position in the world

fishery of cods, hakes, haddocks, etc. In 1938, Canadian landings of these

fish accounted for 12 per cent of the world catch, compared with less than

eight per cent in 1963
. While the world catch increased from 2 .8 million
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setric tons in 1938 to 4.9 million in 1963, Canadian landings of these species,

369,000 metric tons in 1963, have remained about the same .

8. In conclusion, the 'Canadian fishery and the Atlantic Coast fishery

are no longer as important a factor in the world fishery today as twenty-five

years ago. The relative decline in production has been evident particularly

on the East Coast for cod and herring. This development is significant for

the Canadian salt fish industry because these species have been its basic raw

material. Moreover, the cod fishery has become increasingly a Newfoundland

activity, and primarily that of inshore fishermen. Consequently, the eccnomic

impact resulting from the relatively weaker position of Canada as a producer

of cod is confined largely to the salt fish industry and the in shore fisher-

man in Newfoundland .

Pattern of Utilization

9. The trends in Canada's pattern of utilization parallel the changes

which have occurred on a world-wide basis during the postwar period . The

proportion of the catch which is frozen has increased, and the proportion

which is salted has declined. Moreover, the downward trend in curings in

Canada has been sharper than in other fishing nations .

10. Canadian utilization differs from the world pattern in that a larger

proportion is still salted, and a larger proportion is frozen . This is, how-

ever, not surprising because with a small domestic demand for fresh fish,

most of the catch is processed and exported. For the year 1962,Canadiaa curings

utilized about 22 per cent of the Canadian catch whereas on a world basis only

17 per cent was cured . Freezinga accounted for almost 30 per cent of the

Canadian catch compared with only 9 per cent of the world catch .



With most of Canada ' s population concentrated in areas far remove d

from the principal sea-fishing areas, the percentage of total landings which

in marketed fresh in Canada is much less important than for the world as a

whole. In Canada about 17 per cent of total landings is marketed fresh where-

as the corresponding figure for the world fishery is 36 per cent .

12. Caaaing has become a less important form of utilization in Canada

during the past 10 to 15 years . This is primarily because the Canadian catch

of salnoa has become a smaller proportion of the total Canadian catch. In

1962 almost 10 per cent of the Canadian catch was canned, not much different

from the proportion of the world catch which was canned .

13. The amount of fish used for reduction purposes in Canada has remained

relatively unchanged. This form of utilization is less important in Canada than

for the world as a whole. Canada reduces some 20 per cent of its catch to fish

meal and other fish solubles compared with 27 per cent for the world catch.

Production

14. It is readily apparent from the preceding description of Canadals

position in the world fishery that Canadian output of fishery products has not

kept pace with world output . Canadian trends in utilization indicate that

this applies particularly to the production of salted, dried or smoked fish

products, mostly salted and dried cod . As a producer of frozen fish products,

Canada's position has, however, declined as well . While the proportion of the

Canadian catch which has been frozen has expanded rapidly, the increase in the

volume has lagged the growth in world output, because of the slow growth in

the Canadian catch .

15. Canadian output* of fishery products amounted to an estimated 270,00
0

These production figures exclude the volume of fish marketed fresh, whole

or round and are expressed in terms of end-product weight .
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metric tons in 1938 . In 1953, Canadian production totalled 267,000 metric

tone and increased subsequently to 370,000 metric tons in 1963 . Canadian

production of frozen fish rose sharply from around 55,000 metric tons In

1938 to 144,000 metric tons in 1963. The volume of salted, dried or smoked

fish products dropped during the same period from 103,000 metric tons to

65,000 metric tons . Canadian production of canned fish and shell fish has

choisi very little change, totalling 49,000 metric tons in 1938, 52, 000 metric

tons in 1953,end 41,000 metric tons in 1963 . Canadian output of other fishery

products, that is oils, fats and meals, increased from 69, 000 metric tons in

1938 to 120,000 metric tans in 1963 .

16. The drop in Canadian production of salted fish occurred in both the

output of salted and dried cod and similar species and in the output of salted,

dried or smoked herring and other pelagic fish . Canada produced 48,000 metric

tans of salted cod, hake, haddock, etc ., in 1963, well below the 1938 output

of 75,000 metric tons . Over the same period of time Canadian production of

salted, dried or smoked herring and other pelagic fish declined from 30, 000

to 17,000 metric tons .

17.
World production of dried, salted or smoked fish rose from 1,245,000

metric tons in 1938 to 2,985, 000 metric tous in 1963 . Canada produced close

to 8 per cent of the world output of salted fish in 1938 . By 1963, this had

fallen to 2 per cent . In relation to world production of salted dried cod,

bakes and haddocks, etc .i Canada produced 10 per cent in 1963 compared with

22 per cent in 1938 . Canadian production of salted, dried or smoked herring

declined relative to total world output as well . Canadian production of

these latter products is, however, relatively insi .gniticant in relation to

the world total3 in 1963 less than 1 per cent .

t- -j
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18. In suaanary it is clear that the Canadian position as a producer of

fishery producta has declined substantia]),y. Whereas Canada once held a

dominant position as a producer of salted cod, this is today no longer so .

Trade

19. Canada's position as an exporter of fishery products is more

significant than its position as a producer . This is so because Canada

consumes a smaller proportion of its output than most other fishing nations .

It is, however, readily apparent from the foregoing section that Canada's

position an an exporter has declined.

20. The relative decline of Canada's position as an exporter has occurred

in relation to frozen fish products as well as salted, dried or smoked fish

products. Canadian exports of frozen fish products have risen less rapidly

than world trade, and Canadian exporta of salted, dried or smoked fish have

declined more rapidly .

21. Canadian exports of fresh and frozen fish amouated to 97,000 metric

tons in 1948 or 13 per cent of total world exports of 672,000 metric tons .

By 1963, Canadian exporta of frozen fish products had increased to 243,000

nstrio tons which, however, made up only 10 per cent of world trade . Canadian

exports of dried, salted or smoked fish totalled 62,000 metric tons in 1963

or 11 per cent of world exports of 540,000 metric tons . This compared with

107,000e metric tons or 14 per cent of the world total in 1938 and 126,000

metric tons or 21 per cent in 1948 .

22. The decline in Canada's position as a trader of salted, dried or

smoked fish products took place for both salted cod, bakes, and haddocks, etc .,

and salted herring and other pelagic fish . In 1938, Canadian exports of salted

* Excludes trade between Newfoundland and Canada .
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cod and similar species amounted to 81,000 metric tons or 35 per cent of total

world exporte of 233,000 metric tons . By 1963, this had dropped to 48,000

mstric tons or 25 per cent of the world total. While Canada's position as a

trader in salted herring and other salted pelagic fish has not been as

important, here also there has been a deterioration. In 1938,Canadian exporta

amonnted to 44,000 metric tons or 13 per cent of the world total. By 1963,

this had declined to 14,000 metric tons or 6 per cent of the world total .

23. Concerning the direction of Canada's exports of fishery products

several noteworttp developaents have taken place . In 1938, almost 90 per cent

of Canadian exports of fresh and frozen fish and shellfish, 53, 000 metric tons,

went to the United States . This aecounted for more than three-quart,!-e of

that coimtry's import requirements of these products. In 1963, Canada exported

150,000 metric tons to the United States, still 90 per cent of total export s

of fresh and frozen fish and shellfish . However, now this supplied but little

more than one-third of that market . The United States importa of fresh and

frozen fish rose during this period from 67,000 metric tons to 415,000 metric

tons, more rapidly than Canadian output of these products . Despite the

significant shift in the Canadian pattern of utilization towards freezing,

Canada has been unable to eatisfy its major cuatomer and this customer has

had to depend inereasingl,y on other foreign suppliers for its import needs .

24
. The total import demand for salted fish in Canada 'a three main

traditional market areas, Europe, the Caribbean and the United States, declined

froa 445,ooo metric tons in 1938 to 345,000 in 1963
. Imports into Europe and

the United States declined, but the Caribbean import market expanded eignifi-

cantly from 49,000 metric tons to 77,000 metric tons
. Whereas the drop in

United States importe is indicative of a decline in consumption, lower

'
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Duropean imports reflect higher levels of production in the main consuffing

countries of Spain, Portugal and Ita3_v .

25. Canada exported a larger proportion of its total exporta of salted

fish to these three main market areas in 1963 but supplied a smaller percentage

of their total import requirements
. In 1938, Canadian exporta of salted, dried

or amoked fish to F.lirope, the Caribbean and the U .S .A., totalled 93,000 metric

tons, 88 per cent of total Canadian exports and 21 per cent of their tota
l

import requirements
. Twenty-five years later theae three regions imported

57,000 metric tons of salt fish from Canada, 93 per cent of total Canadian

exports, but only 16 per cent of their import requiremQnts .

26
' The Caribbean area purchased 45 per cent of Canada's exg,orts of

salt fish in 1938
. By 1963, vhile the actual volume had declined from 47,000

metric tons to 33,000 tons, Canada sold 54 per cent of all its salt fish in

this area. Canadian dependence on this market had increased . Nevertheless,

the proportion of total Caribbean import requirements supplied by the Canadian

induatry dropped from 98 per cent in 1938 to 43 per cent in 1963 . In fact, in

order to have supplied 98 per cent of the Caribbean import needs in 1963, the

entire Canadian output of salt fish would have been required, and more .

Obvlously the Canadian position in that market declined in part because the

supplies were not available .

27 . Canadian exports to Europe have declined more rapidly than total

BurOpean import requirements. Moreover, that narket has taken less of total

Canadian exports . In 1963, Canadian exports of salted, dried or smoked fish

to Europe totalled 12,000 metric tons, less than 20 per cent of total exports,

compued with 33,000 metric tons, equivalent to 31 per cent in 1938 . Europe

was traditimally a market for light salted shore cured coda a high grade,
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high priced product . The supplies of this product have gradually decreased,

as more fiahermen have turned to the production of heavy salted cod, which

involves less labour and less risk . Consequently, while campetitora may

have caused the erosion of the Canadian position in the European market, a

sisaller supply of the commodity required has been a major factor as well .

28. Canada shipped a larger percentage of its salt fish export to the

United States in 1963 and supplied a greater proportion of that country's

import requirements than in 1938 . In 1963, Canadian aalt fish exports to the

United States totalled 12,000 metric tons, or 20 per cent of total salt fish

exports. In 1938, that country purchased 13,000 metric tons but only 12 per

cent of Canada's salt fish sales . Whereas in the former year Canada supplied

30 per cent of all United States import requiremeata, by 1963 this had risen

to 36 per cent
. The main salt fish product purchased by the United States i s

boneless cod, a high priced ccatinodity .

29 . Canadian exports of aalted, dried or smoked fish products have

declined more rapidly than the import requirements of its main market areas
.

Quality deterioration and price considerations have contributed to the

declining market position of Canada
. On the other hand, it is obvious that

responsibility lies also with a decline In available supplies .

fI'
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CHAPTFR V

THE PRIHA.RY FISHING INDUSTRY

In the previous two chapters the world market for fish products was

surveyed as changes in the global eaviroament are for the Canadian fish induetry

the major factors which determine the direction of market development and the

choice of marketing organization. A dynamic extension of markets, i n

teras of area and product, and suitable marketing techniques are necessary for

the fish industry to be successful in maximizing its return from exports . The

volume of e:ports, however, depends on landings, and in turn therefore, on the

effici,sncy of the Canadian fishery . Efficiency not only concerne obtaining

the nazimia yield from the stocks of fish, while at the same time maintaining

thsse stocks, but also ainimizing effort in catching. Aside from natural or

climatic factors effort is a functicn of fishing technology and the number of

fishermsn. Limiting itself to the Atlantic Coast fishery, this chapter looks

into the number of people engaged in fishing, their landings, the extent to

which fishermen proceas their own catch, and the return to the fisherman from

both fishing and processing.

1 t

1. The total number of people engaged in fishing, full-time, part-tim e

or ca a casual basis in the Atlantic Provinces and Quebec numbered 48,000 in

1963. There were 21,400 fisheimen in Newfoundland or about 45 per cent of

the East Coast total . The ![aritims Provinces accounted for 22,800 fishermen

or 47 per cent of the total, with Nova Scotia, Nev Brunswick and Prince Edward

Island having 28 per cent, 13 per cent and 6 per cent of the East Coast total



respectively. Quebec in 1963 had 3,700 fishermen or 8 per cent of the total .

2. The number of people engaged in fishing in 1963, less than one per

cent higher than in 1958, were about 7 per cent higher than the total in 1961 .

In other words there has been a eubstantial increase in the number of fishermen

during the past three or four years. In the Maritime Provinces the number has

remained practically unchanged during this period . In Quebec there were 1,700

fewer fishermen . It can be seen that the entire increase occurred in Newfound-

land, where 3,100 more people have engaged in fishing since 1958 .

3. In Newfoundland a large number of people have entered the fishery on,

at least, a part-time basis, because of a lack of alternative e mployment

opportunities. This was particularly so during the years 1957 and 1958. The

fishery in Newfoundland, much more so than elsewhere on the East Coast, is

an activity where unemployed hide by being under-employed . The Increase during

recent years in Newfoundland, in part the result of the growth in the labour

force, was, however, mostly due to the increase in fish prices and the extension

of unemployment insuraace to fishermen .

4. The inshore fishery, in terms of number of fishermen engaged, continues

to dominate fishing on Canada's East Coast . More than 85 per cent of the total

number of fishermen, or 42,500, fished inshore in 1963, while 5,400 fished off-

shore . Significant, however, is the sharp increase in the number of offshore

fishermen from 3,300 in 1958, while the number of inshore fishermen actually

declined somexhat .

5 . Nova Scotia' s fishermen, coapared with the other East Coast provinces,

are least dependent on the inshore fishery . In this province more than 20 per

cant of the total number of fishermen are engaged in the offshore fishery . The

inshore fishery is most important in terms of employment in Newfoundland and

Prince Edward Island where 97 per cent are inshore fishermen .

i?~
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6. In relation to the total labour force the fishery is least significant

in Quebec, emploling 2 per cent of the total labour force in 1963, and accounts

for the largest proportion, 16 per cent, in Newfoundland . In the Maritime

provinces, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Now Brunswick, 5 per cent of

the labour force is engaged In fishing .

Landings

7 . The total catch of all species by the East Coast sea fishery has,

with annual fluctuations, show a more or less stable trend during the last

10 years. The average for the period 1959-1963 was 1,323 million lbs ., which

was only marginally higher than the average of 1,317 million lbe ., landed

during 1954r1958.

8. Oroumdfish accotumted for better than 70 per cent of total landings

in 1963. Pelagic and estuarial fish represented somexhat less than 25 per

cent az ►d molluscs and crustacians for slightly more than 5 per cent .

9. Among groundfish species, cod has lost ground to such fish as

plaiee, haddock and flounder. Landings of herring have becocle more important

among pelagic species . The change in the composition of the catch reflects

the increasing importance of the offshore fishery on the East Coast .

10. Cod landings averaged 590 million lbs. during the five years 1959-

1963, somme three per cent lsss than the 609 million lbs . landed during the

period 1954-1958
. Ninety per cent or more of the cod caught on the Atlantic

Coast is landed in iiexfoundland ; 535 million lbs. in 1959-1963 c~wed with

559 million during the previous four-year period . As a result of the demise

of the schooner fleet, inshore cod in Newfoundland has became relatively more

praminent, at present accounting for over 95 per cent of all Newfoundland cod

landinas .

U
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U. Among the provinces on the East Coast, Newfoundland accounts for

the largest proportion of fish landings, some 40 per cent in 1963 . Nova

Scotian landings represent close to 30 per cent, New Brunswick 17 per cent,

Quebec nearly 10 per cent and Prince Edward Island slightly better than 3

per cent .

proportionate increase in landed value in that province during the past fiv e

catch in relation to volume than fishermen in other provinces, and that th e

average of $52 million during 1954-1958 to $64 million in 1959-1962 . It is

evident that the average return to the fiahermen has improved considerably

in recent years .

13. Qn the
East Coast the provincial distribution of the total landed

value indicates that Newfoundland fishermen receive =ch lesa for their total

the past decade, the landed value has increased some 24 per cent from an

12. Whereas the volume of landjnngs increased only marginally during

fears has been considerably less than in other provinces .

14
. Newfoundland, in 1962, landed 40 per cent of the total volume but

received a more 26 per cent of total landed value . The three Maritime

Provinces received two-thirds of the landed value for only half the catch .

Quebec catches almost 10 per cent in volume and receives but 8 per cent in

valus.

15
. The differences in these data can be mostly explained by the fact

that the higher value molluscs and crustacians account for a larger proportion

of total landings in the Maritime Provinces than in Newfoundland and Quebec
.

iiowever, even excluding this high value category the difference between shares

in volume and value landed remains, indicating that Newfoundland fishermen

receive lese for their fish than fishermen in the Maritime Provinces
.
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Landings Per Fisherman

16. Average landings of fish per fisherman on Canada ' s East Coast have

shown little change, averaging annually about 28,000 lbs . for the years 1958

to 1963 . Provincial].y, comparing the annual averages for the period 1961-1963

with 1958-1960, landings per fisherman have declined in Newfoundland and in the

Maritime Provinces by 6 per cent and 3 per cent respectively. In Quebec on the

other hand, landings per fisherman increased by nearly 75 per cent .

17. In Kewfouamdland despite the Increase in the number of fishex men, and

hence despite the greater fishing effort, total landings have remained stable .

Conseq»ent1T, landlw8s per fisherman have declined . It is the opinion of the

Comaissioa that no evidence can be presented that supports a fisheries develop-

Dent program based on the premise that total inshore landings can be significantly

lncreased on a sustained basis .

18. In the Maritime Provinces, despite a slight reduction in the number

of fishermen, landings dropped proportionately more . Consequently, the average

catch per fisherman declined . On the other hand,landings per fisherman in

Quebec rose by almost 75 per cent, due partly to an increase in total landings

but primarily because of a one-third reduction in the number of fishermen .

As a result landings per fisherman in Quebec for the period 1961-1963 were

higher than for the Maritime Provinces and for Newfoundland .

19 . In assessing the significance of the preceding data concerning

average landings two other factors are of importance . First, landings per

man engaged in offshore fishing exceed the inshore perfo rmance by a wide

margin, and second, the number of offshore fishermen has increased greatly,

especially in the Maritime Provinces. Consequently, if landings per inshore

fisherman could be calculated, the decline in Newfoundland and in the Maritime
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Provinces would have been such greater than that indicated by the overall

figures, and the increase in Quebec would not have been as substantial .

20. In Newfoundland, for which such data is available, landings per

lnshore fisherman were lese than 22,000 pounds in 1963 ccmpared with almost

190,000 pounds per offshore fisherman . Moreover, average landings per

inshore fisherman for the period 1960-63 were almost 20 per cent lower than

during the preceding four years, while average landings per offshore fisher-

man increased by nearly 9 per cent .

Landed Value Per Fisherman

21 . The Newfoundland fisherman an average catches less fish per year

than his colleagues elsewhere on the East Coast and receives a lower price .

Consequentlj the landed value of the fish caught by the Newfoundland

fishe:man is substantially lower than in the Maritime Provinces and in

Quebec .

22. The landed value for the average fisherman in 1963 was $2,180 in

the Maritime Provinces, $1,533 in Quebec and $951► in Nerdoundland . In the

latter province the landed value for the average inshore fishermn w" $762

and $6,062 for the offshore fisberaan.

23. Although the landed value data are gross figures and have not

allowed for the costs incurred in fishing, it is nevertheless clear that

the net income to the offshore fisherman whether self-employed or employee

is several time larger than that for the inshore fisherman . Moreover, while

it can be said with reasonable certainty that inshore fishermen in provinces

other than Newfoundland have average landings as low if not lower in weight,

their return from fishing is likely to be higher because of higher prices in

general and because of a higher value catch such as molluscs and crustacians .
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In addition, outside Kewfoundland, the incoae from fishing can more readily

be supplementsd by incom from other employment . In Newfoundland on the

other hand, the inshore fishery is, for two-thirds of the fiehermen, a full-

tims occupation, and depends primarily an low-value cod, with alternative or

supplementary employment opporLunities difficult to coma by .

Processing by the Fisherman on the East Coast*

24. Removed from consumer markets, and having a perishable product the

fisherman was forced to salt and dry his owam fish . This processing provided

additional income, a factor of great significance in an economic environment

where supplementary employment opportunities are lacking .

25. On the other hand, processing by the fisherman restricts production .

Fishing time is reduced substantially. Heading, splitting, washing and salting

operations must take place as soon as the fish is landed . In addition the

optimal drying period overlaps considerably with the fishing season. As a

result the total volume landed by the inshore fisherman is considerably lower

when be processeo his fish than when he sells his catch unprocessed .

26. Another problem connected with salting by the fisherman is quality

control. Working conditions and practices vary from one fisherman to another .

The control of quality under these conditions is impossible . The most that

can be done is to grade and inspect the salted product . This is, however, of

no consequence to improving quality inasmuch as the damage has already been

dons .

• A more detailed description of processing by fishermen can be found in
Chapter VI, "The Salt Fish Processing Industry of the Atlantic Provinces
and Quebec" .
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27. Processing by fisherman reduces output, and leads to poor quality,

which means that the full potential, in terme of the market value of the

final product, has not been realized .

28. In each province the fisherman, traditionally, processed his entire

catch by salting, smoking or drying. However, with the advent of refrigeration

and rising standards of living, an alte rnative method of utilization developed,

namely filleting and freezing. This enabled the fisherman to spend more time

fishing,to increase his catch, and to maintain his income while dropping

the processing function . Also supplementary employment opportunities arose

which offered additional income well in excess of the return possible from

processing.

29. Filleting and freezing, and the process of industrialization, first

on the New Hzgland Coast of the United States, edged up into Nova Scotia,

Now Brunswick, Prince Edvard•Island, and Quebec . This movement up the Atlantic

Coast occurred as demand for frozen fish expanded so that increasing amounts of

transportation costs could gradually be absorbed . In the Maritime Provinces

as a result of this developc►ent, by far the largest proportion of the catch is

no longer processed by the fisherman. The inshore fishery is primarily as

part-time occupation, supplemented by other employment . Full-time fishing is

mostly offshore fishing, where earnings are more or less comparable with income

from other economic activities. In the Maritime Provinces processing by the

fisherman, and inshore fishing as a full-time occupation, or as a sole means

of income, remain in a few isolated areas only.

3p. In Quebec , while freezing and filleting has had an impact , processing

of fish by fishermen remains substantial in such areas as the North Shore of

the Gulf of St . Lawrence and the Gaspé Peninsula. In these areas
fishing,

;1!

T
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primarily inshore fishing, remains the sole source of incane, as supplementary

employment is limited . The offshore fishery provides full-time employment to

relatively few fisherman. Rather than becoming full-tins offshore fishermen an

increasing number of people have chosen to leave the fishery entirely . Phll-

time employment opportunities in other economic areas have arisen more rapidly

in Quebec than in the Maritime Provinces, or in Nex2bundland .

31 . Processing by the fisherman is still very much prevalent in Newfound-

land, and is canfined entirely to iashore fishermen, salting mostly cod . In

1963, of total landings of 373 million pounds of cod, inshore fishermen salted

almost two-thirds . Half of this they dried as well. In other words filleting

and freezing, absorbing the entire offshore catch, utilises little better than

a third of the inshore catch .

32. Processing makes a considerable contribution to the gross incos:e of

the fisheiman. For instance in 1963, saltbulk prices to the fisherman were

about 116.50 to $18.50 per draught of 224 lbs ., which is equivalent to 3 .41

to 3.0 for each pound of fish put to salt . Light salted fish, grading Madeira

(75% amall and 25% sodium size), returned to the fisherman from 616.25 to

$18.25 per quintal of 112 pounds, or from 3 .6j to k.V per pound of fish put

to salt. If one assumes that the average price at filleting and freezing

plants was 3•01 per pound, then the fisherman received from .4 to 8j per

pound for making heavy salted saltbulk and from .6 to 1.1j per pound for making

light salted fish.

33. In 1963, fishermen processed some 115 million pounds into light

salted fish, and some 110 million pounds into heavy salted fish. The additional

incoms for processing this fish would be about $1.6 million .

34. For those who salt, the additional income from processing would

average out at about $140 per fisherman
. Hoxever, it is estimated that the
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fisherman who salts fish 1affied in 1962 some 19,000 pounds compared with

26,000 pounds for the inshore fisherman who does not salt his catch .

Accordingly the income for the inshore fisherman who salts was P10* in

1963, compared with =780** for the fishermaa who does not salt . It appears

that the lncoms from processing does not offset the smaller catch . It would

seea that processing by the fisherman not only restricts his output but also

his incame .

35. In view of the ecaaomic circumstances outlined above, and with the

arrival and expansion of filleting and free :ing plants in Newfoundland,

particularly on the South and East Coasts, processing by the fisherman has

diainished steadily during the past decade, and is increasinglT confined to

the North-East Coast and Labrador .

36 . The advent of filleting and freeaing was résponsible for the major

decline in processing by fishermen . Filleting and freesing provided an

alternative means of utilizaticn, which enabled the fisherman to sell

unproaeseed, thus increasing his catch and improving his inco®e position .

In 1957, fishermen salted more than 72 per cent of their cod landings compared

with less than 55 per cent in 1964 .

37
. Froceseing bythe fishermen declined in another manner as well,

namely by a diminution in drying
. Increasingly fishermen have salted fish

only, selling it as heavy salted saltbulk . The volume dried by fisherman

has declined greatly
. This operation has been left increasingly to mechanical

dryers in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia (or abroad, because increasing amounts

of saltbulk have been exported)
. In 1953, about 75 per cent of fish salted by

inshore fishermen was dried by them as well, compared with 50 per cent in 1963 .

• 19, 000 x 3( plus $140 .

+~+► 26,000 x 3E .
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38 . The decline in drying (and therefore the decline in the production

of light salted dried fish, a product in which Canada had a near monopol,y

position), was partially for the purpose of increasing fishing time . primerii,y

however, it was due to the increasing reluctance of the fisherman's wife and

family to ejqpand their labour in drying . Family allowances, the salt rebate,

and tna®ployment insurance reduced the financial need to increase family income

by drying the fish, a laborious and riel7 venture .

39. There were in Newfoundland in 1963 some 20,600 inshore fishermen, of

which 17,700 were cod fishermen . Over 8,600 cod fishermen still salt their

catch. While as a proportion of all cod fishermen they have declined from 61

per cent in 1956 to 49 per cent in 1963, the actual number increased by 1,200

or by 16 per cent during this period .

40. The decline in the proportion of cod fishermen who salt their entire

catch has not been aecompanied by a larger proportion of those who sell their

entire catch fresh or unprocessed . The proportion selling an>,y fresh fish has

remained stable at about 15 per cent . The number of fishermen selling both

fresh and salted fish has more than doubled vince 1956, from 3,000 to 6,300 ,

the latter accounting for 36 per cent of all inshore cod fishermen . The largest

absolute as well as relative increase has occurred in the number of fishermen

who process part of their catch and se11 the remainder fresh .

41. It was previously established that processing by fishermen reduced

their yearly landings and probably lowered their individual incomes as well .

Then why did 6,300 fishermen elect to continue processing in part when selling

fresh to freezing plants was feasible and apparently more rewarding? It would

seem that the gross income position of $780 when selling fresh and $710 when

salting is for these fishermen not a real indication of the economic difference

between the two alternatives . Two explanatione are possible .



42 . First, part of the catch W be salted by fishermen because during

the peak trapping season freesing and filleting planta cannot absorb the

entire catch. In view of the capacity available for freezing and filleting in

NeKoundlsnd this reasm for salting can easily be over-estimated .

43. Second, the adninistratioa of the unemployment insurance regulation s

for the inshore fisherman favours the fisherman who salts fish. In other words

the total aeount of unemployment insurance payments which can be drarra on a

given voltas of fish which, in xhole or in part, is salted by the fisherman

ex,ceede the insurance payments when this volume of fish is sold fresh .

Because of ia ►emplofinent insurance, salting fish realises an additienal return

not included in the price of fish but a decisive factor in the decision of

the fisheressn to salt or not to salt. Unemployment insurance encourages

proceseing by the fisheraan, when every econoaic consideration points to the

advisability of removing processing from the fisherman .

SU!?SARZ

44. The problem of the fishing industry is low productivity, and hence

low incame per inshore fisherman . This is prevalent in each Atlantic Coast

province,, but particularly in the inshore fishery in Newfoundland. In

Newfoundland, the fisherman catches less fish, receives less for it and relies

more on fishing as the sole means of income .

45. The problem of low income and low productivity,particularlJ the

latter.is further aggravated by salting by the fisherman . Processing by the

fisherman reduces his fishing time and conseqnently his annual landings,

other factors constant . Salting by the fisheman, resulting in poor quality,

inhibits the realisatien of the potential value of the fish landed . Decentralised
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production prevents standardisation and control . While processing by

fishsssen takes place in each province, it is most prevalent in Newfoundland.

46. Since salting by the fishera.an is an uneconaam.ic utilizatiaa of

the fish caught, therefore all seasures which encourage salting, such as

meoiplc yment insurance, need to be altered at least in such a way as to remove

the present discrimination .

47 . More desirable, in order to realise the full potential of the fisher•-

aan as well as of the fish he catches, processing bythe fisherman must be

elinLaised and he should be encouraged to sell unprocessed fish.

48. It must be stressed again that because a significant sustained

incraase in total inshore landings does not appear likely, average landings

per inshore fishersan will not increase unless the total number of inshore

fishu s en is drastic" reduced. Furthermore, even if such a reduction were

to occur then iacoss for the inshore fisherman, though conceivably mach higher

than at present, would remain below that of the offshore fisherman .
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CHAPTER VI

THE SALTID FISH PP.QCESSIHG Z%TUSTBT OF THE ATL UTIC PR09INCM AND QUF5M

Production

1. Production of salted groundfish in the Atlantic Provinces and Quebec

coasists chiefly of cod. However, other species, principally pollock, hake,

haddock and cask are also salted. The quantities involved are s-11 in the

area as a whole but the concentration of production in certain provinces gives

these species considerable sigLificance an a regional basis .

2. In Nexfoumdland practically all the production of salted grouadfish

eonsists of cod. Very small amouats of other species, prineipally pollock,

are also salted but in relation to total output the quantities are so small

that separate records are not kept .

3. In the lSaritim Provinces, salting of groundfish species other than

cod is hig2ar than that of cod . This is illustrated in Table I.

TABLE I

PRO DUCTION OF SALTED CCD AND REII.ATID SPFC IES - KARITIlSE PROVINCES AND QUEM

1963

.(aillionlbs. - wet salted basis )

Nova Scotia Nev Brun ewick Prince Fdward Island

Cod 13.3 4.7

Scalefish 20 .0 2•8

Total 22.2 7.5

1.3

1.6

L2

Sources Department of Fisheries .



4. The greatest quantity of aalted scalefish, as these species are

usually called, is produced in Nova Scotia. Most of it consists of salted

pollock but large quantities of hake and small quantities of haddock, cusk 1:

more than half the production of salted fish is scalefish . In Prince Edward

and catfish are also salted . In both Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island

Island practically all the aalted scalefish is hake, while in New Brunswick Erre

3ust over 1/3 of the production is scalefish, most of this is polloc k

although a considerable amount of salted hake is also produced . In Quebec, 1:

like Newfoundland, only a small quantity of scale fish is salted but, due to

the snich louer total output of salted fish, scalefish is relatively more signi-
-

I
ficant. The principal species involved is hake .

GROU:.RJFISH LANDINGS PUT TO SALT : ATLA.~3TIC PROVINCES AND QUF B EC ; 1963

( 1 000 lbs. gutted head-on)

Produced by Produced by % of Total Cod

Province Fishermen ~ Plants % Total and Scalefish Landings

Newfoundland 223,490 98.1 14,613 1.9 238,103 58
.9

, 1ova Scotia 7,444 U.2 59,253 88.8 69,697 38.4

P.E.I. 1,751 26.9 4,756 73.1 6,507 46.6

New Brunswick 723 4.9 14,219 95.1 14,942 28
.4

Quebec 11,509 44.8 14,164 55.2 25,673 40
. 2

Total 244,917 69.6 107, 005 30.4 351,922 51•0

Source i D .B .S . Fisheries Statistics of Canada, Department of Fisheries, and Quebe c

Bureau of Statistics .
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6. The production In Nexfoundland is just double that in the other

four provinces conbined . Thus, expressed both in absolute terms and as a

portion of the provincial landings being salted, the predominance o f

Newfoundland stands out clearly .

7. A more detailed breakdown of the provincial totals shown in Table II

is given in Table III to illustrate the importance of location factors . In

Newfovadland 62 per cent of the salt fish production cames from the most

isolated areas in the north, White Bay, Notre Dame Bay, St . Barbe and Labrador .

These, together with adjacent areas an the Newfoundland east coast and Quebec

north shore are the most marginal sections of the Atlantic coast in every

respect. They are the main areas in which salted fish is still produced by

necessity; areas into which for economic reasons the penetration of capita l

in the primary as well as the processing industry has been insignificant .

They are areas where the inshore, small boat, fishery predominates, where

processing is restricted to cottage industry methods and where fishermen,

having no alternative to salting their catch, are extremel,y vulnerable to

price fluctuations.

8. In Nova Scotia 63 per cent of the salt fish production
cos from

Shelburne, Yarmouth and Digby counties . Unlike Newfoundland, however, most

of the fish is heavy salted by plants, which buy fresh fish from inshore

fishermea* in competition iod th the freesing plants . Prices here are among

the highest paid in Nova Scotia due to concentration on high quality specialty

products such as boneless" salt fish for the American market . In addition,

• Using smali boats and long liners .

~w 5p,% of the production in these three counties is boneless .

ï

if
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the large number of firma competing for the supply, the relatively lox labour

cost of processing in this area, the year-round operation, and proximity to

the principal market via the Yarmouth-Maine ferry also contribute to keep up

the price of raw material . In Nova Scotia an increase in the market price of

fresh fish for salting and

market price would bring lower

prices at filleting plants .

largest salt fish producing

salt fish would be reflected in higher prices of

not in more salting by fishermen. A decrease in

fresh fish prices but these would not fall below

This is a fundamental difference between the two

regions in Eastern Canada.

TABLE III

SALTED FISH PRGDJCTION BY STATISTICAL AREAS : ATLA.~ITIC PROVINCES AM QUIDEC ; 1963

(lbs . gutted head-on weight)

D .B .S .
Statistical
Areas Description

Newfoundland

♦ White Bay

B Notre Dame Bay

C Bonarista Bay

D Trinity Bay

E Conception Bay

F Southern Shore

G St. Mary's Bay

H Placentia Bay

I Fortune Bay

J South West Coast

K St. George ' s Bay

L port au Port - Bay of Islands

M Bonne Bay - Point Riche

N St. Barbe

0 Labrador

Total

Fquivalent Landed
Weight of Salt
Fish Production % of Total

36,485,872

41,263,356

4,603,038

19,815,264

14,263,888

14,514,554

6,242,108
22 ,368 ,750
2,172,896
641,378

1,351,338

3,076,662

1,259,362

14,266,258

55,778,282

238,103,006

15.3

17. 3

1.9

8.3

6.0

6.1

2.6

9.4
0.9
0.4

0.6

1.3
0.5
6.0

23.4

100.0
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D.B .S.
Statistical
Areas Description

Equivalent Landed
Weight of Salt
Fish Production % of Total

1,206,800 1.8

513,800 0.8

2,068,600 3.1

3,149,400 4.7

588,036 0.9

272,200 0.4

3,391,800 5.1

5,387,800 8.1

3,129,800 4.7

3,556,800 5. 3

18,9213,000 28.4

4,713,000 7.0

18,345,600 27.5

1,3~8, 000 2.1

45,800 0. 1

Total 66,697,236 100 . 0

2, 3 Inverness

1, 4 Victoria

6, 7 Cape Breton

8, 9 P.ichmond

11, 12 ?ictou

13 Antiganish

14 - 17 Oyyaborough

19 - 23 Halifax

25 - 27 Lunenburg

28 Queens

30 - 32 Shelbuir.e

33 - 34 Taraouth

36 - 38 Digby

39 Annapolis

40 Kings

42 Hants

44 - 46 Cumberland

43 Colchester

48 - 49 Saint John

50 - 53 Charlotte

63 Restigouche

64 - 68 Glouce ster

70 - 73 Northumberland

75 - 77 Kent

78 - 80 Westmorlan d

Total

TABLE III Continued

Nova Scoti a

New Brunswick
11,000 0.1

7,71.8,400 51.9 i s ~t ,

6,469,760 43. 3

380.380 2.5 G
iv

332,420 2. 2

14,941,950 100.0

: V



TABLE III Concluded

D .B .S.
Statistical
Areas Description

Equivalent Landed
Weight of Salt
Fish Production % of Total

Prince Edward Island

82, 83 Prince

85, 86 Queens

8?, 88 linge

1,867,580 28.7

139s700 2.1

4,499,660 69. 2

Total

Quebec

6,506,940 100.0

10,560 -

4,514,160 17.6

5,999,696 23.4

1,154,056 4.5

13,853, 814 53 .9

140,940 0.6

25,67 3,226 100.0

9. Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick share with Quebec and

Newfoundland the disadvantages of a short production season . Likewise, most

of the landings that are salted are taken by inshore fishermen . In Prince

Edward Island 69 per cent is produced in !(ing'a County at the southern end of

the Island, most of it at Souris. Another 29 per cent is produced in the north

of the island, nostly at Tignish . In Now Brunswick 52 per cent of the salted

fish comes frcol Charlotte County in the extreme northeast. Over half of the

production in both provinces consists of high-priced boneless fish for the

United States market . However, the total output of salted fish is not large

either in relative or absolute terms .

1:
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10. In Quebec 54 per cent of the salted fish is produced In Saguenay

County on the North Shore of the Gulf of St . Lawrence, and 41 per cent is

produced in the two counties of Gaspé North and Gaspé South. The North Shore

of the Gulf has the same problems as Newfoundland : fishermen salt their own

catch, they are very isolated and the lack of alternate means of processing

sakes thsm extremely vulnerable to price fluctuations . The climate is not

suitable for producing Gaspé cure, therefore most of the catch is heavy salted .'

Fish which is not purchased by Newfoundland firms is brought to Rimouski t o

be sechanically dried . On the Gaspé coast conditions are quite different .

Coemunieations are much better, there is a substantial freezing industry to

support the price to fishermen and the elimate is suitable for making high

priced Gaspé cure . Very little fish is salted by fishermen in this area .

It is purchased in the fresh state, large fish being salted, small ones being

filleted and frozen .

U . The disposition of much of the catch on the Gaspé is supervised by

the Quebec United Fishermen . Their somewhat unique system of operation,

because of its apparent success, deserves some description here .

12 . Well before the season opens the catch of each species is estimated

and a very careful study is made of likely market developments . On the results

of these surveys the season's catch is allocated between fresh fish, the

various forms of frozen fish such as fillets or blocks and salted fish. The

fish is a11 processed in plants under supervision, whether salted, fresh or

frozen . Most of the salted fish is Gaspé cure
; practically no heavy salted

cod is produced in the Gaspé region.

13
. Initial prices are paid according to species and size landed . At

the and of the season equalization payments are made to each of the locals

based an quantities and species delivered to the plants . Finally the surplus

is distributed to the members of each local .
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Production by Fishez men and by Plants

14. A second Important factor illustrated in Table II is the high

pr*portiaa of the salting operation carried out by fis hermen in Newfoundland

compared with other provinces . In 1963, 98.1 per cent of salted fish was

produced by fishermen in their on stages and only 1 .9 per cent was put to

malt under supervision by plants .

15. In Nova Scotia during the postwar period salt fish produced by

fishera.ec► has fallen to only 11.2 per cent of the total, mostly in the counties

of Halifax and Lunenburg. The large number of small coves and natural harbours

together with long traditions of salting by fishermen are believed responsible

for the concentration of fishermen's production in these areas . The remaining

88.8 per cent L produced by sma.ll plante, more than two-thirds of it in the

tbxw counties of Shelburae, Yarmouth and Digby. In Quebec 55 per cent of the

salted fish was produced by plants and 45 per cent by fishermen, the latter as

already aentioned, coming almost entirely from the north shore of the Gulf :

16. The large proportion being put to salt under plant supervision in

the provinces other than Newfoundland permits, in theory, a greater degree of

quality control . Therefore, since in Newfoundland a much lower proportion

than elsewhere is produced by plants, a closer look at the reasons for this

would be useful . Table IV illustrates recent trends in that province .

TABLE IV

COD LA!`DINGS PUT TO SALT : hErFOUNDLAhD ; 1957-1963

('000 lbs . gutted head-on weight )

Year By Fishercen of Total By Plants of Total Total

1957 268,858 92 .7
1958 167,752 90 .4
1959 248,909 91.8
1960 252,299 89 .4
1961 181,556 92.4
1962 215,799 93.7
1963 233,490 98.1

21,184 7 .3 290,042

17,774 9 .6 185,526
22,156 8.2 271,065
29,8b1 10.6 282,160

14,999 7.6 196,555 .
14,469 6.3 230,268

14,613 1.9 238,103

Sourcet Departaent of Fisheries, St . John'e, Newfoundland, Annual Statistics .
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17 . The proportion produced by plants in Newfoundland has been declining

steadily since 1960. A likely reason for this can be found in the price trends

rhich are illustrated in Table Q .

TABLE V

ESTIHATID PE°CENTA.^,E INCREASE IN COD PRICES TO FIS HEP"~'M

NEnFOUN'JLAND

Period Light Salted, Dry Heavy Salted, Wet Fresh, Split Head-on, Gutte d

1956-1960 20

1960-1963 30

Source : Departcxnt of Fisheries, St . John's, Newfoundland, Annual Statistics .

18. It is clear frcm this table that fishermen would obtain a greater

share of the price increase if they salted all of their catch rather than

sold a portion of it "fresh split" for salting . In additiaa, most would

receive greater unemployment insurance benefits if they salted their catch,

in part or in whole . Therefore, in the absence of a parallel increase in

prices for split fish, fewer fishermen sold their catch in this way.

19 . Fias the point of view of the plants it must be asked why they have

not increased prices for split fish to a more campetitime rate assuming that

the quality of their own fish was generally better than that produced by

fishermen, and would have obtained a higher price on the market . There are

several possible reasons .

20. One is the questicn of timing
. Opening prices for salted fish are

usually established in late July or August equal to or slightly lourer than

those prevailing at the close of the previous season . This is in the middle

of the fishing season when the n nal volume of output can only be estimated .

During the ensuing weeks prices went either up or down according to the market .

25

30

12

20

15

35
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In the last six or seven years, and particularly the last three years, the

price iAcreases in the months of September and October have been unusually

large
. by that time, however, it is too late for the processors to raise

their prices for split fish to ccmpetitive levels since the main producing

season is over
; the larger, thicker fish caught during the latter part of the

season, traditionall,y, have been salted by f ishermen themselves, and the price

for their production had climbed so high that they would not sell fresh in any

case. In the increasingly competitive situation it seems that processors have

becoms less willing to assume the risk of a price decrease later in the year .

They, therefore, paid low prices for split fish early in the season, thereby

shifting what little risk they did take on to the fishermen .

21. Another reason is that most of the salt fish processors have other

lines of business in which they have been engaged for a long time . Chief

aaong these in retailing or merchandizing . The increase in Government transfer

paysaats following Confederation, and later the introduction of unemployment

iztsurance for fishermen has sultiplied the amount of cash in circulation and

greatly Increased the merchandising sector of the business . At the same time,

due to the combination of the fall in the catch and the increase in utilization

of cod by freezing plants, the salt fish sector has declined . Some firms are

no longer interested in this commodity except when they have to take it from

fishermen in payment of their account . Premises formerly used for salting

have been allowed to deteriorate or have been utilized for other purposes, one

of which is the holding of iced fish for shipment to filleting plants .

22. A third factor is undoubtedly labour. To salt a large quantity of

fish a processor must either engage additicaial labour or divert soma of the

labour he already has amployed in other phases of his business . Either way,

the cost of production will inevitably rise . The fisherman gets a very low

i
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return for his labour in -king his catch . Therefore, the opportunity costs

In most places would render the plant production of salted fish from fresh

fish less profitable unless the price for the raw product is kept at a very

low level or unlees the value of the product is substantially increased .

23 . The approximate number of firms processing and handling salted

groundfish In the Atlantic Provinces and Quebec is shown in the following

table :

TABLE VI

ESTIHATED ? 1JY3E t OF PLANTS PROCESSING OR HANDLING SALTED GtOUNDFISR

ATLANTIC PROVINCES AND QUEBEC,196 3

Total Number Number with

of Plants Mechanical Dryers

lfewfosaidland(1) 102 38

Nova Scotia 137 63

New Brunswick 40 6

Prince Edward Island 22

Quebec 19 8

Total 320 11 5

(1) Does not include 21 Cammunity Stages built by the Government of

Canada.

24. Salt fish plants vary widely in size and sophistication
. There in

the very elaborate Qulti-dryer installation with large cool rooms, and a deep

water wharf, costing in the hundreds of thousands of dollars . There is also

the very small one-room building that is little more elaborate than a fisher-

man ' s stage .
There are few of the former and maTLY of the latter, but most

are somewhere
in between• The larger plants may carry out the entire operation

from salting to drying, packing and exporting, but most of them do no salting
.

The smaller ones, depending on where they are located, generally carry out

I
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one or perhaps two of these functions . It is often difficult at this end

of the scale to deteimine what constitutes a salt fish plant and there may

be some slight errors in the table . However, the data showing plants equipped

with mechanical dryers is reasonabl,y accurate .

25. In liewfoundland,out of 102 plants, only 39 salted any fresh fish in

1963. The remainder purchased fish already salted and sometimes partly dried

from the fishermen . Scme of these firms, acting as middlemen, only stored

the fish prior to shipment to an exporter. Exporters and others dried the

fish, stored it and packed it for export. Sometimes they added salt or engaged

in other processing functions to improve quality or to satisfy customers'

requirements.

26. With such a wide range of activities it is impossible to arrive at

a meaningful estimate of productive capacity. With very little additional

effort many of these plants could handle quite large quantities of split fish

for salting. However, few of them would be able to find suitable space for

kench curing fish . Therefore, it would be virtually impossible for the

industry to assume more than a emall portion of the total salting operation

now carried out by the fishermen .

rl. Dr7sr capacity is a different matter . It can be estimated with

reasonable accuracy and is shown in Table VII. In 1963, total capacity of

dryers in Newfoundland was 37 .3 million pounds product weight, on the basis

of 261 days, assuming heavy salted saltbulk is dried to 38 - 40 per cen t

moisture content.* Production in that year, the highest in the period 1961-

1964 inclusive, was 36.7 million pounds equivalent hard dried weight . Exports

~ The Commission used conservative estimates where estimates had to be
made . The capacity could be increased by an increase in the number

of drying days .

!



and shipments to the Maritimes in saltbulk state amounted to 23.6 million

pounds. This, when converted to dried weight and subtracted from the

production leaves 20 .9 million pounds of dried heavy salted fish to be

produced in Newfoundland dryers . When it is considered that 4 .7 million

pounds of the heavy salted fish was exported as aemi-dry and ordinary cure,

and the light salted cure, amounting to 29 .4 m112ioa pounds, is largely

dried by fishermen and only finished off in mechanical dryers, it is obvious

that Newfoundland dryers are being utilized at a level well below their

capacity .

28. In Nova Scotia the situation is somewhat similar . Dryer capacity,

estistated on the same basis as that in Newfoundland, is 38 .0 mil.Iicn pounds .

However, there are almost twice the number of planta so that their average

capacity, just over 600,000 lbs ., is less than two-thirds of that in

Newfoundland. Production in Nova Scotia in 1963 amounted to 22 .4 million

pounds equivalent hard dried weight. Imports of saltbulk from Newfoundland

were 7.2 nillion pounds equivalent hard dried weight making a total of 29 .6

million pounds to be dried. This is also well under the estimated capacity .

29 . Estimated mechanical dryer capacity in New Brunswick and Prince

Edward Island is 1 .2 million lbs . Production on the other hand was 6.5

si.illion pounds on an equivalent dry basis . Hoxever, a small portion of the

New Brunswick catch is Gaspé cure which is dried an flakes . Most of the

rest is wet salted fish for the boneless trade and a considerable portion

of the production in Prince Edward Island is dried outside or shipped to

Nova Scotia for drying and export . In New Brunswick, the fresh and frozen

trade is taking an increasing proportion of the groundfish catch . This

trend in expected to continue . Dried codfish production will likely be

abandoned within a few years and green salted will absorb a smaller portion

$ !

I
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of the catch each year. Under these circumstances dryer capacity in these

two provinces can be considered as adequate for the present needs.

30. Estimated capacity of mechanical dryers in Quebec is 5 .4 mi111cn

pounds . Production of heavy salted fish is 4 .4 aillion pounds equivalent

dry weight and that of Gaspé cure is 2 .8 million pounds. Some of the heavy

salted is dried in Newfoundland and aame goes into the manufacture of bone-

less. Much of the Gaspé cure is dried on flakes in the sun . There is,

therefore, sons ezcess drying capacity in Quebec.

Market

31. The marketing of salted fish from Newfonadland and Canada has had

s difficult history . Problems created,between the two world wars in the

importing cotmtries, by political developments, rapidly shifting exchange

rates and finally the great econamic crisis affected Newfoundland more

severely than Nova Scotia . Since Newfoundland's problems were caused

initially by marketing difficulties, attempts to improve the situation were

directed almost entirely toward the regulation and control of marketing,

and all were imposed by Government . Little effort was directed toward

development of other products ; instead there gradually evolved a syste m

of export quality regulation and controlled exporting through a unified

agency•
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TABLE VII

E,STI?SAT~D A.~ff.UAL CAPkCITT 0F Y-V CHAN ICAi. SALT FISH DRYERS

ATLANTIC PRCGII►C::S AND Q(TEBEC : 1963

D.E .S.
Statistical
Area Description

Nexfoundland

A White Bay
B Notre Dame Bay
C Bonavista bay
D Trinity Bay
E Conception Bay
1P Southern Shore

G St. Mary's Bay
H Placentia Bay

I Fortune Bay
L Port au Port - Bay of Islands

Total (38 plants)

Nova Scotia

1, 4 Victoria
2, 3 Inve rness
6, 7 Cape Breton
8, 9 Richmond
14 - 17 Guysborough
19 - 23 Halifax
25 - 27 Lunenburg
28 Queens
30 - 32 Shelburne
33 - 34 Tarmouth
36 - 38 Digby

Total (61 plants)
New Brunswick

48 - 49 Saint John
50 - 53 Charlotte
64 - 68 Gloucester

Total (3 plants )

82 - 83 Prince
8? - 88 Queens

Total (2 plants)

Prince Fdxard Island

ebec

3 Rimouski
5 - 7 Gaspé-Nord
8 - 11 Gaspé-Sud
26 - 28 Iles-de-la-Hadelaiae

Total (8 plants)

Estimated Capacity
(lbs . Heavy Salted 38-40% MC
From Saltbulk 261 Days )

600,000
3,700,000
2,800,000

13,600,000
6,000,000
5,500,000

800,000
3,100,000

600,000
600,000

32 .30-0.000

200,000
400,000
250,000
900,000
200,000

7,100,000
10,000,000

500,000
6,300,000
5,400,000
6,800,000

38,050,000

100,000

500,000
200,000

800,000

200,000
200,000

400,000

4,000,000
600,000
400,000
400,000

5,400,000

11
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32. Unlike Newfoundland, no attempt was made in Nova Scotia to form

a central organisation for marketing salted fish . The Government paid

subsidies of 61 per quintal an e xports of salted cod and 631 on other salted

growAfish in 1937 and 1938 . In 1939 the Salt Fish Board was established by

the Canadian Government to grant assistance by means of deficiency payments

to producers at the end of the fishing season . The actual marketing, however,

remained in the hands of independent exporters, selling their ovas separate

brands of fish and competing with each other as well as with centralized

agencies of other producing count ries . In the buyers market that prevailed

in the 1930's they lost salch of the Caribbean market to Nexfoundland.

33. Apart from the small firris salting fish for the boneless market

therr is a dwindling group of qaite large firms centered at Lunenburg and

Halifax whose main function is to dry and export salted fish. Most of them

have been in the salt fish business for many years and at one time had a

substantial investment in banking vessels, as well as shore facilities . The

decline in the banking vessels has left them with a large investaent in

wharves, warehouses, dryers and other machinery but no raw material . While

they bty from local inshore fishermen, the supply is inadequate and they have

had to turn increasingly to Newfoundland for their fish . Meanwhile, the

production of salted fish in Newfoundland has been declining and prices have

been going up, thus making it more difficult for Nova Scotia firms to compete .

Their purchases in Newfoundland have fallen off crosiderably since 1960 .

Other things being equal, the present trend in
Newfoundland is likely to

continue for s®s time and the industry in Nova Scotia must expect even

greater eompetition . However, the advantages
they enjoy over Newfoundland

processors with respect to shipping facilities, although (Newfoundland

subsidizes shipping services tothe Caribbean) lower interest charges and
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lower fixed production costs will enable them to continue to compete

effectively for the Newfoundland product . However, if the supply were to

fall very such further or if Newfoundland succeeded in diverting a larger

proportion of her exports into the European markets, the situation would

change .

34. There is no difficulty in marketing the unique Gaspé cure produce d

in Quebec. Most of it is handled by the Quebec United Fishermen and is

marketed in the United States and Italy . Small amounts of poorer quality fish

go to Puerto Rico or Jamaica . One problem that is becoming more severe is the

decrease in sise of the fish taken. This has resulted from increased pressure

on the resources . Since the salt fish markets prefer large fish, the

cooperative, where possible, transports small fish to their freezing plants

for block production and larger fish to their salting plants. Likewise, there

is no difficulty in marketing the Quebec production of boneless fish in th e

United States, The heavy salted fish from the North Shore of the Gulf presents

greater marketing problems since the volume involved is relatively small and

shipping distances are great . Unlike the unique Gaspb cure it must cos"te

with large quantities of similar fish from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia as well

as other countries . Most of it is marketed in Jamaica, Trinidad, Puerto Rico

and the United States . In 1963, the only markets were Trinidad and the United

States, while in 1964 even these were reluctant to buy .

35. Traditionally, Newfoundland's markets for salted fish were in Europe

and Canada's were in the Caribbean. The trend leading up to the present

situation started in the 1930 10 , when continued difficulties in the European

markets caused Newfoundland to turn increasingly toward the West Indian markets

where her low priced fish gradually displaced Canadian fish
. Newfoundland's

relative chars in the combined Canadian and Newfoundland exports to Puerto Rico,

(

(9~

,
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for instance, climbed from 40 per cent in 1930 to 80 per cent in 1940. Trends

in other Caribbean markets such as Cuba and Jamaica were similar. Between 1922

and 1940 exports from Newfouudland declined by 25 per cent while those from

Canada fell by 60 per cent . Newfoundland, where production fell off

proportionately less, had no alternate occupations and its fishery being less

adaptable to other species and products, had to continue fishing, even when

returas bscame v+sry low .

36 . The Newfoundland Commission Government after 1931 tried to alleviate

the situation. In 1933 the Salt Codfish Act ended talqual buying and net up

grading standards . As a result quality improved but exchange and other problema

in the iaporting countriea limited its effect in raising Newfoundland's exports .

In 1936, the Fisheries Board replaced the Salt Codfish Board as a price

negotiating body and campulsory inspection was progressively instituted during

subsequent years. Biological research was started, subsidies were granted for

schooner construction and a salt rebate was paid .

37. The difficulties continued however . Norway began subsidizing exports

to Portugal in 1936. This was later increased and extended to include ship-

aents to Brazil and Cuba . Portugal, organizing her buyers into a guild or

greaio in 1934, graduallY increased her dcxQestic catch . Competition with

Iceland and a quota arrangement with Norway, as well as political and economic

instability, reduced Spanish imports from Newfoundland . Complete disruption

of those markets, as far as Newfoundland was concerned, occurred as a result

of the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939, and sanctions against Italy . The Coffee

Crisis of 1930 and subsequent economic difficulties reduced Brazilian importes,

also affecting Newfoundland .

38
. Following the establishment of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board in

1936, group marketing, along the lines started in 1911, was developed once
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again. The Board granted exclusive marketing rights to groups of exporters

marketing fish in Portugal, Spain, Puerto Rico, Brazil and the British West

Indies. The system was expanded to cover all markets during the period of

the Combined Foods Board allocations after 1943 . Under it there was an

Eastern Hemisphere group and a Western Hemisphere group . This system, unlike

previous attempts, met with considerable success in combating some of the

factors that caused the conditions of a buyers market which prevailed in the

1930's . It succeeded in reducing market gluts and marketing costs, stabilized

quality and eliminated competition between exporters in the foreign markets .

39 . In 1947, this system was merged into a single marketing group, the

Newfoundland Aasociated Fish Exporters Limited, composed of members licensed

by the Fisheries Board which issued export permits only to members of the

group. Each member paid an entrance fee of $10,000 and all returns were

pooled, giving each exporter the same price for grades less sales costs .

40. NAFII. had initially an exclusive right to export salted fish from

Newfoundland, subject to control by the Fisheries Board . This right was

continued after Confederation but in 1954 wet salted fish entering inter-

provincial trade, while still requiring a shipment permit from the Board, was

removed from NA.QF.I .'s control. Finally, in 1959 NAFEL's legal monopoly in

export trade was also terminated, although its members agreed to continue as

a voluntary export association . This arrangement still prevails today.

41
. Following the freeing of inter-provincial trade in saltbulk fish,

shipments to the Canadian mainland jumped from 110,000 cwts . in 1953 to

233,000 cwts . in 1954, 2/3 of Newfoundland production of heavy salted fish .

Prior to 1953, annual shipments to Canada had never been higher than 76,000 cwts .

From 1954 to 1960, rd th the exception of the catch failure season of 1958 ,

annual shipaents were all over 230,000 cwts .

I



42. The demand for saltbulic in Nova Scotia arose from the expansion

of the frosen fish industry wh:ch, by drawing labour out of the salt fish

industry, raised the cost of operating the banking schooners and decreased

the supply of cod available for salting . A number of bankers managed to

stay in operation for a few years by recruiting crerrs in Nexfoundlaid.

Soms of the lnshore fishermen (who suffered economically during the depres-

sico almost as auch as in Newfoundland) had been dra mm into the medius!-

sised long liner and dragger fleet which was built up during and after the

War with Govercuaent assistance . These vessels fished almost entirely in

conjunction with the fresh and frozen industry and the supply of cod from

this source was also reduced. Consequently the Nova Scotia salt fish plants

becsms alaost entirel y dependent on Newfoundland inshore fishermen for their

supply of raw material .

43. The •ffect this has had on the Nexfoffidland fishing indust ry is

difficult to assess in isolation from other forces which were influencing

the scononp in the post-war period . Two results stand out clearly . The

first is shown in Table VIII-

44. The demand from Nova Scotia was a major factor in the shift to ward

the production of heavy salted fish. Another was the Increase in the family

cost of making light salted fish, or in other words, the disappearance of

female and school age members of the family enterprise fro
m the traditional

work on the flakes due to what might be called social emancipation .

45
. Prices for both light and heavy salted fish started to decline

froos•the wartime peaks in the 1949-50 season and continued to recede up to

and Sncluding 1955. The littls statistical evidence available for this

period indicates that the price of heavy-salted fell relatively more than



TABLE VIII

ESTIMAT ED PERCENTAGE DISPOSITION OF COD L V DINGS 1953 - 1264, tJE r1F O 'Jt D LAY'D AND Q UMJC

NEn~07)LAND

1953 122A 1.M 1216

Salted, Light 64.4 59.9 45.7 42 .1

Salted, Heavy 19_8 18 .5 2 .0 LO 8

Total Salted 84.2 78.4 70.7 72.9

Total Frozen 14.3 20.4 27.3 25 . 5

Salted 71 .7 48.4 65 . 5

Frozen 4.7 14.0 20.6

1 M 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 126~

41.0 31.1 24.2 24.1 25 .5 24.5 29 .3 27 .8

31.2 30.8 41.2 45.4 34 . E 37;6 30 .0 26 .6

72.2 61.9 65.4 69.5 60.3 62.1 59.3 54 .4

25 .2 34.6 31.4 28.0 36.1 33.7 36.5 41. 6

QUEBDC

53 .1 43.8 43.5 44.3

24 .9 34.3 37.4 44.2

b
%-U

31 .0 24.7 29.3 34.5 21.1 8

52.4 56.6 57.6 58.7

Source : Newfoundlands Canada Department of Fisheriee, Annual Statistics, St . John's.

Quebec I Fiaheries Statistica of Canada, and Quebec Bureau of Statistics .



that of li .l:t-salted . However, since 195o they have been cl:nbin :z, prices

for heavy-aa I.t.r .+. r•lrtively more than those for the lirh*,-Qa?t.d r.ure .

There can oe he daubt that the de-and from Nova Scet :a was an L:)crwar,t

factar in t!is trend . 1:ther factcrs have of course been the increasing

eanretit :sn for the raw naterial fron the frozen fish industr.; and the

src~inin,: trenc in inshore cod lardings .

J.D. L^, s=ite of the decline in cod landings the ocrtion processed

by the fre_eZ fis! :n3ustry has steadily increased, particularly in years

of pocr fisning such, as 1958 . This indicates that salt fish except that

nade into sreci a2 cures is becozing more and more a re :idual nroduct which

is produced mainly where or when there is no other alternative . Against

this background the demand from Nova Scotia, from Newfoundland exrorters

and more recent:y from unusua.i directions such as Norway, has pushed the

Fri ra of s3lted fish up to a point where processors' margins have been

severely cut and in some cases eliminated . The greatest benefit has

accrued to the fishermen and it is equally obvious that they would not

have benefi :.ed to the same extent had salted fish not been opened to free

interFrovincial trade .

47 . The fisheraen are therefore now receiving as high a proportion

of the expert price ss is possible under present levels of efficiency in

the industry. This rise in fish price6 as well as other factors such as the

decline in the woods latour force, the extension of unemployment insuranc e

to fisher:ren and the drop in e-rplo;-re ..̂t on United States bases in Newfoundland

have been the principal causes of the increase in the numtor of fishermen

since 195o. ?!eanwhile, with the decrease in the inshore catch, landings per

fisherRan have fallen and, while the higher prices have to some extent



co creneated for this net retu rns per fisherman have fallen .

48 . Similarly, in the case of salt fish dealers, in_reased prices

have reduced Frofi .t a :arg :Lns. ~o-petition from the froze n fish ir.distzy,

together with increased pressure on the resource, have reduced the supply.

As a result the number of small firms, considering the present volume and

type of fisherer.•s production in Newfoundland, is much too large to perriL

tho ¢restest possitle advantaae to be taken of eccr.or-J es of scale.

49 . The problem therefore under the prevailing condition of a s~11er_

=2rket lies in the production rather than in the marketing of salt fish .

C-A
I -A
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SGM-7 ECCyC#!IC CG. :SIDENATIOti S

1. rri-rsint and salting are the two methods of utilizing Car.adian

fish resanrn4-s t-t : are. :rest coton in the Atlantic Coast fish orocsssin?

industry. A s_mificant consideration in any program of development for

the ras : :c3st f:!,hery Is which ¢ethod benefits the Canadian ecor.oTv ~^ors
.

Not only is it cr.:e-quential to deterTine the overall adv3ntane, but as

well, the sector of the industry to which the increased return accrues . A

detailed e:caziaat_or. of tese questicns is Frecluded by the Dauc2t/ of data

on j rrductir.r costs at bcth the primary and secor.dary levels . - The Ccr:mission

feels, however, tnat a numoer of aspects can be considered at this time ,

Overall Fecr.cr, .ic fieturn

2. wn analysis of production i n eac~ of the Atlantic ~rov:nces

indicates that, cn avera_ve, cod which was tilleted and frozer, has retu-nei

more to the Cana.iian eccnom,yy than cod which was salted. In 1962, in

Newfoundland a pound of cod which was filleted and frozen re turned an

average d 7.3 cents . when salted and/or dried this pound of fish returned

5 .7 cents. Cor-+spond ing
figures in Quebec were 6 .2 cents and 4.7 cents,

and in Nova Scotia 7 .7 cents and 6 .5 cents
. in other wcrds, on average, the

foreigti consumer has been willing to pay more for a pound of cod in the

frozen than in the salted state . Also the abcve suegests that the fishermar.,

the plant labourer,
the Qaterial supplier and the investor, in total, receive

more froom
. a Fcund of cod which is filleted and frozen than from a round of



cod which is salte3 .

3. S31t fish rrod~iction in New Brunswick and Prince &3ward Island

utilizes on .':,T rma!,1 quantities of cod and a major portion is used to make

"bona_es-s" . :a these two provinces a pouni of cod salted realizps nearly

as much or more than when frozen, irdicative that salting for "bonel°sa"

prolu:tion compares favourably with freezing .

L. +:.ile cn avera_e cod which is salted returns less than when fillettd

and frozen, this is not necessarily true for all salt fish products . Frozer.

fillets of cod are a much more homogeneous cosrmoditp than salted er drieI cod .

Cod may be 1 i¢ht salted or heavy salted, 11i11,7 dried or partially dried or

wet. Amon: other thines, as the processing costs vary so the return per iz i t

of raw fish input will vary . Fxport prices give an indication of the

differer.ces in return fer several classes of salted fish coanodities .

TAcI .E I

&&6n: P2i~-cS OF P^r.GZ-H".Y AND S4LiED COD PRODüCTS

(Cents per Pound of Fish Input - gutted head-on)

196 3

:resh or ?rozen Salted

Fresh, whole or Dressed : Canada 7.1 cents kioneiess Canada 10.1 cents

Frozen Fillets : Canada 6 .9 cents LiFht Salted ,

over 43'~ M .C . Canada 6 .2 cents

Frozen niocKS : Canada 6.9 cents Nfld. 5 .6 cant s

Light Salted,
43'b M . C. or less

Source : J= L-i icn r ' +rO-3J Of 5tat4,stic3 .

Heavy Salted,

43% M.C. or les s

Saltbulk, over
5N M. .r. .

Canada 5 .3 cent s
Nfld . 5 .7 cent s

Canada 5 .4 cents
Nfld . 5.4 cent s

Canada 5 .2 cents

Nfld . 5-3 cents

Canada 4.3 cents
Nfld. 3.4 cent s

Canada 4. :
Nfld . 3 .5

t
cents



As in3tc i te•d by the exoort prices, only coneless salted cod corma.-+i s

clear?v a Rreater rP!urn than cod which is tilleted and frozen . L:r! . s~~ .:•j

cod was next best, tut nia not bave export ear.iings comparable to !'-•ozen col .

Generally speaki.ns. Ca.la.ia did not realize as much for its cod which was salted

as for the cai %^'.ch vcs filleted and frozen .

6 . The exçort classification of salted fish gives, however, an average

of several orra .iey and ÿu,,lities . It does not convey the return on hiah srrades

and l:ihh ÿuzlities . In crder to obtain a further insight into which salted

fish products compare favourably with filleted and frozen cod, an analysis was

made of average reaiizations for salted fish products by !dewfoundland Associated

Fish =x-,c._ers
Tokb'. .F II

'7- AD55 OF 54LT FISH

G~ -L=- ,1'.A,' •~:.ti .~ hJJV.,1nT :.~ `l.JH Z.1F Q.'~.T^F.J 1.1.f1 . E.J : 196 3
( Cnnts per ro : :ni of Cod put to Salt )

:•a:_ S : -' ii zght Salted

Hard Dried: Ha rd Dried:

Choice Genuine Spanis h

XL .
L .

15.
St3n J ard

7.23 cents L. 7.36 cents

5.44 cents M. b.90 cents

-.54 cents S . 5.99 cents

o .20 cents r -11 5 i h
5 5o cPnr e

kZ.. 7.13
L. ~ «

M. 5.25

5 . ; .31
;CS. 5.2v

38/40b Moisture .ht~nt

Choice

L.
M.

XJ .

Stan.i3rd

L.
M.

cents
-ents
cante
cents
cent s

7 .c ^ r ° 7-.t5

Source : Ccr-;lasiun ^ s 'a°-cP•

L. o.4g cents

M. o.04 cents
S. 4.98 cents

Italia.-i Choic e

LM. 7.30 cents
3 . 6.58 cents

Italian Pri.:.e

I'm. 5.84 cents

S. o.18 cents

Italian S:nal1 Maieira 5 .56 cents

^ortuRese Pri me

.Q .
LM .

Madeira (General)

a .
S .

6.09 cents
o.09 cent s

5 .91 cents
5 .52 cents

«,
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.7 .

NAFr-. . for selected grades of sé.lted cod in 1963. The `''_rsS is tha*. a cod

r-A
FA

- ---- ~-- -_.._

medium-sized or snaller, regardlesa the cure, returns mcre filleted and

frozen . Tha second is, that saltinc large cod returns an amount simi~ar

when filleted and frozen only if it grades choice when heavy-salted, and

"Genuine Spanish", "Italian Choice" or "Italian Prime" when light salted .

8. The size of cod caught in inshore waters has become progressively

smaller due to the increasing intensity of fishing effort not only in

inshore waters but especially in offshore waters . This trend is at present

not exrected to reverse itself, and suggests that because of this factor

salting is becec.inR a less desirable form of utilization . As well it

suggests that fish processing should not consisL of two separate industries,

a fi L eting and freezing industry and a salting industry, but rather one

Snjustry in which large cod are salted and medium and small cod are filleted

and frozen .

9. There are no precise data available showing how much of each grade

of salt fish was exported from tJe:rfoundland in 1963. It is safe to say,

however, that only about 10-15 per cent of salt fish production qualified

for the "extra large" and "large" high quality grades outlined above . And

it would seem unlikely that more than 30 per cent of all cod landed was

above "medium-sized" . As a result, while there is certainly an opportunity

for an extensive improvement in the quality of salt cod production in

general,
the scope for upgrading to products which would return as much as

or more to the Canadian econor.7 than filleted and frozen cod is limited .

10.

Two important factors are disclosed by the average returns to

It must be pointed out that the preceding comparison between

freezing and filletina cod and salting cod applies to areas where a

t!

t



f;sherasn has the opportunity to supply a freezing and filleting plant

or to salt his f1sh. In areas where there are no filleting P.-ri :r,~Pz+*ig

plants, where at present the major portion of salted fish output nriginste s ,

the eomparison !avours :reezing less. Factors such as distance, rsason3lity

of fishing and coastal icing conditions increase filleting and free2ing

costs to an extent -kot acceptable to the foreig n consumer, while these

increased costs are alread,y reflected in the price structure of salt fish

production .

l
i
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The Fisheman' s Return: Freezing vs . Salting

U. Newfoundland salt fish production is almost entirely a fisherman's

product. The inshore fisherman sell s salted fiah, heavy salted•or light

salted of various drieths or wet . As a result the comparisoa between the

fisher.nan's return from frozen fish and from salted fish is imaediately

beset by two complicating factors . First, what salt product should be used

for the codparisan? Second, what part of the price of salt fish to the

fisherman is for the fish and what part is the return for labour and working

capital expended in salting and drying? We have used light salted fish in

the camparisaq with frozen cod fillets, and have used an A .R.D.A.* stuc~y

to give an approximation of how much the fisherman receives for processing .

12. The inshore fisherman in 1963 received for light salted dried fish,

l4adeira, from $16.25 to U8•25 per quintal of 112 pounds . This is equivalent

to 3 .6 to 4.1 cents per pound of cod put to salt. The cost study of a salting

and drying plant suggests that the fisherman probably incurs costs of little

more than 1.0 cents, of which labour constitutes 0 .6 cents, at plant rates.

This suggests that the fisherman received per pound of cod put to sal t

between 2.6. and 3.1 cents for his fish, which is roughly equivalent to what

he rvould have received if his fish had been utilized for freezing .

13. This similarity in return to the fislrraan between the two uses

should not be aurprising because cod is the raw material conaen to both methods

of utilization. If there is unrestrained competition between then for the

aaailable cod then the amounts salted and frozen are in equilibrium when raw

fish prices to the fishermus are equal .

• Pike, A.P., DaploYment and Earning Opportunities; A Preliminary Report
A.R.D.A., January, 1964.
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TABLE III

MARKET VALUE OF COD: FRU::EN;l) AND SALTED :(z
) 1958 - 1963

BY PRUVINCE

(Cents per Pound of Fish "gutted head-on" )

Newfoundland Nova Scotia Quebeo New Brunswick Prince Edward Islaz~

Year Frozen Salted Frosen Salted Frozen Salted Frozen Salted(3) Frozen Salted~3)

1963 7.5 6 .C n 9a. n . & .

1962 7.1 5.7 797 6•5
1961 6.7 5.C 7.R 5.4

1960 6.3 4.6 6.4 5.3

1959 6.5 4.e 6.9 3.e

1958 6.4 3.2 7.1 4.9

n .a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n . a .

6.2 4.7 6.7 6.4 6.8 7 .1

6.5 5.1 6.7 6.1 6.8 6.9

5.7 4.E 6.6 6.2 5.2 5.5

6.2 4.1 6.6 7.2 7.4 7 .9

5. 8 4.5 6.9 6.8 7.1 5. 6

Includes fresh and frozen fillets, frozen blocks and sticks .

Includes dried or wet salted cod .

Averages for salted cod are high in relation to frozen cod, because of the high proportion of
"uoneless" included here .

Sources Based ontisheriss 3tatistics of Canada ; Dominion Bureau of Statistics .
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14. Diaressing c.a_entarily, in areas lacking filleting ard freezing

facilities there is no ccir:petition among alternative uses . Consequently the

return to the fisherr.~-n for his fish does not rest on the price of fish at

the filleting plant, but depends largely on competition between various buyers

of salt fish . Foor quality can be discounted disprcporticnately under these

eircuast+.nces, particul•Zrly in a buyers market .

15. Cor.Fetition between the two uses for the fisherman's fish is hindered

as well by unemplqvment insurance regulations . The fisherman receives an amount

for salting fish, whilch he would not receive if they were filleted and frozen,

and which is not reflected in the price of salted fish
. This is the additional

unemployment insurance benefits received when his catch is salted, in whole or

in part
.R For an average inshore fisherman who ligh*,-salted 50, 000 pounds of

cod, the ad3itienal benefits would amount to .4 cents per pound . This amounts

to between 10 and 12 per cent of the return from the sale of the product itself
.

Ur
.emFloyment insurance therefore increases the return to the fisherman for his

fish when he salts it with two effects
; namely first, the amount of fish which

is salted is higher than it would be in areas where filleting and freezing

facilities are available, and second, it offsets the discount to the fisherman

for poor quality salt fish .

Proces s in Costss Freezin~
vs• Ssltin

16 . In the preceding section it was estimated that for each pound of cod

which the fisherman salted (light) and dried, he received 1.0 cents for costs .

At plant rates, the return
on his labour would be approximate],y 0 .E cents, and

the remainder for salt, less rebate, and overhead expenses
.

17 . The exporter
who purchases fish from the fisherman

, incurs a number

of costs such as grading, packing,
collecting, unloading, and additional drying

+~ See Chapter VIII
for a fuller discussion of this .
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costs . Besides these production costs there are depreciation and other over-

head e"nses, as well as the retu rn on capital invested . The specified cost

factors involved for each particular grade of salted fish are not available

inasmuch as each exporter handles a multiplicity of grades and kinds . A study

..at three salt fish establishments indicates that, for all grades handled, the

direct production costs are about 1.C8 per pound of cod put to salt and

indirect costs, including profits, an average of .77 cents . Plant labour

absorbs o8 cents, containers .33 cents, fuel and electricity .07 cents .

Correspondence with the Commission indicates that .50 cents is for depreciation

and other overhead expenses, suggesting that .27 cents is the return on

investment . If a similar cost structure pertains to light salted dried fish

alone , then the total value added to the value of the raw fish is 1.0 cents

by the inshore fisherman and 1 .85 by the exporter, for a total of 2 .85 cents .

The overall labour coe.ponent is approximately 1 .28 cents, salt (minus rebate )

.05 cents, packaging .33 cents , and fuel , and electricity .07 cents .

Profits to the exporter would be about one quarter of a cent per pound of cod

salted.

18 . This approximate cost structure would change considerably if the

entire salting and drying operation were to take place in a plant . The fisher-

man with primitive equipment uses his labour, plus salt and sunshine . The

operation is very labour intensive at the fisherman's level . The salting

operation would be similar in a plant, but drying would be accomplished in

mechanical dryers
. This would involve costs for depreciation, interest ,

fuel and electricity which the fisherman did not incur
. While the labour

costs per unit of input might be reduced, it is not certain whether thi
s

would offset the increased costs of inechanization
. An important consideration

is that the processing costs, outlined above, are probably not much different
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for small fish than for large fish . Since, however, large salted fish have

a considerably greater return, therefore salting large fish offers a much

better opportunity for offsetting the increased costs of mechanization and

swreover provides a return to the Canadian econoep similar to the frozen

product .

19. ♦ study of a number of f illeting and freezing plants in Newfoundland

points out that the return to plant labour per pound of cod filleted and frozen

is 1 .56 cents, well above the labour input when salted . The value of

containers and other material purchased from Canadian suppliers, .33 cents per

potsnd of raw fish, was also greater than when salted. Filleting and freezing

also require more fuel and electricity, .15 cents per pound of raw fish, than

producing "Madeira" light salted fish . The return for overhead expenditures

and profit to these filleting plants averaged a total of 1 .21 cents per pound,

also greater than the income generated by salting . In fact,the total value

added by processing to the landed value of a pound of cod totalled 3.95 cents

for filleting, caapared with 2
.85 cents for salting and drying.

Sunima

20
. For every pound of cod taken from the ocean by the Canadian fisherman

and processed
by Canadian workers, using Canadian containers and materials, the

foreign consumer will pay more when filleted and frozen, than salted and dried
.

Wy boneless salted cod, and choice grades of large salted fish can match the

return tothe Canaiian econonr, in terms of raw fish input, of the filleted

and frozen pro.iuct .

21
. The above analysis suggests that large cod be salted and dried to

choice qualities, and that medium-sized and small cod be filleted and frozen
.

I
i ,

i3

I.



Such a utilisation of the cod landed would benefit the fisherman, would

incrraua plant emplofmaat and offer the beat opportunity for raising its

productirity„ and would ma xdmize Canadien export earninga from fish

products.
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C1;AF MR VIII

FACîUnS WHICH I:r:TnIT _cyNCE IC D~Y~.GP :•~ .T L-J Ti,? FI3iiERI:S

1. before making any recornmendations on the question of how to promote

ecozosiic developnent in the fisheries a brief examination of the principal

factors which must be overcome will be made . These factors can be divided in-

to two broad cate~ories, geographic and artificial . The former includes climate,

assistance schenes designed to promote economic development .

fishery resource characteristics, abundance of other natural resources, shape

of the coastline and other similar factors which have affected the course of

the fishery throughout its history . The second category includes measures

which, though intended as assistance to compensate for low incomes, in fact

tend to preserve the status quo and in the long run .work against other

Geographic Facto rs

2 . The relationship of the resource and the coastline has caused the

population to be
scattered in a large number of very small settlements . The

period of massive settletient probably occurred in Newfoundland at the end of

the 19th Century and a glance at the charts of those days illustrates just how

extensive it was. The first consolilation took place after the gasoline engine

came into general use and it has been continuing slowly ever since . For a

n•snber'of years the Provincial Government has wisely promoted the movement of

people out. of isolated settlements and into more central
areas by paying grants

of 4,)0-) per family provided the entire settlement was evacuated
. The stepped

up fe••eral-p-ovincial progr33 just announced is a further step towards reducing

the problems created by isolation .



3. Nevertheless, of the factors that retard economic development in

fishing areas isolation is still the most important. The cost of any program

to improve education, build up other industries, supply electric power, improve

comaunications to marketing and supply points and raise living standards, is

multiplied many tirnes by the degree of isolation of the people . In Newfound-

land, the problem is further magnified by sectarian rivalry which necessitates,

at high cost, the maintenance of a multiplicity of one or two room schools in

any of these tiny settlements. The same spirit contributes to the lack of

co-operation among fishermen in managing cocaunity affairs, and in furthering

their collective interests .

y. The salt fish industry today is tied largely to isolation
. It is

confined to those areas where fishermen, because of distance,have no mobility .

There is no other
outlet for their fish and, equally important, they have no

alternate employment for their labour, either as a means of supplementing

fishing income or of leaving fishing altogether . These conditions are fmind

on the Newfoundla.-d coast north of Cape Bonavista and Cape St
. George, on

Labrador, and on the North Shore of the Gulf . They are also found in isolate
d

parts of
Placentia and Trinity Bay in Newfoundland and a few places in Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick . By far the largest in size and number of people

affected is the Newfoundland - Labrador area .

5 . Isolation,
by tying the inshore fishermen to salted cod production,

makes an Smprovement in their productivity very difficult
. They cannot land

fish at a plant because
the total volume available within a certain distance

is not sufficient to support a plant
. They must, therefore, process their

own catch, cutting down the time they have for fishing
. They must also have

shore
installations reducing the capital available for investment in better

boats. They can only land those
species which can be preserved by salting
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wnich in bewf.s•ric:lard means cod, herring, mackerel, turbot and salmon, or

species which by virtue of their high value can be marketed fresh such as

saltsoa and lobster . No other species such as flounders, or by-products such

as tongues, can be utilized .

6 . In Nor~-ay the combination of geographical factors which enabled

people to fish in wir.ter and farm in sumner also retarded centralizâtion .

k:owever, it gave stability to the econoay, enabled greater capital accumulatio n

and promoted a higher degree of labour mobility, so that the transformation to

greater specialization within these industries was accomplished without too

much difficulty .

7 . In Newfcur.dla .̂d e>merience has shown that when fishermen move to

larger centres they will if possible return to their former fishing grounds

during the suQr. .er . This is particularly true of the older people ; the younger

aies prefer to stay close to the 'bright lights' and try to get work on shore .

vlrentually many of the older people do the same but the adjustment is infinitely

more difficult for tnerB and they may continue to fish even for psychological

reasons . If it is economically possible to carry on a fishery from the new

location, some of the new residents should be encouraged to continue their

vocation and be given better catching equipment as well as a plant on shore

that will take all their catch .

?. The Newfc:ukdlFn3 clii:.ate is another important factor inhibiting

econoa.ic growth. The fishing season, except on the south coast,is limited by

climate to between l
:ay and November, a period of seven months, and in the more

northerly regions such as Labrador it is even shorter . For the fisherman this

m,-ans tryinF to make enough money in a six-month period or less to last him

for the whole year
. To do this his productivity in season must be high, and

i?
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his overhead costs must be dinialzed . In fact his productivity is low and

his real returns an declining .

9. For the plant it means accumulation of fixed charges over a long

period when there is no production to pay for them. The fixed cost element

in the finished product rises as the production season becoces shorter . Ice,

by preventing market shipments may further increase these costs .

10. The northward penetration of capital in both catching and processing

is therefore limited by the length of the season . This applies to both frozen

and salted fish production, although the latter with its drying operation is

more favourably situated in this respect, provided shipping facilities are

available . The fact remains that with the concentration of heavy landings

into a period of a few weeks the frozen fish industry cannot, because of

seasonal factors, take care of the whole catch without greatly increasing

unit costs .

11. In a restricted seasonal operation such as the fishery in these

remote areas economic development cannot proceed beyond a certain point,

nnless some oth.er seasonal industry c mplementary to it can be developed or

unless the rest of the ecanocy is willing to assume the burden. In

Newfoundland from about 1910, and to some extent in Quebec, the other

seasonal industry was winter logging. However, the adoption of the chain

saw and year-round logging operations has reduced the wood labour force and

left the fishery 'without a mate' . In the absence of any other industries

it is inevitable that people living in these marginal areas and earning their

entire living from fishing remain underemployed and that their incomes are

likely to be lower than in areas where
fishing is a yeaz-round occupation .

That people have been
able to live in these areas up to now is due to the
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hitherto great abundance of the resource . It is also due to their relatively

modest needs, and their ability to live off their own resources . They

supples:ent their incone and diet with activities such as sailing and hunting

for moose, caribou, sea birds and other wildlife ; they cut their own fue l

and receive assistance from Government transfer and relief payments .

12. The state of the resource base, insofar as it is presently known,

has been described in detail in several papers . The general conslusions for

the inshore fisheries in Ne4foundland and the Gulf are not favourable . The

phenomenal growth in the total fishing effort by all nations on the banks

around Newfoundland has caused a slow decrease in the inshore cod landings of

most areas over the past ten years . During the same period there has been a

steady increase in numbers of fishermen . on the basis of these reports and

the statistics available, the Commission has concluded that as long as the

total fishing effort is maintained at its present level (and it is more likely

to increase) there can be no sustained increase in the inshore catch . There

may be larger than average catches for brief periods if catching power is

greatly increased or if climatic conditions are unusually favourable, but they

will not be of a magnitude that will result in market difficulties, nor will

they be sustained
. problems in marketing may indeed occur but they will be

due to Snternal problems such as poor quality fish for which the industry has

paid the fishermen too high a price
. The Comission places great emphasis on

these points and most of its recocmendations are made on this assumption of a

limited resource .

Artificiai Factor s

13
. The 'artificial' factors include all Government cash payments which

allowances and old age
fiahernien receive

as Canadian citizens such as family

s . I

I~
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pensions as well as u; ►employment insurance, salt assistance, and public

works expendituses which they received as Canadian fishermen . All of these,

to the uctent that thsy add to the faherren's cash income, make it easier

for this to continus to live in these marginal areas, and tend to retard

natural aconoa.ic develop:ent . Other measures such as loans and assistance

for construction of larger vessels and fish plants, educational programs for

fishersan, harbour developments and conr.unity stages, if properly directed,

have a positive effect in reaching Optimum economic development, and are

thsrrfore not included in this study .

14
. Unemployment insurance and salt assistance because of their

particular effects on salted fish production, will be treated at somewhat

greater length
. The Unemployment Insurance Act was amended to include

fishe :men in 1957
. The actual purFose of the amendment was to provide a

sreans of increasing their income
; it is certainly not an insurance scheme

when applied to fishermen
. Furthermore, benefits paid exceed fishing stamp

contributions by close to ten to one .

15
. The fishermen's scheme is similar to that applying to other insured

workers
. Since benefits are paid only during the seasonal period (Decembe

r

1 -
Msy 15) special fishing stamps are used to distinguish these contributions .

If a fieharman is employed for a wage the employer affixes stamps in his book

in the same way as in other occupations
. However, most fishermen work for a

share of the catch and the first buyer of the fish is the 'employer' for

insurance purposes
. His earnings are the gross value of the catch less 25

%

representing operating costs
. Where for instance a 4- man crew is involved

the gross value of the catch, less 251 is divided by !
. to obtain the fisher-

men y earnings whether or not the catch was shared in this wa,,r
.
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16. Fishermen's contributions are payable on a weekly basis and

credited to the week in which the delivery is made except in a few cases

such as offshore fishing when a trip extends over more than one week .

Fishermen are insurable regardless of their annual earnings, but there

is a miniasun value of deliveries, $9 .00 net, below which they are not

Insurable . At the other end of the scale weekly earnings of 469
.00 and

over receive the same maximum denomination of stamps. Sixty-nine dollars

is equivalent to 4,600 lbs . of fish at 2j, 3,680 lbs. at 2.V or 3,066 lbs .

at 30• Thus, if a fisherman sells 15, 000 lbs . of fresh fish in one week

he aets credit for only a small portion of it, and the higher the value

the smaller the portion he will get credit for in volume terms. In

Iiewfoundl^nd with the great degree of seasonality in the fishery this has

an important bearing .

TABLE I

EAR.YI:vGS A ::n rotiTRIBUTION RATES

Range of Earnings

i 9 . 00 to $14.99

15.00 to 20 .99

21 .00 to 26.99

27 . 00 to 32.99

33 .00 to 38.99

39 .00 to 44 .99

45.00 to 50.99

51 .00 to 5 6.99

57 .00 to 62.99

63.00 to 68 .99

69.00 and over

Benocaination of Stamps#

$ .40

.60

.76

.92

1.08

1.20

1 .32

1.44

1.56

1 .72

1.98

* One-half contributed by fishermen, one-half by buyer .

i
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TABLE Il

S II .T COD FISH DIVISO?.S

Salted Groundfieh Products Production Representing 1 Week

Extra Dry (Gaspé Cure )

Dry (slack, light, and heavy salted)

Seni-&7

Ordinary Cure

ilet Salted

Cod Oil

Cod Li.irs

2 cwt .

3 cwt .

4 cwt .

5 cwt.

6 cxt .

5 drums or 225 gallons

15 drums or 675 gallons

TABLE III

FISi : Fi.Y.::."S CONTRIBUTION AND RATr~i. OF B&N `r.FIT

Average of Fiehenaen's Rate of Benefit

Weekly Contributions Without Dependant With Dependan
t

Cents

Less than 25

25sndunder34

34 and tasder 42

42 and under 50

50 and under 57

57 and under 63

63 and under 69

69 and under 75

75 and under 82

82 and under 90

90 and over

i 6.00 S 8.00

9 .00 12.00

11.00 15
.00

13•00 18
.00

15•00 21
.00

17.00 21'
.00

19•00 26.00

21.00 28
.00

23.00 30
.00

25.00 33
.00

Z7
.
00

36.00
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17. Table I shows the eleven rates of contribution based on the amount

of fishermen's earnings . For cured fish the same basic table is used but the

srthods of reaching the fishermen's earnings is different from that of fresh

fish, since the former includes additional labour ani may represent the entire

season's catch . The net value (gross less 25%) is divided by the number of

fishermen to arrive at the net earnings of each. The quantity sold in respect

of each mm--ber of the crew is divided by a divisor factor to obtain the number

of weeks' production represented . The divisors for salted fish are shown in

Table II .

lg, }laving obtained the number of weeks' effort represented by the

production, reference is made to 'tables of contributions for fishing' to

determins the denomination of etamps to be used over that same number of

weeks. These tables are merely the Range of Earnings column in the first

table multiplied by different numbers of weeks (1 to 36) . The table

corresponding to the number of weeks as worked out with the divisor is

selected and the not value per fisherman of the total catch is matched with

this table in order to find the denomination of the stamp .

19
. The number of weekly stamps thus determined are recorded first in

those weeks
in which there are no other contributions, working back from the

week in which delivery was made . Then if there are still son"'- stamps to be

entered in
the book they are affixed as additional contributions, one in each

calendar week,
again working back from the week of delivery but not beyond

the first week of May.

20. Fin", to be eligible for seasonal benefit, a fisherman must have

at least 15 weeks' contributions
. The weekly rate of benefit is based on the

average
value of contributions made since the previou9 March

. Without a

dependant a fisherman's benefit ranges from $6 to $27
; with a dependant the
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range is from ;8 to $36 per week . Benefits are illustrated in Table III
.

~ . During the seasonal benefit period a fisherman gets five weeks'

benafit for ewrr six contribution weeks since the previous March, with a

minimum of 13 wee/cs but not extending beyond the week in which May 15 falls .

There y
one week waiting time at the beginning of the benefit period .

22
. To examine some of the effects this scheme has on the fishery and

on
the disposition of the catch a number of tables have been prepared

. Since

salt fish production by fishecmen is concentrated largely in Newfoundlan
d

the data in the tables relate to catch levels and methods used in that province
.

Ther forii the model in Table IV is based on information contained in the

Proskis studies(1)
. The average landings for the small class of trap-long

liners were adjusted to conform more closely to an 'average' Newfoundland east

coast inshore fishing enterprise
. This 'average' enterprise is located fairly

clos
e to a filleting plant so that the choice of disposition is wide

. The

Commission realises that many enterprises obtain fishing stamps from the sale

of lobsters, salmon
and pickled fish and that the existence of such stamp

s

may affect the disposition of cod landings
. However, in order to simplif y

the calculations and to stay
as close as possible to the subject under discussion,

only the cod fishery is considered.

At the end of the trap fishing season (mid August) the boat is

gone!" hauled up for painting and repairs
. Traps are also cleaned and

dried
. Depending an the weather, this may take up to a week

. At this point

the four men who composed the crew in one boat for the trap fishery split up
,

the original boat, and perhaps also the fishery
.

one or two of them leaving

This pattern is included in the preparation of the model, and the quantitie
s

(1) Proskie, John, Costs and Earr1n s o~dustrp~tudiea No~l, Qo19e12AtlOanawa,
Provinces. Frimai9

19tib .
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m,

b

F]

and gross value of the landizgs made with different nun}_rs in the crew

are st.wti. Shore workers are not included, as in most enterprises they

are unpaid dependent members of the family and are not eligible for

coverage . For simplicity in later calculations the gross values of fresh

fish sales are rounded off to the nearest dollar, and the net value per

crew se=ber for uneaployment insurance purposes is crosidered to be the

fisherrnan's actual income from fishing . Prices for fresh and salted fish

are based on those actually paid to fishermen in the 19 61 season. The

stud7 traces the income of one fisherman with dependants attached to this

enterprise throughout the fishing season . All salt fish sales were made

in the last half of November .

24. Table V compares the financial advantages of seven alternate courses

open to the enterprise
. This table gives by no means all of the alternatives

nor is it necessarily the best example to illustrate these points . For

instance, by spreading his salt fish sales over a period of time the fisher-

aan swr raise the average value of the stamp and reduce the benefit period

according to his needs
. The next fishing season may commence before the end

of the benefit period so that he will lose benefits during the first two

weeks (May 1- 15) anyway, unless he salts his catch for later sale or holds

it alive as many do with lobsters . Therefore, it would pay him to sell his

salted fish earlier
. In this way the stamps can be added to weeks in which he

already had a contribution in order to raise the average value of his

contributions
. Otherwise they would be put into weeks in which no contribution

had been made, thus lowering the average vâlue of the stamp but extending the

benefit period
. No ceuparison of the many different courses open to a

fisherman with respect to this factor was made
. Finally, in the preparation

of this table the Coûuissioa recognizes that in Columns 4 and 5 and to

4
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some extent In Columns 2, 6 and 7 the time spent salting may in practice

have redueed the time available for catching and total landings in these

cases were probably less than indicated .

25 . The most striking factor is the relative scale of imemployment

benefits . Total benefits paid range from 32 per cent to as high as 46 per

cent of net incoaee from codfish sales. In terms of landed weight, benefits

vary from over ji per
pound if all the fish is sold in the fresh state to

nearly 1( per pound if all the catch is light salted . The extent to which

the uneasployment insurance
ache--a subsidizes the inshore fishery and

particularly the production of salt cod is quite apparent from these figures
.

26 . Fishsrmen
naturally try to maximize their benefits from a given

catch.
But first the individual must qualify, and this is not difficult

particularly if he salts his catch
. To get 15 weeks contributions he must

light salt 45 quintals which is equivalent to onl ..,y 20,160 lbs . of fresh

fish. This amo+mt could be caught in one week's fishing
. By selling fish

in the fresh state
he would have to catch at least 534 lbs

. per week at 2U

per lb . for 15 weeks, a total of only 8,010 lbs
. This is less than hal f

the total required to qualify by salting the catch, but the period of fishing

is very aueh longer.
Fflu'thermon, if the salted fish is valued at $16 per

quintal, the average ♦alue
of the fishermen's contribution is 6q compared

with only 201 for the fresh fish giving the salted fish producer an advantage

of b16 per week in benefits
. Looking at it in another '«ray, he would have to

sell 2,667 lbs . of fresh fish in each of 15
weeks or a total of 40,000 lbs . to

get the sans benefit as he
would receive from the 45 quintals of salt fish

.

Thus
it is fairly easy to qualify for benefits but at this level of landings

because of the
better chance of catching the larger quantity over the shorter

period as well as the advantage in benefits, the system is heavily weighted

in favour of salted fish .
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TABLE IV

SATO'LB I?:SfiCP.E COD T3.AP FISHL~IG EDITEitPRISS

1- 7
e-14
15-u
22-28

June

29 - 4

5-u
12-18
19 - 2 5

July

26 - 2
3- 9

10 - 16
17 - 23
24- 30

AuAust

31 - 6
7 - 13
14 - 20
21-27

Se l2tember

28 - 3
4-10
11 - 17
18 - 24
25 - 1

October

2 8
9-15

16 - 22
23-29
Noveaber

30 - 5
6- 12

Total

Pricet

Lanlin gs Gross Less Value per Stamp Value

(lbs .) Value 25`b Crew Member Fresh Fish

$ $ $

1,100 25.00 18.75 6.25 --

500 11.00 8.25 2.75 ~

3,300 74.00 55.50 13.87
.40

4,500 101.00 75.75 18.94 •

6,000 135 . 00 101.25 25.31 .76

23,800 536.00 402.00 100.50 1.88
32,000 720.00 540.00 135.00

1.88
31,100 700.00 525.00 131

.25

24,800 558.00 418.50 104
.62 1.88

6,000 135.00 101.25 25•31
.76
.92

7,000 157.00 117.25 29.44

.8,500 191.00 143.25 35.81 1

.08

4,300 97.00 72•75 18
.19 .60

6,200 140.00 105.00 26
.25 .76

1,000 23.00 17.25 4
.31

-

2,600 58•00 43•50 19
.253,400 77.00 57 .75

1,800 45.00 33 .75

3,100 78.00 58.50

2,000 50• 00 37.50

2,300 58.00 2243-5 0
.50

1,200 30.00

1,900 57.00 42.75

1,5U0 45 .00 33.75

2,300 69• 00 51.75

1,800 54•00
1 , 300 39 .00

.40
.60

11 .25 .40
19 .50 .60
12.50 .40
14-50 .40
7.50 -

14.25 .40
11.25 .40

17.25 .60

40.50 13.50 .40

29.25 9 .75 .40

$842.80 $18.40
158,500 53,567 .00 (4 men)
26,eD0 696 .30 ( 3

185,500 54,263•00

1+,s,y, June, JulY, August ~~

Septeaber
October, November 3 E

Number in Creu : M
ay 15 -Aug• 13= 4
Augly- Nov . 12 : 3
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CONPARATIVE INC(N.F3 AND UNFNPL04ff-yT BM! F'~i IT9 USI.VG ALTETIN ATE MEANS OF CATCH DISPOSITION

ONE CREW tfi003FR MITH DII'FNJAttTS FISHING ALL S°ASC N

i

Per Man

1 2
As Col . 1 but Fish
in Excess of that
Required for Maxim u m

All Fish 9tamp Value Salted

Sold Fresh (June 5 - July 2 )

-Total Landings lbs . 48,558 48,558

1-Sold Fresh lbs. 48,558 36,986

-Light Salted
Dry Ctls .

-Heavy Salt Wet

cwts. - 47

-Contribution Weeks 23 28

-Average Value

of Stamps $0.40 $0.46

-Duration o f
Benefitl Weeks 19 23

-Rate of Benefit $15.00 $18.00

-Total Benefit $285•00 $414•00
-Net Income from

Fresh Fish Sales $842 .80 $647 .43

-Net Income from

Light Salted
-Net Income from

Heavy Salted
-Not Income fro m

Fish Sales $842.80

-Income from

Fish Sales & UI $1,127.80

-Value of UI per
100 lbs . Landed $0.59

$247 .00

$894.43

$1,308 .43

$0.85

3
As Col . 1, but
Small Catches
(Ma y 1-28 and

4

Aug ?-Nov 12) Al]. Fish
Salted Light Salted

48,558 48,558
37,42 5

26 108

19 36

$0.58 $0.54

16 30
$24.00 $21 .00

$384.00 $483.00

$631 .68

$316.00 $1,271 .00

$947 .68 $1,271.00

$1,331 .68 $1,754.00

$0.79 $0.99

1 The actual duration of seasonal benefits is not over 23 weeks . '

5 6 7
No Fishing after No Fishing
18 Weeks(Sept 24) . after 15

Surplus as in Col . lbeks(3ep 3 )

All Fish 2, and Catch rest as In

Heavy Salted May 1-14 Salted Col . 6

48,558 43,825 42,758

- 33,118 31,186

27 n

197 - -
33 27 24

$0.46 $0.48 $0.51 1

28 23 20

$18.00 $18.00 $21.00

$414•00 $414.00 $420.00

$564•93 $516 .70

$321.00 $321.00

$1,034•00 - -

$1,034.00 $885.93 $837.70

$1,448.00 $1,299.93 $1,257 .70

$0.85 $0.94 $0.98

flflflflflflflflfl
_~".m„~.~r~,.,~

r
ô

1
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27. This is further confirmed by a closer exn-mination of Table V which

is based an the model in Table IV . The lcwest total benefits and the lowest

benefit in terms of value per pound landed are obtained when the entire catch

is sold in the fresh state ; the highest when the same catch is entirely light

salted
. A most interesting feature is the fact that the second highest benefits

are obtained when the fisherman stops fishing after 15 weeks, and salts that

part of his catch which, being above the weekly maximum, cannot be credited for

snamploTment insurance purposes if sold fresh
. If he fished for three more

weeks his total income from fish sales and unemployment insurance would be only

$39 more or $13 per week .

Before unemploymnnt insurance was extended to fishermen, most of
28.

those who had access to a filleting plant sold their largest catches to that

plant as they were too much to put away salted
. Their smaller catches in the

spring and autumi were salted partly because the volume was too small to warrant

the cost of carrying it to the plant, part]
.v because small catches are usually

made in the line trawl fishery where the fish is larger and thicker and more

valuable when salted and partly because the fishermen have more time to spend

in shore work when catches are low
. This situation is illustrated in Column 3.

29 .
Since the advent of unemployment insurance, however, it no longe

r

if he has already qualified for
pays a fisherman to fish late into the autumn

,

benefits
. Not only is the weather bad and catches sma]1 but a comparison of

Columns 3 and 7 shows the difference in total income from fishing an
d

weeks' fishing, is only 68 per

unesPloyment insurmce is $72 which, over 9

week. The ur
.emploS=ent benefits received in Column 3 for 27 weeks' fishing

(19 contribution weeks) are actually
$36 less than those received in Colinn 7

if he had only fis`ed for 18 weeks (15 contribution weeks) but salted the

surplus for which he could get no credit
.
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30. As most fishencen ca.ti.ot salt the heavy trap fish landings, filleting

plants obtain large quantit!es of raw rateri~-, though not necessarily enough,

during the trap fishing season . However, after the middle of August when

catches
decline, they have to e^tage more collector boats or t rucks and raise

their prices in order to get a euppl,y of fish . The langer filleting plants

can operate and the more they can produce in this season the more economical

their operation will be . However, it is precisely at this time that the

ttnamployment insurance system is a strong inducement for an inshore fisherman

to reduce his effort .

31 . The Cocmissica recopizee that in cases where fishermen have not

qualif ied for benefits, une=ployment insur
ance may increase fishing effort in

the autiat
. However, as fish prices rise it becomes easier to

qualify and

therefore few
er are being placed in this situation .

32.
Copes in his recent paper(2) on the subject had this to

say: "There

isindeed evidence that since the introduction of unemployment
insurance there

has been a sudden and clear change, with the main insho re fishing effort being

eosspleted at an earlier date . This suggests that unemployment insurance is

giving lncentive to the contraction of an alrea
dy short season, further limiting

the productivity
of the inshore fishery

. In other respects, also, the unemploy-

Many
ment insurance scheme operates as a distinct disincentive to worke

.

available in

fishermes are disinclined to accept casual employment that may

b

the winter season as this i
nvolves the loss of their unemployment benefits"

.

33
. During the glut period, where conditions

permit, fishermen salt as

such
as possible of the fish they catch in excess of that required to giv

e

ht catch the maximum in one or two days then

them a maximum atazP• They mi E

(2) Copes, Farzival . SpVern ,-ent Assistance, P
ro,4uB~iv=eseraitedIto the Annual

Flsh_n Ir.d'~trv o ; : ;e +_ ouzdla :d• Fer p Charlotte

e

-

et:nF of tne Ca:aüF.n Folitical
Science Association ,

town, June 1964 .
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a1l other landings in that week may be salted . This also tends to reduce

the quantity available to filleting plants, particularly in seasons in

which there is doubt about the success of the year's 'voyage' . On this

point Copes states that
: "Most inshore fishermen seem to find this the

surest way of acquiring stamps
. The bulk of the inshore cod catch is being

salted evren when the processing plants are operating far below capacity and

urgently soliciting ad3itional deliveries of fresh cod" .

34
. In spite of these factors, the frozen fish industry has steadily

gained ground
. On the other hand during the public hearings there were many

eoaiments from the frozen fish industry about the adverse effect of unemploy-

sent insurance on their supply of fish
. Some of those operating trawlers

and draggers found it more difficult to obtain crews during the seasonal

benefit period than at any other time of the year
.

35
. In fisheries such as the Newfoundland inshore fishery where the

people ba-re
become conditioned by seasonal factors, the practice of foregoing

additional income in favour of leisure time is traditicaal
. In some areas

this feeling is so deeply ingrained that many emplo
:/ed off the island in

r ar-rouad fishing or other industries often drift back home again for the

winter months
. They leave their jobs for no better reason than they didn't

like them, which usually means that they intend to continue to spend the

winter doing nott.ing
. A scheme such as unemployu

:ent insurance, when imposed

into a situation of this kind has unfortunate results, particularly on those

inclined to "rest on their oars" .
good season he replies

~ T~a,y when a fisherman is asked if he had a g
o

~ ent. This has become the

stating whether or not he qualified for unemplo
~

guidepost of success or failure
; in fact fishing is for some the means to
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quallty for government assistance . Hence the term 'fishing for stampa'
.

37
. Tha importance of iasesployment insurance to the fishermen can be

seen in soos of the sethads they use to qualify and maximize their benefits .

By $timing of deliveries' one week's catch or a portion of it can be held over

to the followir$ week so that both will count as contribution week. By

selling part of the fresh fish catch to one buyer and part to another they

can gst a higher average value of stamps . There are always some catch

transfers between fisheraen since an extra stamp is worth more to one wh
o

haa not qualified than to one who has
. One fisherman is known to have

Dought a quantity of salted fish at a high price
some distance from his home

outport, taken it back and sold it to his local merchant as if it were part

of his own catch
. The transaction was expensive but well repaid in

unemployment benefits .

38
. The Coasaission recogiises the continuing need for a system that

will raise incomes in areas of chronic unemployment
. On the other hand

aeeasures
to accomplish this should not retard normal economic development

or stifle individual initiative
. The present system could be adjusted in

order to promote ecal0mic development more along the lines suggested in

this report
. As a general objective the benefits to be obtained from fresh

fish sales
and salt fish sales should be brought closer together

. Benefits

aight even be
increased and at the same time made more difficult to obtain

.

As already mentioned recent price increases have made it easier to qualify

for benefits lowering the volume required to get the highest value of stamps
.

that unemployment insurance,

~. Comment was also made at the hearings of fish
.

who landed the largest quantity

Droad~ speaking, only helped thos
e

Fishermen who experienced poor fishing received nothing
. The Ccamission.
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aeinowledges that this is indeed true. (,ne alternative that has been suggested

is catch failure insurance . Apart from the obvious administrative difficulties

of such a plan, the Commiseian feels that, under present conditions of the

resvurce base, catch failure insurance, by making those who fish successfully

subsidise those who do not, even the successful ones will be made uneconomic .

The relationship between the numbers of inshore fishermen and the resource

is already considered critical ; there can be no sustained increase in the

iashore catch and more increases in the numbers of fishermen and catching

power will further reduce productivity in the long run . The continued growth

in population s,akes this a self-perpetuating problem. It is obvious that

masures suggested here could only be effectively carried out if steps were

s3multaneously taken to enable the less-successful fishermen to move out of

the industry. These will have to be trained to take other jobs
. For those

who remain in the fishery every effort should be made to raise their

productivity.

40
. One wealarness of any cantributary scheme is the effect it has on the

state of mind of those contributing to it
. There is resentment at being

eompelled to contribute but once having done so every effort is made to get

the greatest possible benefit
. The Gill Committee had this to say : "The

problems associated with breaches in the letter and spirit of the Act have

been aggravated by developments in certain public attitudes that have become

more preer.inent in recent years
. These attitudes have been influenced

tatquestionably by the changes that have been made in the Act and its us
e

for purposes inconsistent with the proper operation of an unemployment

insurance plan
. The distorted views regarding the purposes of an unemploy-

msnt insurance plan have compounded abuses, and many individuals have come

R..
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to eonsider it a tnsted right to recover their contributions, in whole or

in part, regardless of the true intent of the system" .

41. This Commission feels that the unemploynent insurance plan for

fisheraen is a good exazrple of this, and agrees with the Gill Coomitteets

reeos merdation that a separate plan be instituted for fishermen. This plan

could be nodeled on the present one, but to promote economic development it

should incorporate some of the changes already suggested and not contain

MW aspects of a catch failure insurance program. It could be modified

periodically to meet particular needs as they arise, while annual losses

would be not from the Consolidated Revenue Fund .

42. The Salt Assistance Program, administered by the Fisheries Prices

Support Board, has also favoured production of salted fish . The Board was

established in 1944, and in 1947 it was empowered to support prices of

fishsries products by either purchase at a prescribed price or through

deficiency payments to producers. "The Act furthermore directs that in

prescribing prices th e Board shall endeavour to ensure adequate and stable

returns for fisheries
by promoting orderly adjustment from war to peace

conditions
and shall endeavour to secure a fair relationship between the

returns from fisheries
and those from other occupations" (3)

.

43 . In 1955 a vote passed by Parliament provided moneys for the payment

of assistance
to salt fish producers in the amount of fifty per cent of the

cost of salt used in their 1955 production
. The administration of this

progrm was given to the Board . Salt assistance is a means of augmentin g

a fishet man's Sncoau, in this case by reducing his costs. Payment is not

(3) Fisheries Prices Support Boa
.^d, Annual Report 1950-1951 .
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conditional upan aini== quality standards . Tla:s it has an effect similar

to Unesploynent Insurance . By supporting the salt fish sector of the industry

it contributes to some extent to the maintenance of the status quo .

yy. The scale of payments to fishermen under the plan is illustrated

In Table VI and Table VII . Table VI shows that since 1960 the largest payments

per elaia were made in Newfoundland . By far the greater number of fishermen

claimants, as expected, are also in this province while the number of plants

aakina claims is greater in Nova Scotia . The number of fishermen represented

by these claims is not lmowr ► and therefore the average payment per fisherman

cannot be ascertained .

TABLE VI

SALT ASSISTANCE PA`_ .̂f-1TS

A7&RA:GE FAYK"'Lti .^S PUR FIS :-'-I"J~.'I'S CLAIM* 1955 - 196 3

Province 1963 1962 1961 1960 1959 1958 1957 1956 1955

$ 6 6
$ ~ $ s $ S

Nevfoundland 65 69 59 79 80 57 71 70 65

Nova
Scotia 44 43 48 57 70 68 81 79 102

Now Brunswick 22 15 21 20 64 52 31 53 45

Prince Edward Island
40 20 33 23 18 28 33 28 36

52 50
32 45 88 60 46 34 36

Zuebec

• A claim usually represents between 1 and 4 men but in some cases (Labrador

Floater Fishery ) up to 10 men may be represented .

TA3LE VII

~T~A~ A•tirEPA^,E PA~`~iT PFR DRY 4UidTAL PRODUC~

i;---W?UUNDLA.`D 1955-196 3

1963 1952 1961 1960 1959 1958 1957 1956 195
5

=.62 5 .68 S .72 S .69 $.60 6.74 S.58 3.51 5 .1 8

Sources Annual Reports Fisheries Prices
Support Board 1955-1963 .

t t
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45 . Table VII shows the estimated average a:.ount paid under the Act

per dry quintal of salt fish produced . The actual amount applying to salt

cod may be slightl3r less than indicated since payments on salt used in

pickling herring, mackerel and turbot are also included . On the other hand,

not all of the salt used in curing codfish is claimed for assistance . The

amount paid per quintal has increased slightly over the period, partly due

to an increase in the price of salt and partly to an increase in the amoun t

of salt on which claims are made. Payments, on the basis of fresh cod put

to salt, amount to about 151 per hundred pounds . Compared with the possible

benefits available from unemployment insurance, it is very small.

46. The Cc®nission therefore feels that salt assistance is not a

significant factor in the fisherman's decision whether to salt or sell to

a freezing plant if he has that choice . Nevertheless seae-fishermen have

grown to depend on salt assistance, particularly when the cheques arrive

just before Christmas . Intended originally to apply for only one year, the

program has now become more or less permanent .

4?. As already mentioned salt fish prices began to climb after 1955

and today they are at record high levels . The need for price support in the

salt cod in3ustry has therefore largely disappeared . The Board has consequently

turned to other measures such as the coanunity stage program, and the attempt

to develop production and markets for frozen turbot . Programs of this type

are sound and could play an important role in the implernentation of the

Commission's recommendations .

48 . Under these circumstances the money allocated for salt assistance

would be more effective if applied to a positive economic development program .

Salt assistance, like unemployment insurance was designed as a measure of

income support in an industry characterized by underemployme ► t . In so doing,



it has contributed to attracting even more people into the industry, a

factor which has reduced the productivity of those already in it . This

in turn increases the need for more income support .

49 . It becomes necessary therefore to distinguish between those

measures which promote real economic development and those which have

a tendency to perpetuate the current problem. The two purposes are

incompatible, and can be applied at the same time only at great cost to

the economy .
k

i
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1+lEIGHTS AND MEASURES USE D

DESCRIPTION

100 lbs .

1,000 kgs. or 2,000 lbs . as noted .

112 lbs .

224 lbs .

gutted heaà-m

weight as offered for sale

weight before drying

4

r
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Table 1 CATCH OF FISH : WURLD, NORTH AN ERICA, AND CANADAt 1938 - 1964

ALL SPECIES

(Millions of Metric Tons )

World Production North America Canada Canada Atlantic Coast

All Speciea Production World Production World Production Production World Canada
Tear Live Weight Live Weight Live Weight Landed Weight Landed Weigh t

1964
1963 46.40 4.31 9.3 1.19 2.6 1.07 .65 1.4 60.7
1962 45.30 4.49 9.9 1.12 2.5 1.01 .65 1.4 64.4
1961 42.00 4.34 10.3 1.02 2.4 .92 .59 1.4 64.1
19b0 38.50 4.09 10.6 .93 2.4 .84 .65 1.7 77.4
1959 36.10 4.28 11.9 1.05 2.9 .97 .64 1.8 66.0
1958 32.60 4.00 12.3 1.01 3.1 .93 .60 '1.8 64.5
1957 30.91 3.98 12.9 1.00 3.2 .92 .64 2.1 70.0
1956 29.91 4.33 14.5 1.11 3.7 1.02 .66 2.2 64.7 ~
1955 28.33 3.95 13.9 .97 3.4 .89
1954 27.01 3.97 14.7 1.03 3.8 .96
1953 25.24 3.76 14.9 .92 3.6 .86
1952 24.52 3.46 14.1 .94 3.8 .85
1951 22.75 3.52 15.5 1.01 4.4 .93
1950 20.23 3.78 18.7 1.05 5.2 .96
1949 19.41 3.63 18.7 1.00 5.2 .90
1948 10.09 3.62 19.0 1.05 5.5 .96
1947 17.94 3.38 18.8 .99 5. 5
1938 20.50 3.15 15.4 .84 4.1 .76

Source: F . A. 0.

.---



Table 2 LANDIN( S 01P CODS, HAKFS, HaD'JUCKS, ETC .t BY MAJOR AREAi AND CUUNTRIES : 1938, 1948, 1957 1963

(Landed Weight )
(Thousand Metric Tons )

North America Europe
Year World Total Canada Total Denmark France Cerm rotal

any Iceland Norway Spain United Japan U .S.S.R. Major
Fed. Kingdom Countries

1963 4,900.0 550.2 368 .9 2,199.6 205.0 187 .8 174.9 255.5 505 .1 215.3 555.1 620.2 1,013.4 4,102.2
1962 4,570.0 576 .9 370.9 2,245.7 222.6 182 .0 190.1 243.5 417.8 168 .4 571.2 528.6 881 .0 3,776.11961 4,140.0 534.2 331.3 2,363.2 145.4 160.0 177 .7 262.1 432.5 167 .1 538 .6 421.1 767.3 3,423 .11960 4,170.0 583 .3 371.0 2,182.5 83.4 179.7 165.7 299 .8 427 .9 161 .9 574.1 447.5 672.5 3,383.51959 3,890.0 619.9 390.0 2,150.2 94.6 175 .9 152 .8 268.0 458.5 151.4 596.7 442.6 414.7 3,145 .21958 3,730.0 566.7 335.8 2,179.5 75.3 n.a. 170.1 275 .5 430.4 155.1 631 .6 344.9 367.6 2,786 .31957 3,870.0 648.9 395 .7 n .a. 87.2 n .a . 191.7 244 .5 402 .0 148.6 637 .6 347 .2 422.6 2,877 .1
1948 3,040.0 574.2 379.6 1,789.6 55.9 99.4 146.4 221.3 303.3 114.7 618.2 183 .8
1938 2,840.0 540.9 346 .8 1,838.9 25.2 111.9 255.6 89 .2 318.8 67 .3 612.9 194.1

Sources F . A. 0.

n .e .

n . a.
2,122 .6

2,021 . 8

n n r1 rl, T1 T1
", . . .+er..._w- ..-.,~~+ .~.w~+,,..~- :: :nrc..m.~ --mM~r ~.s-a~ . ...,crcw.-~•;~.:•~,Rr- ~+~.,Y%~^- :~:::z►.: ~ - -~...~n=+~..~Gwï~e= ~ _ -



Table 3 LANDINGS OF C 0D3, HAü3, HADDC)CKS. ETC .s B7 MAJOR AREAS AND COUNTRIESs 1938, 1948e 1957 - 1963

PERCIIWTACE DISTRIHUTIOR ,

North America Europe Total

Tear World Total Canada Total Denmark France Germas>, Iceland Norway Spain United Japan U.S.S.R. Ma Jor
Fed. Kingdom Countriea

1963 100.0 11.2 7.5 44.9 4.2 3.8 3.6 5 .2 10.3 4.4 11.3 12.7 20.7 83.7

1962 100.0 12.6 8.1 49.2 4.9 4.0 4.2 5.3 9.1 3.7 12.5 11.6 19.3 82.7

1961 100.0 12.9 8.0 57.1 3.5 4.3 4.3 6.3 10.4 4.0 13.0 10.2 18.5 82.5

1960 100.0 14.0 8.9 52.4 2.0 4.3 4.0 7.2 10.3 3.9 13.8 10.7 16.1 81.2

1959 100.0 15.9 10.0 55.3 2.4 4.5 3.9 6.9 11.8 3.9 15.3 11.4 10.7 , 80.8

1958 100.0 15 .2 9.0 58.4 2.0 n.a. 4.6 7.4 11.5 4.2 16.9 9.2 9.9 74.7

1957 100.0 16.8 10.2 n.a. 2.3 n .a. 5.0 6.3 10.4 3.8 16.5 9.0 10.9 74.4

1948 100.0 18 .9 12•5 58.9 1.8 3.3 4.8 7.3 10.0 3.8 20.3 6.0 n.a. 69.8

1938 100.0 19.1 12.2 57.7 0.9 3.9 9.0 3.1 11.2 2.4 21.6 6.8 n .a. 71.1

Sources P . A. 0.



World Canada Canada Atlantic
Year Total % World Coast

1963 910.0 79.8 8.8 60.2
1962 1,200.0 68.4 5.7 49.7
1961 1,290.0 68.4 5.3 52.1
1960 1,170.0 77.6 6.6 58.5
1959 850.0 62.2 7.3 45.8
1958 760.0 59.2 7.8 42.5
1957 660.0 58.4 8.8 43.2

1948 470.0 20.5 4.4 6.0

1938 330.0 9.8 3.0 3.9

Atlantic

% W. T . % Can.

6.6 75.4

4.1 72.7

4.0 76.2

5.0 75.5

5.4 73.6

5.6 71.8

6.5 74.0

1.3 29.3

1.2 39.8

~ ~ f 1 ~ f 9r7 r7~ ~ ,~ !
- --fl' . , - 1 - 1 ----1 . , L _ . . . . ,

Table 4 LANDINGB OF FLOUNDF3t3 . HALIBUTS . SOLES. ETC : WGRI,p AND CANADA

1938, 1948 . 1957 - 1963

(Landed Weight - Thousand Metric Tons)



Table 5 LANDINGS OF HEitRID1G SARDINF3 ANCNOVIES ETC : WORLD AND CANADA

1938, 1948 . 1957 - 1963

(Landed Weight - Thousand Metric Tons )

World Canada

Year Total

1963 14,770 .0

1962 14,570.0

1961 12,430.0

1960 10,090.0

1959 8,860.0

1958 7,220.0

1957 7,090. 0

1948 4,660.0

1938 4,740.0

Sources F. A. 0.

Canada Atlantic

% World Coast

Atlantic

W.T. Can.

373.7 2.5 114.0 0.8 30.5

313.8 2.2 1 31•8 0.8 35.6

291.1 2.3 87.7 0.7 30.1

199.4 2.0 114.3 1.1 57.3

315.5 3.6 114.1 1.3 36.2

294.2 4.1 110.4 1.5 37.5

238.7 3.4 104.7 1.5 43.9

359.6 7.7 170.2 3.7 47.3

199.4 4.2 92.1 1.9 46.2



Table 6 LANDINGS UF SAUSON TRUI)TS SMELTS AND CAPII .IN ETC : WURLD AN D CANADA

1938, 1948. 1957 - 1963

(Landed Weight - Thousand Metric Tons)

Year

1963

1962

1961

1960

1959

1958
1957

1948

1938

Sources F. A. 0 .

ri Ti ri 71
-
r
~~ -

--,

World Landinas
Canada

Landings % World

610.0 76.6

540.0 101.3

800.0 88.9

610.0 65.4

640.0 77.3

730.0 115.3

730.0 92. 5

520.0 87.6

930.0 102.1

FI Ti Ti T-1 ~

9. 5
18.8

11.1

10.7

12.1

15 .8

12 .7

16.8

11.0

fD
I
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Table 7

Disposition

World Total Catch
Estiaated Qusntities used fort
Marketing Fres h
Freezing
Curing
Canning
Reduction to Meals Oil# Stc .
Miscellsaeous Purpose s

World Total Catch

Marketing Fresh

Freezing
Curing
Canning
Reduction to Keal, Oil, *to .
Miscellaneous Purpose s

World Total Catch

Marketing Fresh
Freezing
Curing
Canning
Reduction to Keal, Oil, Gto.
Miscellaneous Purposes

WURI.D CATCH AND UTILIZATION : 1952 - 1963

1952 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Live Weight : Million Metric Tons

27 .0 29.9 31.1 32.6 36.1 38.5 42.0 45.3 46.4

11 .0 12.6 13.5 14.3 15.2 15.6 15.9 16.2 16.4
1.0 2.2 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.4 4.0 4.3 4.7
7.0 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.5 7.8 8.3
2.0 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.0 4.0
4.0 4.1 4.0 4.3 6.3 7.6 9.7 12.0 12.0
2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

pIItCENTAGES (Totals = 100 )

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

41.0 42.0 43.0 43.9 42.1 40.5 37.9 35.8 35.3

4.0 7•0 8.0 8.3 8.3 8.8 9.5 9.5 10.1

26.0 25 .0 24.0 22.4 20.2 19.0 17.8 17.2 17 . 9

7.0 9.0 9.0 9.2 9.1 9.4 9.3 8.8 8.6

15.0 14.0 13.0 13.2 17.5 19.7 23.1 26.5 25.9

7.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.2

PIItCENTACFS (1952 = 100)

100 112 115 120 133 141 153 166 171

100 116 122 128 138 140 143 145 147
100 219 238 268 298 338 387 426 466
100 103 104 104 101 103 103 111 119
100 135 145 150 165 175 195 200 200
100 103 103 107 155 187 241 299 299
100 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

1

1

Source : F . L. 0.



Table 8

Total World Catch

Catch of 140 Countries

Catch of 140 Countries as a
Percentage of Total World Catch

Total International Trade of 140
Countries

Total International Trade of 140
Countries as Percentage of their
Catch

WORLD CATCH AND FSTIN,ATQ) TOTAL INTERNATIONAL TRADE

IN FISHERY C"ODITIFSs 1948, 1958 196 3

(Thousand Metric Tons - Live Weight )

1948 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

19,090 32,600 36,100 38,500 42,000 45,300 46,400

15,350(1) 28,140 30,680 33,080 36,580 39,880 40,980

80(1) 86 85 86
87 88 Be

2,815(1) 3,040 9,120 10,490 12,440 14,880 15,28
0

19 (1)

Sources F. A. 0.

(1) Data for 1948 are for 91 countries .

L?

29 30 32 34 37

ri G '7 71 m - m f 7

I

I
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Table 9 TRENDS IN CATCH AND UTILIZATION : WOHLD AND SII.ECTF"J COUNTRIES : 1963

(1952 a 100)

Marketing
Catch Fresh Freezing Curing Canning Reduction

World 170.5 147.2 466.0 119.0 200.0 299.1

Canada 129.0 126.1 184.4 67.1 103.1 129.1(1)

United States 115.5 120.9 110.9 112.6 99.3 129.2
Denmark 262.3 115.6 258.3 93.2 116.6 558.3

Faroe Islands 157.2 278.8 13,800.0 130.7 25.0 -
France(2) 106.0 108.3 - 93.0 120.1 -

Iceland 195.3 161.1 133.1 117.3 125.0 1,811 .7
Norway 76.9 76.3 273.6 68.9 89.8 63.4
Spain(3) 179.0 153.9 -- 156.5 189.5 5,517.3

United Kingdom 83.0 87.5 441.6 13.6 46.7 41.1

Sources F . A. 0.

(1) 1956 . 100

(2) 1957 - 1962 (1957 - 100)

(3) 1952 - 1962

._- _ . . .~ .~ ._ . ... . . ..~ w - ►.~..+►, . . ..~» ~ .r- ~ ., r , ~ .. ..~..~.. ww.rw~.rriyp.r.y .w..~.w. .w+~+►. ., uM s . «.:1~~n.w a



Table 10

INTr%îNATIUNAL TRADE IN FISHE ♦iY PhODUCTSt F.X}'URTS OF 140 CUUNTRIES

1938 . 1949. 1958 - 196 3

(Thousand Metric Tons - Product Weight )

All Fishing Fish, Dried, SAlted Fish, Fresh, Chilled
Year Products or Smoked or Frozen

1963 5,252 541 1,403

1962 5,060 549 1,302

1961 4,441 552 1,127

1960 4,054 554 1,128

1959 3,736 574 1,057

1958 3,383 606 956

1949(1) 2,083 520 749

1938(1) 2,065 678 415

Sources P. A. 0.

(1) Data for 1949 and 1938 on totale representing 110 countries .

i7 rT M M M T7 " ? t~*~ ~ ~ 1rT r-! r-t r r
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Table 11 FISH. DRIED. SALTID OR SMOKID :

WORLD PRODUCTION AND TOTAL INTERNATIONAL TRADE : 1938. 1948, AM 1958 To 1963

(Thousand Metric Tons - Product Weight )

Fish, Dried, Salted or Smoked t

Herring, dried or ealted :

Production
Exporta

Production
Exports

Production
Exporte

Production
Exports

Production
Exporta

Miscellaneous Fish Producta :

Herring, smoked or smoked-frozen :

Miscellaneous fish producter

Production
Exporte

Production
Exporta

Production
Exporta

185 184

Sources F. A. 0.
(1) Includes smoked or smoked frozen herring and sardines and anchovies .
(2) Includes smoked or smoked frozen miscellaneous fish products .
(3) Includes sardines and anchovies .
(4) Includes all smoked fish .

1938 1948 1958 1959
1,245 1,344 2,770 2,699
776 612 606 574
62 46 22 21

36 13 56 58
27 12 43 47
75 92 77 81

339 287 366 345
233 173 208 184
69 60 57 53
4g8~13 529(3) 895 813
3u 1 278 155 132
64 53 17 16

238 235
7 6
3 3

382 j2~ 284 970 1,005
175 2 51 118 130
46 18 12 13

231(4) 60 59
16 18 18
7 30 31

1960 1961 1962 1963
2,692 2,702 2,795 2,985
554 552 549 541
21 20 20 18

52 50 44 43
46 43 43 39
88 86 98 91

376 399 445 (430 )
187 190 192 195
50 48 43 45 1
785 713 748 865
100 88 90 93 ,
13 12 12 11

225 245 233 257
4 4 (4) (4)
2 2 2 2

990 1,040 1,075 (1,130)
141 146 139 137
14 14 13 12

60 54 54 (55)
18 16 15 15
30 30 28 27

204 201 196 (205)
1 1 1 1
5 5 5 5



Table 12

Grand Total
(137 countries )

Africa

FISN DRIED SALTED OR SMOKE D

E0'OkTS BY CONTINF1vT
: 1938- 1248 AND 1957 - 126 3

(Q - Thousand Metric Tons, V - Thousand U.S.Dollare)

1938(l 1948 1957 1958 1959 196
0

Q 776 .0(2) 612.4(2) 628 .0V 65,593.0 159,062 .0 185,590.0

Q 24. 8
(46 countries) V 2,412. 0

North America Q
(27 countriea) V 10,609

.0 39,797.0 28,382. 0
South America
(11 countries) V

Asia

(24 countries )

Europe
(25 countries )

Oceania

Q . 4
23 . 0

Q 126 .9
V 12,257.o

Q 475.1
V 40,263 . 0

Q
V

U.S.S .R. Q

V

606.0
178,073.0

574 .0
175,530.0

554.0

1961

.1

552 .0

32.0 64.0

182,276 .0 182,946.0 189,950.0 195,362 .0
40.0 52.0 48.0 49.0 46 .08,500.0 12,000.0 11,300.0 11,400.0 11 .500_0

119 .1 «1 132.4(2) 81. 0

Sources F. A. 0.

(1) Based on 110 countries .

(2) Includes Newfoundland .

0.3 0.1
71.0 28 .0

57. 0
14,000.0 23,430.0 22,900.0 23,300.0 23,050.0

383.1 416.0 391.0 346.0 331. 096,630.0 121,170.0 114,739.0 108,393.0 113,462 . 0

7 .0 71.0 .o26,006.0 25,566.0 25,977 . 0

0.1 0.2
46.o 49.0

0.4
73 . 0

78 .0 80.0 74.0 66 . 0

10. 0

1.0
570.0

8.0

13.0

u.0

34.0
3,074.o 6,807 .0

55.0

43 .0
8,159.0

15,072 .0

1962 1963

12,380.0 10,560 . 0

65.0 60. 0
23,612 . 0

0.4
85 .0

68.0
22,910.0 18,820.0

70.0
23,151 .0 26,905. 0

0. 7
121.0 62. 0

332.0 351.0 334.0
u5,327 .0 128,081.0 129,950 .0

12.0

31 . 0
5,928.0

50.0
19,650 . 0

22.0 32.0

40 .0 44 . 0
7,375 .0 8,203.0

?'~t 7 1
~ -_. .. 1,., L .. .l . : -..._ .L .1

~ ~ ~~11 1.+`ul
~ . .,..a ..-_ .r w .. .. .

-~. . .~„- ._^-_~s.sr• .~.r . -,A.^~+t~.aw+.r~ . ..
._, _ _ _ . __- ^-._ ~ -_ __ _ __ _

._ .~,-r .- .::tr~.rr.r . ._~=etva^•e~- -~s^-cs,.~r;:.aa:ï'..as~-_~°S~an4w~. .19c~►: r.~`
.T~ -_i`~~

" ...~~
~T.~

.

56.0 46.0 43 . 0

549 .0 541 .0

51.0

0.4
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Table 13

1938

Canada

Faroe Islands

France

Iceland

Netherlands

Norway

Spain

U.S.S .R .

Total Eight
Countries

Percent of World
Total

110. 5

V 9,265.0

Q ---
v ---

Q 21.0
V 1,947.0

Q 80.2
V 6,153.0

Q 76.8
V 3,954.0

Q 110.0
V 12,558.0

Q 3.4
V 528.0

Q
V

FISH1 DRIED. SALTED OR SMOKED

EXPORTS BY MAJOR CuUNTRIES : 1938 . 1948 AND 1957 1`0 1963

(Q - Thousand Metric Tons, V - Thousand U.S. Dollars )

1948

126 .0

1957 1958

71.3 65 . 8
37,675 .0 25,565 .0 23,388 .0

1959 1960

61.5 60.2
22,724.0 23,130.0

32.9 38.8 38.4 29.5 32.2
11,599 .0 10,955.0 10,541 .0 7,907.0 9,089.0

2.5 28.7 26.5 25.1 24.9
959 .0 9,374.0 8,730.0 8,564.0 9,767.0

1961 1962 1963

56.2 51.9 61 .9
20,184.0 19,969 .0 23,716 . 0

31.4 42.6 41.8
9,057 .0 12,669 .0 14,004.0

24.3 24.6 20.6
9,007 .0 8,967.0 8,483.0

23 .5 66.1 60.6 53.8 48.1 68.9
7,134.0 19,184 .0 17,196.0 16,250.0 14,855.0 21,905 . 0

48.9
10,499.0

52.0 45.3 41.8 43.2
9,228.0 8,858 .0 8,962.0 9,451.0

45.4 39.2 42.4
9,856.0 10,456.0 11,097 . 0

69 .3
22,313 .0

169.2 155.4 149.1 134.5 112.9 74.6 83.4 78.5
41,509.0 53,480.0 51,380.0 50,444.0 50,680.0 39,900.0 43,287 .0 43,007 .0

0.8
508.0

10.2 8.4 8.9 19.0 36.4 38.1 30.2
2,149.0 1,823.0 1,962 .0 4,863.0 9,370.0 12,848 .0 13,401 . 0

1.3 13.4• 34.3 43.1 31.4 40.5 43. 5
--- --- 570.0 3,074.0 6,807 .0 8,159 .0 5,928.0 7,375 .0 8,203.0

Q 401.9
V 34,405.0

403.8 423.8 407.5 389.4 383.6 368.6 389.6 318 .9109,883.0 130,505.0 124,990.0 123,620.0 129,994 .0 125,207 .0 137,884 .0 121,911 . 0

Q 51.8 65.9
V 52.5 69 .1

Sourcet F . A. 0 .

67.5 67.2 67.8 69.2 66.8 71.0 58.970.3 70.2 70.4 71.3 68.4 72.6 62. 4

-.ll



Table 14

Grand Total
(1)7 countries )

Africa
(46 countries)

North America
(27 countries )

South America
(11 countries)

Asia
(24 countries)

Europe
(25 countries )

Oceania
(3 countries)

FISH, DRIID, SALTED OR SMOKED

IMPORTS BY CONTINFVT - 19 38, 1948 AND 1957 TO 1963

(Q - Thousand Metric Tons, V - Thousand U.S. Dollars )

1938 1948 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Q 678.6 532.0 652.0 617.0 600.0 584.0 549.0 536.0 560.0
V 75,282.0 157,168 .0 208,109 .0 194)243.0 190,517 .0 203,820.0 197,541 .0 193,944.0 207,726 .0

Q 42.0 43.0 101 10 94.0 96.0 102.0 104.0 104.0 107.0
V 4,933 .0 13,025 .0 40,690.0 37,850.0 40,648.0 43,980.0 44,023 .0 42,580.0 39,850.0

Q 80.6 82.0 82.0 82.0 85.0 83.0 72.0 74.0 81.0
V 8,634.0 28,250.0 30,439.0 30,447.0 33,002.0 33,719.0 28,960.0 31,100.0 31,890.0

Q 22.2 23.0 40.0 21.0 20.0 26.0 32.0 33.0 36.0
V 2,460.0 12,950.0 22,410.0 10,836.0 10,532 .0 14,511.0 18,728.0 17,820.0 19,490.0

Q 180.7 72.0 113.0 112.0 103.0 109.0 88.0 70.0 79.0
V 19,837 .0 21,270.0 35,550.0 33,750.0 31,500.0 36,800.0 28,590.0 23,865 .0 28,100.0

Q 352.2 310.0 245.0 248.0 234.0 232.0 240.0 234.0 233.0
V 39,287.0 81,100.0 68,060.0 71,800.0 66,220.0 69,200.0 73,740.0 73,090.0 81,575.0

Q .9 2.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
V 131.0 573.0 780.0 1,989 .0 . 1,449 .0 1,604.0 1,573.0 1,847.0 2,073.0

U.S.S.R. Q
V

Sources F. A. 0 .

69.0 55.0 53.0 28.0 9.0 17.0 20.0
10,180.0 7,571.0 7,166.0 3,986 .0 1,927 .0 3,642.0 4,748 .0

M 71 rl ri " " i~ ~ " " " " "
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Table 15
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FISH DRIED. SALTED . OR SMOKED

IMPORT BY 14AJOR CUUN'l'fiIE3 : 1938 . 1248 AND 1957 - 196 3

1938 1948 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 196 3

Africa: Nigeria

North America:
Jamaica

United State s

South Americas
Brazii

Aaias Ceylon

Europe =
Italy

Portugal

Spain

Greece

Germany (F.R. )

Q 10.4 2.3 35.7 29.7 34.7 34.5 31.4 35.6 39.6
V 1,829.0 1,008.0 21,678 .0 19,337 .0 22,215 .0 22,308 .0 21,258.0 20,275 .0 18,012. 0

Q 12.7 10.4 12.2 10.6 12.8 12.5 12.2 12.6 16.4
V 1,364.0 3,228 .0 4,382.0 3,914.0 4,752.0 4,651 .0 4,768.0 5,079 .0 5,309 . 0

Q 44.5 44.4 38.4 39.8 39.7 39.3 37.2 35.4 34.7
V 4,730.0 14,823 .0 13,614.0 14,338.0 15,141.0 15,994 .0 14,840.0 14,774.0 14,990 . 0

Q 15.3 19.0 36.4 16.4 16.0 21.6 25.8 27 .1 - 30.0
V 2,282 .0 11,594.0 20,491.0 8,822.0 8,795 .0 12,350.0 15,861.0 14,970.0 16,817 . 0

Q 23.8 28.2 36.1 45.1 43.0 46.0 32.7 21.0 33.9
V

V 4,964.0 7,940.0 15,392.0 17,020.0 16,213.0 20,238.0 12,283.0 7,345 .0 11,890 . 0

Q 80.4 73.3 61.9 65.1 61.2 62.7 68.4 67.6 63.2
V 9,842.0 23,174.0 21,705.0 23,497.0; 22,973.0 24,674.0 26,320.0 27,944.0 30,790.0

Q 38.1 26.7 27.9 25.7 21.3 20.4 29.3 23.8 18.8
V 4,704.0 10,840.0 7,652.0 7,686.0 5,530.0 6,573 .0 7,930.0 6,921.0 7,199 .0

Q 56.2 18.9 18.9 17.9 11.1 9.5 11.9 14.6 17.5
V 9,058.0 9,184.0 8,207 .0 7,858.0 4,426.0 3,789 .0 4,412.0 5,081.0 6,301.0

Q 16.9 22.0 16.2 17.1 17.5 15.4 16.4 15.6 17.5
V 1,533 .0 7,498.0 4,284.0 4,489.0 4,748 .0 4,354.0 4,832.0 4,752.0 5,767. 0

Q 61.8 95.9 12.5 14.4 14.5
V 5,596.0 13,719 .0 2,608.0 3,279 .0 3,683.0

17.7 17.3 18.6 20.2
4,413.0 4,771.0 5,617.0 6,055. 0

..,~-.. ~ .- .,. . ... ._. . : -r :.~_.r--~.-<:--,.•:~ . .̀-:---+il~is,..r---m.--x` ---.-2~ir_ __ ;.:~+~•s-.- .-:-âA-a:i~:T`. .,t....!~SA+~=_„~.._~d'k~w~r



FISH DRIED . SALTED OR SMOKED

IMPOPTS BY MAJOR COUNTRIES : 1938 . 1948 AND 1957 -1962

1938 1948 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

U .S.S.R . Q
v

69.3 55.1 52.7 26.1 8.6 16.6 20.3

10,180.0 7,571 .0 7,166.0 3,986.0 1,927.0 3,642.0 4,748.0

Total Q 360.1 341.1 365.5 337.1 324.5 307.7 291
.2 288.5 312 .1

(11 countries) V 45,902 .0 103,008 .0 130,193 .0 117,81.1•0 115,642.0 123,330.0 119,202.0 116,400 .0 127,878.0

Percent of World Q 64.1 56.1 54.6 54.1 52.7 53.0 53
.8 55.7

Total V 65.5 62.6 60.7 60.7 60.5 60.3 60
.0 61 . 6

Source : F. A. 0 .

IL ~nn ~~
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Table 16

Africa

North America

South America

Asia

Europe

Oceania

U .S.S.R.

- Net Imports
+ Net Exports

Source : F. A. 0.

FISH . DRIED . SALTED CH SMOKED

NET TRADE BY CONTINENTt 1238. 1948 AND 1957 T0 1963

(Thousand Metric Tons )

1938 1948 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

-17 - 3 -49 -46 -47 - 56 -48 -58 -64
+ 38 + 40 - 1 - 8 - 14 - 15 - 7 - 14 - 11
- 22 - 23 - 40 - 21 - 20 - 26 - 32 - 31 - 36

- 54 - 15 - 35 - 32 - 34 - 43 - 20 - 19 - 29

+123 + 73 +171 +143 +112 + 99 + 92 +117 +101

- 1 - 2 - 2 - 5 - 4 - 4 - 4 - •4 - k
~.. Y.. -68 -42 -19 +15 +22 +23 + 24

Notes In 1938 and 1948 exports exceeded world imports since the
survey did not include such large importers as the U.S.S.R.



Table 17

ASricat

North America :

South America :

Asia :

Europe :

0ceartia :

Canada :

World Export e

Source : F. A. 0.

Total Exporta
Net Positio n

Total Exporte
Net Position

Total Exporta
Net Position

Total Exports
Net Position

Total Exporta
Net Position

Total Exporte
Net Position

Exporte
Net Position

FRFSH, CHII.LFJ, UR FHUGEN FISH PRODUCTS

EhPOH.TS AND NET TRADE POSITION BY CONTINENT : 1938 . 19t i. AND 1958 1963
(Thousand Metric Tons)

1938 1948 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

4.4 5.0 22.0 26.0
+ 2.3 + 2.0 - + 3.0 + 6.0

57.8 103.0 154.0 146 .0
- 7.5 - 25.0 -117.0 -163. 0

- 1.0 + 2.0 + 18.0 + 31.0 + 20.0 + 23.0 + 26.0 + 29. 0

33.0 23.0 165.0 203.0 225.0 236 .0
+ 0.9 + 4.0 + 82.0 +117.0 +133.0 +144.0

317.6 536.0 594.0
- 19 .1 - 44.0 + 38.0

289 .0 301.0
+179 .0 +174.0

647.0 693.0 683.0 769.0 856 .0
+ 57.0 - 3.0 - 28.0 - 6.0 + 8. 0

2.2 3.0 3.0 4.0
- 2.0 - 1.0 - 8.0 - 7 . 0

50.8
+ 42.2

96.5
+ 85.5

4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
- 12.0 - 13.0 - 12.0 - 14.0

134.2 131.9 139.5 135.2 143.7 143.1+124.8 +126.0 +134.0 +131.3 +136.7 +135.4
415.0 672.0 956.0 -

31.0 34.0 50.0 47.0
+ 4.0 - 13.0 - 17.0 - 24. 0

154.0 147.0 164.0 166 .0
-145.0 -137.0 -186.0 -172.0

2.0 18.0 31.0 21.0 24.0 27.0 30.0

1,057.0 1,128.0 1,127 .0 1,302.0 1,403.0

~ ~ ~ ~
1 -7
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Table 18

1959 1960 1961 1962 19631938 1948 1957 1958

Europe t Production 7017
Net Exporte 123
Consumption 584

Italy,
Spain,
Portugal,
Greeces Production 29(1 )

Net Importa 179
Ccnsumption 208

Europe
Other s Production 678

Net Exporta 302
Consumption 376

Sources F. A. 0.

699 737 775 718 710
73 171 143 112 99
418 566 632 606 611

32(1) 150
136 110
168 260

FISH . DRIED . SALTED OR SMOKED s

EUROPEAN PRODUCTIUN AND CONSU101TION

(Thousand Metric Tons - Product Weight )

755 724 N. A.
92 117 101
663 607 N. A .

143 132 149 185 204
114 100 88 86 83
257 232 237 271 287

667 587 632 586 561
209 271 257 222 187
458 316 375 364 374

(1) Production of Spain and Greece excluded .

:1U111111013 111111 n o

N . A,
85

N.A.

570 520 N.A.
178 200 186
392 320 N.A.

I

~



Table 19

1938 1948 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Fish, Dried, Salted or Smoked - Total Exporte 776 612 606 574 554 552 549 541
Canadian Exporte 111 126 66 62 60 56 52 62
Percent 14 21 11 11 11 10 9 11

Stockfish ( cod and similar species) - Total Exporte(1) 27 12 43 47 46 43 43 49
Canadian Exporte
Percent

Cod, Hakes, Haddocks etc .

FISH. DRIED. SALTED OR SMOKED

WORLD TRADE AND CANADIAN EXPORTS s 1938 . 1948 AND 1958 TO 196 3

(Thousand Metric Tona )

Total Exporta(1)
Canadian Exporte
Percent

Other, Dried, Salted, or Smoked - Total Exporta(1)

Canadian Exporta
Percent

Sources F. A. 0.

233 173 208 184 187 190 192 195
81 82 50 49 49 45 40 48
35 47 24 27 26 24 21 25

486 345 299 287 264 255 249 250
30 44 16 13 11 11 12 14
6 13 5 5 4 4 5 6

(1) Exporte main exporting countries, and do not add up to .tota2 .



Table 20

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Grand Total F:xports • Q 208.0 184.0 187.0 190.0 192.0 195 .0
V 70,151.0 63,793.0 69,948.0 68,108.0 71,039 .0 75,364 .0

Canada Q 50.1 48.5 48.8 44.8 40.1 48.2
V 18,707 .0 18,486 .0 19,298 .0 16,658 .0 16,441 .0 19,048 .0

Faroe Islands Q 26.4 21.1 23.4 23.9 32.5 34.E'
V 7,978.0 6,129.0 7,307.0 7,272.0 10,329 .0 12,291.0

France Q 25.9 24.4 24.4 23.6 24.2 20.4
V 8,396.0 8,155.0 9,390.0 8,552.0 8,675.0 8,236 . 0

Germany Q 9.2 7.7 9.8 17.5 13.4 14.4
V 2,362 .0 2,311.0 2,706.0 4,991.0 3,737.0 3,984.0

Iceland Q 32.9 27.5 30.5 38.1 34.1 27 . 6
V 9,317.0 7,769.0 8,446.0 11,001.0 10,288.0 8,749.0

Norway Q 47.5 39.2 35.1 26.3 34.3 33.8
V 18,403.0 16,061.0 17,588.0 14,040.0 16,251 .0 17,003.0

0 IIIIIIIIII RU nIIaann n

CODS. HAKF S & HADDOCKS ETCt SALTED & DRIED

WORLD EXPORTS AND MAJOR EXPORTE.ttS : 1958 - 1963

(Q - Thousand Metric Tate, V - Thousand of $U.S.)

I

Source: F. A. 0 .

"W W--W- --- .-.. .. .. ~~ «~-



Table 21

Newfoundland

Nova Scotia

New ôrunswick

Prince bdward
Island

~uebec

NUMBrR OF PPAPL!•; r:NCACN:D IN PHIMARY FISHING OPJ ;HATIONS :

ATLAPJTIC COaST PRUVINCcS ; INSHORJ•. AND OFF'SIIUR~;L1956-1963

Inshore (3) 14,348 15,769 17,653 17,751 17,697 18,125 19,205 20,631
Offshore (2) 608 578 557 555 594 631 612 776
Total 14,956 16,347 18,210 18,306 18,291 18,756 19,817 21,407

Inshore (3) n.a . 11,053 10,753 10,525 10,278 10,676
Offshore (2) n.a . 1,959 2,027 2,053 2,433 2,791
Total (1) (1) 13,747 13,012 12,780 12,578 12,711 13,467

Inshore (3) n.a. 5,902 5,542 5,535 5,024 4,676
Offshore (2) n.a. 480 633 691 1,149 1,300
Total (1) (1) 6,220 6,382 6,175 6,226 6,173 5,976

Inshore(3) n.a, 3,165 3,152 3,342 3,267 3,254
Offshore (2) n.a . 95 122 122 100 118
Total (1) (1) 3,209 2,260 3,274 3,464 3,367 3,37 2

Inshore (3)
Offshore (2)
Total

n .a, 5,168 4,696 3,1,72 3,406 (3,294)
n .a. 219 293 299 380 ( 3H0)

5,290 5,578 . 6,172 5,387 4,989 3,771 3,786 3,674

So~rce : Fisheries Statistics of Canada-Annual .
(1) Comparable data not available .
(2) Men Fishing in boats under 25 gross tons

Vessels : 25 to 50 gross tons - k men
" 51 to 100 " « .. 7 ~~
" 101 to 150 ~' ~~ - 15 '~
" over 150 " " - 18 "

(3) Sy aubtraction .

, ;~-~, ~-~,
~--~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~__~~.~~._._~~__~~ ~ .,~. ~:~.. ~..~ ..... __.. ._. ., ..._,
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Table ?2

~~ ~ ~ n 77-77 p ! 71
i~ ..~ ►.,ri LJ Là ...~ Là ii " ~ il j ]j il El j

NUPIBER OF PrAPLb z:NGAGc,D IN PRIMARY FISHING OPF :RATIUNS :

CANADIAN ATLANTIC CU :;ST; (1 ) INSHORE AND OFFSFiOit E ; 1958-1963

1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Total Atlantic Region and Quebec

Inshore n.a. 43,039 41,840 40,999 41,180 42,531
Offshore n.a. 3,308 3,669 3,796 4,674 5,365
Total 47,558 46,347 45,509 44,795 45,854 47,89 6

P.E.I ., N.S., N .H. _ Inshore n.a. 20,120 19,447 19,402 18,569 18,606
Offshore n.a. 2,534 2,782 2,866 3,682 4,209
Total 23,176 22,654 22,229 22,268 22,251 22,81 5

(1) Summarized from Table 21 ,

j
.-r, . . .. .. .. .. .. ....-....._. .~ ..-.-..-- .._ ._.....~ . .~._~,r:--._~. .a.., .n++. . .ws~ .~..-..~.-o:,. ~. .. .;, -



Table 23

TOTAL LABOUR FORCE TOTAL hNPI .OYED TOTAL UND1PLOyhD F :hPL()YN,ENT IN FISHIAr : ATLANTIC RNCION AND ULBEC ;

1956-1 963

(Thousands )

1956 1957 1958 1959 1560 1961 1962 196 3

Total Labour Force : Atlantic Region
Nfld .
P .E .I ., N .S ., and N .B.

Quebec

Labour Force - With Atlantic Region
Jobs NfJd.

P.P~ .1 ., N.S ., and N.B .
Quebec

Unemployed : Atlantic Region
Nfld .
P.~.I ., N.S ., and N .B.

Quebec

Einployment in Fishing : Atlantic Region
Nfld .
P .E.I ., N.S., and N .B .

Quebec

Finployment in Fishing Atlantic Region
as Percent of Total Nfld .

P.E.I ., N.S ., and N.B.
Quebec

521 542 544 553 567 592 600 601
107 1]1 111 115 117 122 126 11
414 431 433 438 450 470 474 46o

1,615 1,675 1,730 1,752 1,796 1,812 1,842 1,89 2

491 499 476 493 507 526 536 544
100 101 91 94 96 98 104 116
391 398 385 399 411 428 432 4?8

1,535 1,574 1,577 1,613 1,632 1,644 1,703 1,752

30 43 68 60 60 66 65 57
7 10 20 21 21 24 22 1923 33 48 39 39 42 43

~8
80 101 153 138 164 168 138 141
r ~

0 . : ,•16.3 18 .2 18 .3
iR ;b

41 .1 42.1 44 .215 .0

' 23.2 22.7 22 .3 22 .3 22 .3 22 .85.3 5.6 6.2 5.4 5.0 3.8 3 .8 3 . 7

- - 7.6
14 .0 14.7 16.4

5 .4
3.3 3.3 3.6

7.4 7.2 6.9 7.0 7.4
15.9 15 .6 15 .4 15 .7 15 .9

5 .2 5.0 4.7 4.7
3.1 2.8 2.1 2 .1 ~

Source
: Fisheries Statistics of Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics .

* Comparable data not available .

I
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Table 24
TOTAL LANUINCS . NUMIiLR OF FI .`3HWIN . LANDINGS PER FlSfii•;RR AN : N'rkF( .d1NDLANU, b1AftITI

PkUV1NCN5 AND QUi;BivC ; 1958-1963

Averag e Average Percentage
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1958-60 1961-63 Chang e

Landings : Atlantic Coast 1,217,974 1 p 330,615 1,133,522 1,205,324 1,319,641 1,385,396 1,294,037 1,303,454 + 0 .7
( 1000 lbs.) Newfoundland 446,139 534,789 546,533 484,709 527,716 560,791 509,154 524,1405 + 3 .0

Maritimes 662,969 688,498 695,730 616,826 660,965 694,847 682,399 657,546 - 3 .6
Quebec 108,866 107,328 91,259 103,789 130,960 129,758 102,484 121,502 418 .6

Number of Atlantic Coast 47,558 46,347 45,509 44,795 45,854 47,896 46,471 46,182 - .6
Fishermens Newfoundland 18,210 18,306 18,291 18,758 19,817 21,407 18,269 19,993 ~ 9 .4

Maritimes 23,176 22,654 22,229 22,268 22 ,251 22,815 22 , 686 22,445 - 1 .1
Quebec 6,172 5,387 4,989 3,771 3,786 3,674 5,516 3,744 -32 . 1

Landings Per Atlantic Coast 25,610 28,709 29,302 26,908 28,779 28,925 27,874 28,204 + 1 .3
Fishermari: Newfoundland 24,499 29,214 29,880 25,843 26,629 26,197 27,864 26,223 - 5 .9 1.,
(lb) Maritimes 28,606 30,392 31,298 27,700 29,705 30,456 30,099 29,287 - 2 .7 S

"uebec 17,639 19,924 18,292 27,523 34,591 35,317 1R,618 32,380 +73 .9

Sourcet Landings - Fisheries Statistics of Canada .
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Table 25 NFYFOUNDLAND . TOTAL LANDI?lOS . NUb;Rr1t OF FISHLRb1t ;N . LANDINOS PEIi FISHr:HMkN ;

1956 - 196 1

1956 1957 1958

Average Average Per-
1956- 1960- centage

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1959 1963 Change

Landings of All Total 621,585 575,825 464,027 562,219 573,775 503,079 549,341 594,961 555,914 555,289 - 0 .1%
Speçies :(1) Inshore 498,485 474,425 367,327 469,619 469,275 380,779 414,341 448,453 452,464 428,212 - 5 .4%

(000 lb.) Offshore 123,100 101,400 96,700 92,600 104,500 122,300 135,000 146,508 103,450 127,077 + 22 .0

Fishermens Total 14,956 16,347 18,210 18,306 18,291 18,756 19,817 21,407 16,955 19,568 + 15 .4%
Inshore 14,348 15,769 17,653 17,751 17,697 18,125 19,205 20,631 16,380 18,915 4 15 .5% F-
Offshore 608 578 557 555 594 631 612 776 575 653 + 13 .6% o

LandinRs Per All 41,561 35,225 25,482 30,712 31,369 26,822 27,721 27,793 33,245 28,426 - 14 .5%
Fisherman : Insh,ore 34,742 30,086 20,808 26,456 26,517 21,008 21,574 21,737 28,023 22,709 - 19 .0%

Offshore 202,467 175,433 173,608 166,846 175,925 193,819 220,558 188,799 179,588 194,775 + 8 .5%

Source : Fisheries Statistics of Canada .

(1) Including livers.
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Table 26

IIQII~ D tu 11

VALUE OF FiSH LANDED . LANDhD VALUE PER FISHERA'AN :

NEkJFGUNDLAND . MARITIME PROVINCES . Q UNI3EC ;

1958-1963

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Value of Landings : Atlantic Coast 51,153 58,435 59,763 59,005 68,373 75,791
($ 000) Newfoundland 11,312 14,529 15,856 14,922 17,454 20,42 9

P .~ .I ., N .S., N.B ., 36,062 40,033 39,940 39,855 45,749 49,73 1
Quebec 3,779 3,873 3,967 4,228 5,170 5,631 1

Value Per Fisherman : Atlantic Coast 1,076 1,261 1,313 1,317 1,491 1,582 oil
Newfoundland 621 794 867 796 881 954
P .E .I ., N .S., N.B ., 1,556 1,767 1,798 1,790 2,056 2,180 ~
Quebec 612 719 795 1,121 1,366 1,533

Source : Fisheries Statistics of Canada .



Table 27 NEWFOUNDLAND : VALUE OF FISH LANDED. INSHCRE AND OFFSHCR E ;

1957 - 1963

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Value of Fish Inshore Fisherman(1) 10,926 8,600 11,949 12,904 11,311 13,362 15,725
Landed : Offshore Fisherman(2) 2,746 2,712 2,580 2,952 3,611 4,092 4,704

(Z 000)
Total 13,672 11,312 14,529 15,856 14,922 17,454 20,429

Value Landed Inshore Fisherman 692 487 673 729 624 696 762
Per Fisherman Offshore Fisherman 4,750 4,870 4,649 4,970 5,723 6,686 6,06 2

All Fishermen 836 621 794 867 796 881 954

(1) Value of Inshore Landings of Cods Source - Department of Fisheries .
Value of Molluscs and Crustacianss Source - Fisheries Statistics of Canada .
Value of Viscera : Source - Fisheries Statistics of Canada .
Value of Pelagic and Estuarial Fish : Source - Fisheries Statistics of Canada .

-' (2) By subtraction .

t -r A-Jtr
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Table 28

NEWFOUNDLANDs NUNIDEf?. OF INSHORE COD FISHEFtMF.N, NUMBgi SALTINGsNUMB IIt SELLING FRESH
,

1256 - 1963

'

Inshore Cod Fishermen Percentage of Cod Fishermen

No. of No . of Other No- Selling

Inshore Inshore Cod Inshore No. No. Selling No. Selling Fresh & No.Only Selling Fresh & Salting

Year Fishermen Fishermen Fishermen Salting Fresh Only Fresh Salting Salting Only Fresh Salting Only

A B C

1963 20,631 17,653 2,978

1962 19,205 16,523 2,682

1961 17,984 15,412 2,572

1960 17,529 15,453 2,076

1959 17,598 15,647 1,951

1958 17,578 15,611 1,967

1957 15,724 13,808 1,916

1956 14,309 12,160 2,149

D E F G H

14,893 9,031 2,760 6,271 8,622 15 .6 35.5 48 .9

14,255 8,371 2,268 6,103 8,152 13 .7 36.9 49 .4

13,940 5,999 1,472 4,527 9,413 9.6 29.4 61.0

13,959 6,464 1,494 4,970 8,989 9.7 32.2 58.1

13,163 7,639 2,484 5,155 8,008 15.9 32.9 51.2

13,266 6,463 2,345 4,118 9,148 15 .0 26.4 58 .5

12,216 4,693 1,592 3,101 9,115 11.5 22.5 66 .0

10,418 4,731 1,742 2,989 7,429 14.3 24.6 61.1

Source : Columns A, B, C, D, Es Department of Fisheries .

Column F B-D .

Co1wm G s E-F .

Coluam H D-G .

N



Table 29

NEWFOUNDLAND : AVERAGE LANDINGS PER INSHORE COD FISHEftMAN ; SALTING AND SELLING FRESH

(Pounds)

1957-1962

Year
Fishermsn Fisherman
Salting Cod Selling Fresh

Per Cent
Difference

1962 18,932 25,909

1961 15,555 33,106
1960 21,989 34,165

1959 23,518 28,997

1958 14,977 26,839

1957 25,009 37,444

Av. 1957 - 1962 19,997 31,077

Source : Based on data from Department of Fisheries .

+ 36.9
+112.8

+ 55.4

+ 23.3

+ 79.2

+ 49 . 7

+ 55 .4
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Table 30

PERCENTdGE BRFAKDObR+T OF SALT FISH E:{PCRTS BY GRADES

NEwFOUNDLAND 1954 - 1964

Year

Choice and
Prime Madeira Lower Grades

1954 4.3 49.2 46.5

1955 10.4 51.4 38.2

1957 4.3 53.4 42.3

1958 7.4 50.7 41.9

1959 11.1 47.0 41.9

1960 16.1 45.2 38.7

1961 16.5 40.9 42.6

1962 13.3 41.9 44.8

1963 20.2 46.5 33.3

1964 17.5 41.1 3L4

Note : Excludes shipments to Canadian mainland .

Source : Inspection Branch, Department of Fisheries, St .
John Ia.
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LABRADOR

ATLA NTIC PROVINCES AND' Q4~BEC :

MjNÇIPAL S EA FISH§RI~SM§nF-5--UAT-LlTLG A MAIL

SC A L Il 115,000 .000 0n ONE INCH t0 71 . 91 MILES
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